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Introduction: 

The Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests’ (hereafter, the Forests) Plan Revision Assessment 

(hereafter, the Assessment) highlighted the current condition of under-represented young 

forest across all ecozones on both NFS and other lands in the planning area.  The Assessment 

states: 

 

Over the last fifteen years on the national forests the amount of mature and old forest 

has increased, while the amount of very young forest – also known as early successional 

habitat and calculated based on 0-10 year old regenerated stands - has decreased from  

3.0% to 0.6% of the national forests, from 31,026 acres to 6,244 acres.   

 

Under-representation of early successional habitat (ESH) is a conservation concern for the 

Forests because of implications of this deficit on plant and animal species that rely on early 

successional habitats for all or part of their life history. Examples of such species include the 

Golden-winged Warbler, White-tailed Deer, Elk, Ruffed Grouse, and multiple plant species of 

conservation concern, including mountain catchfly and a host of other sun-loving plant species. 

Acres of the forest with various canopy cover classes were calculated as part of the Assessment; 

however, there is a need to take that analysis deeper to identify gaps in the canopy that could 

represent areas of openings and early successional forest. 

   

This analysis utilizes the existing LiDar-derived vegetation structural data to identify gaps in the 

canopy, and assesses the composition and spatial configuration of such gaps across the 18-

county area used for the assessment.  Results from this analysis may be used to support 

decisions on future restoration and forest management projects by identifying existing gaps 
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that could provide desired habitat, and where those gaps may be maintained, as well as 

identifying areas where gaps are less prevalent but may need to be created for species 

restoration.   

 

Questions that can be answered by this data summarization and analysis include, but are not 

limited to: 

 

 How much of the Forest consists of gaps?  How are those gaps characterized, in terms 

of spatial configuration (e.g. size, shape) and distribution? And how do these gaps 

contribute to open forest and/or young forest (YF)/ESH conditions on the landscape? 

 

 Is there a difference in the number and/or size of gaps between ecozones? Are some 

ecozones prone to more gaps than others?  Are there ecozones that have fewer gaps 

than would be expected under natural disturbance regimes? 

 

 Are there areas on the landscape where gaps are more or less prevalent?   

 

 Is there a difference in the number and/or size of gaps in wilderness areas versus the 

non-wilderness or managed NFS lands?  If so, what are the differences? 

 

It is important to note that some of these questions require integration with other analyses 

such as Potential Natural Vegetation (PNV) modeling, Natural Range of Variation (NRV) 

estimation and Spectrum analysis of projected change in forest conditions over time.   

 

 

Methods 

 

To identify canopy gaps, we used the most precise, full-coverage vegetation data available, 

which is the LiDar data that was developed in 2005. The dataset has good accuracy with canopy 

height and cover, and good precision, as the pixel size is 40’x40’ (or <0.01 acre).  However, the 

data layer is dated, and thus this analysis should be interpreted as a “snapshot in time” of 

where canopy gaps occurred on the Forests in 2005. The biggest assumption here is that gap 

creation and loss/closure have been happening at the same rate since 2005. New LiDar data is 

expected to be available in 2018, at which time the analysis could be re-run to compare 

changes in the past decade.   

 

LiDar data does, however, have inherent limitations, and thus should be interpreted with those 

limitations in mind.  For example, it is unable to discern what ground cover composition is from 

the data. Identified canopy gaps could be grassy, providing grazing habitat for herbivores, or 

they could be covered in leaf litter or rock or gravel, providing different habitat characteristics 
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or quality. Similarly, tree canopy and shrub layer composition cannot be assessed from LiDar 

data. Vegetative composition is critical to hard and soft mast-dependent species such as many 

migratory birds and small mammals, Black Bear, Wild Turkey, and Ruffed Grouse. 

   

Additionally, a portion of the Forests was not included in the 2005 LiDar data collection. Part of 

the Grandfather Ranger District had LiDar collected in Phase 2 (prior to 2005) and the results 

are of lower quality, and therefore not comparable with the Phase 3 data.  Therefore, the areas 

without Phase 3 data were eliminated from this analysis. Results will need to be extrapolated to 

the areas with no data, with an understanding that accuracy will be decreased and not site-

specific for those areas, or the analysis re-run with new LiDar data once it is available. However, 

this is not expected to happen until plan revision is complete, so the 2005 Phase 3 LiDar data is 

considered to be the best available information at the time of this analysis.  

 

In summary, this analysis included all NFS lands that have Phase 3 LiDar data available, 

approximately 846,572 acres (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.  National Forest System (NFS) lands used in the canopy gap analysis for the Nantahala 

and Pisgah National Forests.  

 
 

Details of the GIS processing steps that were taken to identify gaps are attached as an appendix 

to this document.  The steps below explain key processes of this analysis: 
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1. Canopy gaps were defined ecologically as places where the canopy is open and the trees 

and shrubs are small enough and their density is low such that sunlight is able to reach 

the forest floor, providing potential habitat for species (plants and animals) that prefer 

such open conditions.  From the LiDar data, this is identified as pixels exhibiting the 

following characteristics: Canopy Cover 0-25% AND Tree Height 0-15 feet AND Shrub 

Density <50%.   

 

2. To reduce extreme patchiness of the data, the Aggregate Function was used to create a 

reduced-resolution raster that took the mean value for an 80’x80’ pixel, and then to 

identify patches based on an 8-pixel neighbor grouping (i.e. if two pixels were touching 

on any sides or corners, they were considered part of the same patch) (Figure 2).   

 

3. Canopy gap patches were intersected with the Nantahala-Pisgah PNV model  to identify 

ecozone values, based on which ecozone represented the majority of the canopy gap 

patch (Figure 2).  

 

4. Canopy gap patches were converted from rasters to polygons, and associated data was 

exported to Microsoft Excel for summarization and presentation (however, spatial 

presentation is still needed for parts of this process). 

 

Figure 2.  Example of multiple ecozones within the same patch (left), which were aggregated 

into patches based on the majority ecozone (right).  Three patches total were created, based on 

the “eight neighbor rule” (i.e. pixels have to be touching on a side or corner to be considered 

the same patch). 

           
 
 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

 

Approximately 18,000 canopy gap patches, totaling approximately 13,000 acres,  were 

identified on the Forests (approximately 1.5% of the analysis area, keeping in mind that only 

Phase III LiDar was used) (Table 1). The majority of canopy gap patches (approximately 80%) 

were 0.5 acres or less in size, and approximately 5% were 5 acres or larger, with the largest 

being 747 acres (Black Balsam/Sam’s Knob area on the Pisgah Ranger District) (Figure 3).   
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Canopy gap patches occurred in all ecozones, and the size distribution was similar to that 

shown above for all gaps (Figure 2). Across ecozones, smallest patches were the most 

prevalent, and larger patches (1 acre or larger) were rare (Figure 4). 

 

 
 

The Acidic Cove ecozone had the greatest number of gaps, as well as the greatest amount of 

acreage in gaps (Table 1). Ecologically this may seem strange, since coves are usually fairly 

protected from disturbances that would cause gaps.  However, the Acidic Cove is the most 
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prevalent ecozone in the analysis area.  To understand the proportion of each ecozone that is a 

gap, we looked at the acres of gap habitats within each ecozone relative to the amount of that 

ecozone on the landscape.  That gave a different picture, one that is perhaps more expected 

(Table 1, last column).   

 

Table 1.  Gap patches by ecozone on the Nantahala-Pisgah Forests, showing the total number of 

patches, the total acres of gap patches, average patch size (and standard deviation), and 

proportion of the ecozone that is a gap.   

 

Ecozone  
(acres in analysis area) 

 

# of Gap 
Patches 

Total 
Acres of 

Gap 
Avg. Patch 

Size 

% of 
Ecozone 

that is Gap 

Spruce-fir (15,649)  691 1,288 1.9 8.2 

Northern Hardwood 
(48,304) 

 
787 710 0.9 1.5 

High Elevation Red Oak 
(38,176) 

 
767 417 0.5 1.1 

Acidic Cove (182,119) 

 

4,282 2,764 0.6 1.5 

Rich Cove (165,630)  2,961 1,631 0.6 1.0 

Dry Oak (156,661)  2,704 1,532 0.6 1.0 

Dry-Mesic Oak (86,986)  1,956 1,223 0.6 1.4 

Mesic Oak (41,216)  730 342 0.5 0.8 

Pine-Oak Heath (61,288) 

 

1,215 785 0.6 1.3 

Shortleaf Pine-Oak (31,568)  1,391 1,662 1.2 5.3 

Floodplain (1,089)  193 273 1.4 25.0 

Grassy Bald (517)  28 188 6.7 36.4 

All  17,705 12,814 0.7  
 

Table 2.  Relative ranking of ecozones in relation to the amount of gaps within the ecozone.  The 

first column shows rank by the total number of acres, second column is by the total number of 

patches, and the third column shows the proportion of the ecozone that is a gap. 

   

Rank Total Acres of Gaps Total # Gap Patches 
Relative Proportion 
of Ecozone that is 
Gap 

1 Acidic Cove Acidic Cove Grassy Bald 

2 Shortleaf Pine-Oak Rich Cove Floodplain 
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3 Rich Cove 
Dry Oak-Deciduous 
Heath 

Spruce-Fir 

4 Dry Oak Dry Mesic Oak Shortleaf Pine-Oak 

5 Spruce-Fir Shortleaf Pine-Oak Acidic Cove 

6 Dry-Mesic Oak Pine-Oak Heath N. Hardwood 

7 Pine-Oak Heath N. Hardwood Dry-Mesic Oak 

8 N. Hardwood High Elev. Red Oak Pine-Oak Heath 

9 High Elev. Red Oak Mesic Oak High Elev. Red Oak 

10 Mesic Oak Spruce-fir Rich Cove 

11 Floodplain Floodplain Dry Oak 

12 Grassy Bald  Grassy Bald  Mesic Oak 

 

The two smallest ecozones, grassy balds and alluvial floodplains, had the highest proportion of 

the ecozone in a gap structural state (Table 2).  These ecozones both are prone to open 

conditions due, so this is not surprising.  Two of the high elevation ecozones (spruce-fir and 

northern hardwood,) were among the highest in terms of relative proportion of the ecozone in 

gap states.  These ecozones contain the largest canopy gap patch (approximately 747 acres) on 

the Forests (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3.  Large gap at Black Balsam/Sam’s Knob area on the Pisgah Ranger District in spruce-fir 

ecozone.   
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Other Early Stand Habitat Patches 

 

Using the same methods as used to identify canopy gap patches, patches of Early Successional 

Habitat (ESH) were identified similar to canopy gap patches, except that the canopy density was 

greater than 25%, indicating a stand that is starting to fill back in after a disturbance.  We 

identified two kinds of ESH patches: ESH Moderate (canopy cover 25-60%) and ESH Dense 

(canopy cover >60%). 

 

There were substantially more patches and more acres of the ESH types than there were the 

open canopy gap patches (Table 5).  Similar to canopy gap patches, these ESH patches were 

primarily small, isolated patches across the Forest, many of which are likely the result of single-

tree falls that are growing back in quickly with vegetation, leading to the higher canopy cover. 

   

Table 5.  Size of ESH) patches across the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests. 

 

Acres ESH Mod 
ESH 

Dense 
Total # 
Patches 

% of all 
patches 

0-0.15 
         

53,188  
         

96,604  
         

149,792  75 

0.15-
0.3 

         
13,088  

         
14,996  

           
28,084  14 

0.3-0.5 
           

5,485  
           

3,845  
             

9,330  5 

0.5-1 
           

5,649  
           

2,038  
             

7,687  4 

1-2 
           

2,407  
               

274  
             

2,681  1 

2-5 
               

881  
                 

26  
                 

907  <1 

5-10 
               

135  
                   

4  
                 

139  <1 

10-20 
                 

13  
                   

1  
                   

14  <1 

>20 
                   

1  
                   

1  
                      

2  <1 

Total 80,847 117,789 198,636 100 
 

Overall there were acres of 46,836 acres of ESH in the analysis area, representing 

approximately 5.5% of the analysis area.  As was the case canopy gap patches, the floodplain 

and grassy bald ecozones had the greatest proportion of their area in ESH.  Overall, the 

proportion of the ecozones that are ESH is much higher than the proportion that is a Gap 

(compare Table 1 with Table 6).   
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Table 6.  Total acres of Early Stand Habitat (ESH) by ecozone in the analysis area, and the 

proportion of each ecozone that was in ESH in 2005.  

  

  
ESH 
Dense 

ESH 
Moderate 

Grand 
Total 

% of 
Ecozone 
that is 
ESH 

Spruce-fir 
            
399  

         
1,051  

         
1,451  9.3 

Northern Hardwood 
            
909  

         
1,271  

         
2,180  4.5 

High Elevation Red 
Oak 

            
837  

         
1,322  

         
2,159  5.7 

Acidic Cove 
         
4,951  

         
4,827  

         
9,778  5.4 

Rich Cove 
         
4,514  

         
4,057  

         
8,570  5.2 

Dry Oak 
         
3,831  

         
4,157  

         
7,988  5.1 

Dry-Mesic Oak 
         
2,649  

         
2,772  

         
5,421  6.2 

Mesic Oak 
            
928  

         
1,109  

         
2,036  4.9 

Pine-Oak Heath 
         
1,678  

         
2,375  

         
4,053  6.6 

Shortleaf Pine-Oak 
         
1,214  

         
1,660  

         
2,874  9.1 

Floodplain 
               
92  

            
128  

            
221  20.3 

Grassy Bald 
               
53  

               
51  

            
104  20.1 

All 
      
22,056        24,780  

      
46,836    

 

 

ATTACHMENTS: 

Appendix 1: Canopy Gap Patch identification steps 

Appendix 2: Early Successional Habitat Patch identification steps 

 

***This process should be updated as further analysis and summarization of gap data is 

completed*** 



Gap Analysis  
Thursday, March 17, 2016 
12:45 PM 

This document details the GIS processing steps that were taken to identify "Gaps" on Nantahala-Pisgah 
NFs based on the 2005 Lidar data.   
  
The model steps identified below are developed in Model Builder, and saved in the toolbox called 
"GapAnalysis_NP.tbx" located here 
T:\FS\NFS\NFinNorthCarolina\Project\SO\2013Revision\GIS\wildlife\GapAnalysis.   
  
The ArcMap project that includes all of the gap analysis data is called "GapAnalysis.mxd" and is saved 
here T:\FS\NFS\NFinNorthCarolina\Project\SO\2013Revision\GIS\wildlife\GapAnalysis. 
  
The geodatabases that contain the gap analysis layers is called  

STEP 1: Classify vegetation datasets to select the attributes we want.  
We're defining gaps as anything having Canopy Cover ≤25% AND Canopy Height ≤15' AND Shrub 
Density ≤50%.  Here's how to do that 
  

1. "Canopy Cover Phase 3 Classified" raster (from Mark E's data) , add field 'reclass' and reclassified 
to have anything 25% canopy or less (class 1) be a 1, and everything else "nodata" 

 
2. "Canopy Height Classified" raster , add field 'reclass' and reclassified to have anything 15' height or 

less (class 1, 2, 3) be a 1, and everything else "nodata" 
3. "Shrub Cover Classified" raster , add field 'reclass' and reclassified to have anything 50% canopy or 

less (value=1 or 2) be a 1,  everything else "nodata" 



 
  

4. Also while reclassifying the base datasets, we went ahead and reclassified the Ecozones 
("Ecozones_lumped_rs" from Mark E's original data) to have the following values (this comes in 
handy down in Step 5):  

100 Spruce-fir 

200 Northern Hardwood Slope 

300 High Elevation Red Oak 

400 Acidic Cove 

500 Rich Cove 

600 Montane Oak-Hickory Slope 

700 Dry Mesic Oak 

800 Dry Oak Evergreen and Deciduous Heath 

900 Pine-Oak Heath 

1000 Low Elevation Pine Shrub 

1100 Montane Alluvial and Large Floodplain 

1200 Grassy Bald 

1300 Health Bald 

1400 Reservoirs and Lakes and Ponds 

  
  

STEP 2: Create a new raster that combined height, canopy cover, and shrub 
density to identify every pixel on the landscape that has characteristics of a gap.   



To do that, I combined these three layers using Raster Calculator, which multiplied the values together 
so that all gaps received a value of either 1 or NoData.  This output is called "GapPixels_all" 
  

 
  

Step 3: Clipped the gap pixels to NFS lands. 
Used "Extract By Mask" command to do this (can use a polygon to clip a raster!)  So the result was a 
raster showing all the pixels with gap characteristics on the Pisgah and Nantahala. 

 
  

Step 4: Aggregate the gap pixels to allow for better identification of ecologically 
functional patches. 
This step got added in after we looked at what happened without it, and saw that there were a lot of 
patches being identified as separate, that really functionally were all one patch.  For example: 
  
Look at this sample area-- a harvest unit that looks like one unit.   



 
Our first cut at identifying gap pixels showed us the reality, which is that there is some variation in the 
unit: 
  
  

 
  
But under this scenario, when we identify patches, this would result in several different patches, broken 
apart where pixels aren't touching one another (each color below is a separate patch). 



 
  
By using the aggregate tool, we were able to reduce the resolution of the pixels by a factor of 2, and 
then look to see if the majority of new pixel was previously identified as a gap or not.  If so, the new 
pixel was considered gap, and if not, it wasn't.   
  

 
  
Now this big blob will show up as one large patch in step 5 below, and will allow for more meaningful ecological identification 
of the gap patches.   

  
  
The following shows the model input to perform the aggregation.  The cell factor of 2 changes our pixel 
size from a 40'x40' pixel to an 80'x80' pixel. 
  



 
  
  
Steps 1-4 are represented in the following model (called "Step_1_2_3_4" in GapAnalysis_NP.tbx 
(Toolbox) located here: 
T:\FS\NFS\NFinNorthCarolina\Project\SO\2013Revision\GIS\wildlife\GapAnalysis) 
  

 
  
  
  

  
  
  

Step 5: Identify patches from the pixels. 
Group all gap pixels together into patches, based on whether they were touching on at least one side or 
corner  
  



 
  
  

Step 6: Identify which ecozone the patch is primarily in. 
Then we had to break out patches based on what ecozone the majority of pixels in that patch were.  To 
do this, we used a tool called "Zonal Statistics." This step used the Gap Patches that we created in Step 
5, and looked to see which  Ecozone(s) those patches were in.  If a patch was all in one ecozone, it was 
assigned that ecozone.  If a patch overlapped two or more ecozones, we chose the MAJORITY ecozone. 

 
  

 
  
  



Step 7: Group patches of similar ecozone together as one. 
  
  

 
  
  
Example: This shows multiple ecozones within the same patch (above), which were aggregated 
into patches based on the majority ecozone.  Three patches total were created, based on the Eight 
Neighbor rule (pixels have to be touching on a side or corner to be considered the same patch). 

 
  

 
  
The model for steps 5-7 looks like this and is saved in the same toolbox referenced above. 



 
  

Step 9-- Clip the gap patches to different management areas (wilderness, WSAs, 
IRAs, MA1 only, and MA 1-3). 
After doing this, export all the attribute tables to .dbf files, then open in Excel to start calculating totals, 
frequency, etc 
  



 
  

STEP 9.  Calculated Acres, Exported to Excel for further analysis.   
Opened the attribute tables and added a column called "Acres" (which the type was 'float') and 
then right-clicked to do a Field Calculator where Acres= Count * (6400/42560).  Rationale for this 
equation:  

Which is derived from the cell size (80'x80' or 6400 sq ft) divided by the square feet in an 
acre (43560 sq ft). 
Acres= xx pixels x  80’x80’ (6400 sq ft)/pixel   x  1 ac/42,560 sq ft   
  

STEP 10.  Convert to Polygon 
  
** Need help figuring out how to do this, because when I do, it creates more polygons than I want, 
splitting out anything that's touching on a corner, whereas the raster will keep those together as a 
patch.   



 
  
  
  
  
  



STEP 1: Classify vegetation datasets to select the attributes we want. 

ESH Moderate= Tree Height <15' and Canopy 25-60%
ESH Dense= Tree Height <15' and Canopy 60%+

"Canopy Cover Phase 3 Classified" raster (from Mark E's data) , add field 'reclass' and reclassified to have anything 25 -60% canopy be a 1, 60-100% is a 2, and <25% is a "No Data"1.

"Canopy Height " raster , add field 'reclass' and reclassified to have anything 15' height or less be a 1, and everything else "nodata"2.

Also while reclassifying the base datasets, we went ahead and reclassified the Ecozones ("Ecozones_lumped_rs" from Mark E's o riginal data) to have the following values (this comes in handy down in Step 5): 3.

100 Spruce-fir

200 Northern Hardwood Slope

300 High Elevation Red Oak

400 Acidic Cove

500 Rich Cove

600 Montane Oak-Hickory Slope

700 Dry Mesic Oak

800 Dry Oak Evergreen and Deciduous Heath

900 Pine-Oak Heath

1000 Low Elevation Pine Shrub

1100 Montane Alluvial and Large Floodplain

1200 Grassy Bald

1300 Health Bald

1400 Reservoirs and Lakes and Ponds

We're defining ESH in two classes:

STEP 2: Create a new raster that combined height & canopy cover to identify every pixel on the landscape that has characteristics of ESH.  
To do that, I combined the layers using Raster Calculator, which multiplied the values together so that all gaps received a value of either 1,2 or NoData.  This output is called "esh_pixels"

Step 3: Clipped the gap pixels to NFS lands.
Used "Extract By Mask" command to do this (can use a polygon to clip a raster!)  So the result was a raster showing all the pixels with gap characteristics on the Pisgah and Nantahala.

Step 4: Aggregate the gap pixels to allow for better identification of ecologically functional patches.
This step got added in after we looked at what happened without it, and saw that there were a lot of patches being idetnifiedas separate, that really functionally were all one patch.  For example:

Look at this sample area-- a harvest unit that looks like one unit.  

Our first cut at identifying gap pixels showed us the reality, which is that there is some variation in the unit:

ESH Analysis 
Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:45 PM
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But under this scenario, when we identify patches, this would result in several different patches, broken apart where pixels aren't touching one another (each color below is a separate patch).

By using the aggregate tool, we were able to reduce the resolution of the pixels by a factor of 2, and then look to see if the majority of new pixel was previously identified as a gap or not.  If so, the new pixel was considered gap, and if 
not, it wasn't.  

Now this big blob will show up as one large patch in step 5 below, and will allow for more meaningful ecological identification of the gap patches.  

The following shows the model input to perform the aggregation.  The cell factor of 2 changes our pixel size from a 40'x40' pixel to an 80'x80' pixel.

Steps 1-4 are represented in the following model (called "Step_1_2_3_4" in ESH_Analysis.tbx (Toolbox) located here: T:\FS\NFS\NFinNorthCarolina\Project\SO\2013Revision\GIS\wildlife\GapAnalysis)

Step 5: Identify patches from the pixels.
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Step 5: Identify patches from the pixels.
Group all gap pixels together into patches, based on whether they were touching on at least one side or corner 

Step 6: Identify which ecozone the patch is primarily in.
Then we had to break out patches based on what ecozone the majority of pixels in that patch were.  To do this, we used a toolcalled "Zonal Statistics" 

Example: This shows multiple ecozones within the same patch (above), which were aggregated into patches based on the majority ecozone.  Three patches total were created, based on the Eight Neighbor rule (pixels have to be 
touching on a side or corner to be considered the same patch).

Step 7: Group patches of similar ecozone together as one.

The model for steps 5-7 looks like this and is saved in the same toolbox referenced above.
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Step 9-- Clip the gap patches to different management areas (wilderness, WSAs, IRAs, MA1 only, and MA 1-3).
After doing this, export all the attribute tables to .dbf files, then open in Excel to start calculating totals, frequency, etc

Which is derived from the cell size (80'x80' or 6400 sq ft) divided by the square feet in an acre (43560 sq ft).
Acres= xx pixels x  80’x80’ (6400 sq ft)/pixel   x  1 ac/42,560 sq ft  

Opened the attribute tables and added a column called "Acres" (which the type was 'float') and then right-clicked to do a Field Calculator where Acres= Count * (6400/42560).  Rationale for this equation: 

STEP 9.  Calculated Acres, Exported to Excel for further analysis.  
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Results

A total of 30
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National Forests in North Carolina 
Procedure for Estimating the Natural Range of Variation (NRV) 

Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests 
January 2015 

NRV Steps  

Completed with Kori Blankenship, Landfire TNC Ecologist 

1) Define an appropriate geographic area - We included a size large enough to 
incorporate the 18 county area surrounding the Nantahala and Pisgah NFs. The size was 
large enough to be statistically significant based on the accuracy of the data for the 
disturbance frequencies.  
 

2) Determine appropriate ecozones - Table 1 identifies the 11 modeled ecological zones 
that include the majority of the lands across the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests. 
Ecological Zones are defined as units of land that can support a specific plant community 
or plant community group based upon environmental factors such as temperature, 
moisture, fertility, and solar radiation that control vegetation distribution (Simon 2011). 
Based on the modeling completed for these types we met with the botanists and 
silviculturists from the mountain ranger districts, the southern research station, and state 
land management agencies and merged types with similar plant diversity, such as acidic 
cove and oak-rhododendron types, and/or overstory, such as northern hardwood cove or 
northern hardwood slope. 
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Table 1.  Eleven Ecological Zones across Nantahala and Pisgah NFs derived by combining 
similar ecological types.  

EcoZones Changes 
Nantahala and 
Pisgah Acres Forest % 

Spruce-Fir Spruce-Fir 16604 2% 

Northern Hardwood Slope, 
Northern Hardwood Cove Northern Hardwood 53924 5% 

High Elevation Red Oak 
High Elevation Red 

Oak 38637 4% 
Acidic Cove, Mixed Oak-

Rhododendron Acidic Cove 240938 23% 
Rich Cove  Rich Cove 189143 18% 

Mesic Oak Slope, Mesic Oak Cove Mesic Oak 186131 18% 
Dry-Mesic Oak Forest Dry-Mesic Oak 105991 10% 

Dry Oak Evergreen, Dry Oak 
Deciduous Dry Oak 59677 6% 

Pine-Oak/Heath  Pine-Oak/Heath 101275 10% 
Low Elevation Pine, Low 

Elevation Pine-Oak Shortleaf Pine-Oak 44451 4% 

Alluvial, Large Floodplain Alluvial  2640 0.3% 
 

3) To the extent possible we also examined any correlation with FSVeg types to examine for 
existing condition. The majority did not have a 1:1 match and typically were incorporated 
in multiple ecozones. Potentially only the red oak type, ev code 55, closely matched the 
type. And this type only occurred in 17% of the modeled high elevation red oak forest 
type. Most FSVeg forest types occurred in mid elevation forests. The same pattern was 
seen for other FSVeg types and typically occurred across multiple ecozones.  
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Table 2.  Correlation or lack of between Ecozones and FSVeg types.  

Ecozones Forest Type - FSVeg Code 
Spruce-Fir 6, 7, 10, 17 

Northern Hardwood 70, 81 
High Elevation Red Oak 55 

Acidic Cove 4, 5, 8, 9, 41, 50, 56, 83 
Rich Cove 9, 41, 50, 56, 82, 83 

Mesic Oak 10, 42, 48, 53, 54 
Dry-Mesic Oak 3, 42, 48, 52, 53, 54 

Dry Oak 42, 51, 52, 54, 57, 59, 60 
Pine-Oak/Heath  15, 16, 20, 25, 33, 38, 49 

Shortleaf Pine-Oak 
3, 12, 13, 14, 16, 21, 25, 31, 32, 33, 44, 

49 

Alluvial  72, 82 
 

4) LANDFIRE (landfire.org) is a nationally created database that in part describes the 
vegetation dynamics, including structure and disturbance regimes for more than 1,000 
ecosystems, called Biophysical Setting (BpS), in the United States (Rollins 2009). 
Biophysical Settings represents vegetation that may have been dominant on the landscape 
prior to Euro-American settlement and are based on both the current biophysical 
environment and an approximation of the historical disturbance regime. Biophysical 
Settings (BpS) represents vegetation that may have been dominant on the landscape prior 
to Euro-American settlement and are based on both the current biophysical environment 
and an approximation of the historical disturbance regime. Map units are defined by 
Nature Serve (NatureServe.org) Ecological Systems, a nationally consistent set of mid-
scale ecological units. BpSs are intended to be dynamic and can be updated with more 
accurate information, such as disturbance regime frequencies. Potentially new ones can 
be created for regional variation. In December of 2014 we examined the existing BpS 
models correlating them with the 11 ecozones to the extent possible. Two ecozones, 
acidic and rich cove, although quite different in species composition, are quite similar in 
disturbance regimes and topographic setting. As a result they were correlated as a single 
unit.   
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        Table 3.  Correlation between Ecozones and LANDFIRE Biophysical Setting.  
EcoZone BpS Name BpS Code 

Dry-Mesic Oak 

Southern Appalachian Oak Forest 5713150 

Dry Oak 
Allegheny-Cumberland Dry Oak Forest And 
Woodland 

5713170 

Mesic Oak 

Montane Red Oak - Chestnut Oak new provisional 
(Simon & Croy) 

Rich and Acidic Cove 
Southern and Central Appalachian Cove Forest 5713180 

Pine-Oak/Heath 

Southern Appalachian Montane Pine Forest and 
Woodland 

5713520 

Shortleaf Pine-Oak 
Southern Appalachian Low-Elevation Pine Forest 5713530 

Floodplain Forest 
Central Interior and Appalachian Floodplain 
Systems 

5714710 

Spruce-Fir 
Central and Southern Appalachian Spruce-Fir 
Forest 

5713500 

Northern Hardwood 
Southern Appalachian Northern Hardwood Forest 5713090 

High Elevation Red Oak 
Central and Southern Appalachian Montane Oak 
Forest 

5713200 

 
5) Natural range of variation represents the percent of different succession (s) classes that is 

found under natural ecological processes with natural disturbance regimes. S-Classes 
represent differences in age and structure, open vs. closed. An open structure was 
assumed to represent 40-80% canopy cover and would allow for greater grass and herb 
diversity, particularly in fire adapted ecozones. It is assumed the drier fire-adapted types, 
pine-oak/heath, shortleaf-pine, and dry oak, have a lower average woodland canopy, 
ranging from 40-60%, than dry-mesic oak, which would range from 50-70%, and mesic 
oak and high elevation red oak, with a range from 60-80%. BpS models typically develop 
a 5 class system from young (early seral) forest, mid-age open forest, mid-age closed 
forest, old-age open forest, and old-age closed forest. BpS model variations on the 
number of s-classes variations have been developed, included the southern Appalachians. 
We examined three local variations within other southern Appalachian reviews of the 
BpS models. These included a review of a subset of the southern Appalachian models in 
Asheville by regional experts in 2012, a variation developed for the north zone of the 
Cherokee NF, and a local variation developed for the Warwoman watershed on the 
Chattahoochee NF. Both the later variations included an old growth class that developed 
seven s-Classes versus five s-Classes. We incorporated the old growth s-class developing 
our variation for western North Carolina based on the best examples of the three 
modeling efforts and by detecting inconsistencies across age classes. We were surprised 
at the lack of young forest when there was so much difference in old growth percentages 
(Late2 in Table 4). Our goal was to review the systems and learn from previous modeling 
efforts creating less discrepancies when examining all ten BpS models relative to each 
other. As a result of detecting differences for the same s-Classes within the same BpS we 
determined it would be desirable wanted to develop a range for all the S-Classes versus a 
single fixed percentage.    
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Table 4.  Variation between s-Classes between BpS models across the Southern Appalachians. 
Chatt = Warwoman watershed on Chattahoochee NF, Cher = North Zone Cherokee NF, Sapp = 
Southern Appalachian subset. Numbers represent percent of individual ecozone. 

 

 
6) To begin the modeling process we developed age and successional classes for each of the 

11 ecozones for the Nantahala/Pisgah, which will be represented by 10 BpS models. The 
early class was determined by silvicultural conditions in particular the growth rate of the 
major dominate tree species, the density of tree species resulting in canopy closure, and 
the change in shrub, grass and herbaceous species dominance (Table 5). Mid ages were 
assumed to be longer in more mesic systems (cove and floodplain forests) and less within 
xeric ecozones (dry oak and pine-oak/heath). For the majority of the maximum ages for 
the late age class and the beginning of the old growth class were based on the region 8 
guidelines for old growth (1997). An exception is for dry-mesic oak forest, pine-oak 
heath forest, northern hardwood forest and floodplain forest. For each of those types the 
minimum old growth age was increased to 130 years for the first three and 140 years for 
the later (Table 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Types
S-Classes Chatt Cher Sapp Chatt Cher Sapp Chatt Cher Sapp

Early 5 7 5 7 7 6 7 10 6
Mid -Closed 8 26 6 6 15 10 4 15 4
Mid-Open 7 20 7 13 25 10 13 31 13
Late- Open 6 12 6 14 23 14 18 15 18
Late-Closed 5 18 5 5 13 5 3 8 3
Late2- Open 38 2 39 42 11 49 57 7 57

Late2- Closed 31 14 31 12 6 6 1 14 1
Total Closed 44 58 42 23 34 21 8 37 8

Total Open/Early 56 41 57 76 66 79 95 63 94

Mesic Oak Dry Mesic Oak Dry Oak
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Table 5.  Ages of s-Classes for the ten BpS models developed for the Nantahala and Pisgah 
National Forests.  

 

7) We determined the appropriate disturbance regimes (type and frequency) for each 
separate BpS model (Table 6). There is uncertainty on frequencies for many disturbance 
types given the lack of historical data. The analysis was completed on a relative scale of 
intensity and frequency of any disturbance when comparing all 11 ecozones. For 
instance, it was assumed the frequency and intensity of wind and weather events was 
greater on an exposed landscape, where dry oak or pine-oak heath ecozones are present, 
in comparison to more protected concave landscape features, typically where rich cove, 
acidic cove or northern hardwood ecozones occur. We initially separated more 
disturbance events, such as ice storms from wind events, but after running models, it did 
not make any appreciable difference in the outcomes. Based on Kori Blankenship’s, 
Landfire TNC modeler, previous experience with other landscape NRV modeling we 
simplified the number of disturbances.   
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Table 6.  Frequency (years) of separate disturbance classes for the ten BpS models developed for 
the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests.  

 

 
8) To develop s-Class average means, we used state-and-transition modeling ST-Sim 

software (Apex Resource Management Solutions), which assigns probabilities to the 
transitions and stochastically simulates multiple iterations of the model. For each BpS 
model we simulated for a 1000-year period with separate iterations. In order to determine 
how many iterations would be sufficient before normalization we ran half the models for 
300 iterations. However, when there was a negligible difference with the results it was 
assumed 100 iterations would suffice to derive s-Class separations. For nine models we 
derived seven s-Classes based on age and open or closed criteria. For cove forest, 
representing both acidic cove and rich cove ecozones, we only derived a closed old 
growth s-Class. This is based on our assumption these are the most protected ecozones in 
the landscape and would not have an open condition.  
 

9) In order to derive ranges for each s-Class we examined the probability distributions 
around each average. ST-SIM can be used with either a normal or a beta distribution. We 
selected beta distribution since one can tie it to a minimum and maximum for 
disturbances. By using a standard deviation of the beta distribution for each disturbance 
type it is possible to approximate a bell-shaped curve. The bell-shaped curve was visually 
optimized examining changes in the frequency distribution shape while maintaining the 
widest possible frequency vales, from which minimum and maximum multipliers were 
derived. These multipliers were used to provide a range for individual s-Classes for each 
ecozone. 
 

 

Disturbances POH SLP Dry Oak
Dry-Mesic 

Oak
Mesic 

Oak HERO SF NHwd Cove Flood

Min Surface Fire 3 2 5 14 18 11 100 50 50
Max Surface Fire 15 12 20 20 25 20 500 250 350

Average Surface Fire 5 5 10 15 20 15 333 100 200

Min Mixed Fire 20 20 25 80 80 50 600 500 400 400
Max Mixed Fire 100 100 100 250 250 100 2000 1000 1000 1000

Average Mixed Fire 50 50 60 100 100 70 1000 602 500 500

Min Replacement Fire 30 30 25 200 100 100 600 500 500 200
Max Replacement Fire 300 500 500 500 500 500 2000 1000 1500 1000

Average Replacement Fire 150 200 250 300 350 350 1000 602 1000 612

Min Wind/Weather 100 100 70 150 150 40 100 120 200 120
Max Wind/Weather 300 333 333 400 400 300 333 500 500 250

Average Wind/Weather 150 150 100 200 250 100 150 200 300 150

Min Extreme Wind/Ice 100 80 100 100
Max Extreme Wind/Ice 300 400 500 700

Average Extreme Wind/Ice 250 250 333 500

Min Insect/Disease 60 70 70 100 100 70 50 80 100 100
Max Insect/Disease 200 200 200 400 400 300 333 350 400 400

Average Insect/Disease 100 125 125 200 250 125 100 200 250 250

Min Flooding 50
Max Flooding 400

Average Flooding 120
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Figure 1. Bell-shaped curve for surface fires for Pine-Oak/Heath ecozone.  

 
 
 
Figure 2. Bell-shaped curve for wind frequencies for Pine-Oak/Heath ecozone.  
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Figure 3. Results of NRV simulations with final ranges within each s-Class for Pine-
Oak/Heath ecozone.  
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Probability NRV Models for Nantahala and Pisgah NFs Plan Revision 

June 2020, prepared by Gary Kauffman 

Included in separate spreadsheets are the probabilistic calculations for the separate state classes 
by ecozone.   The following guide provides info on the data: 

1) First Column with the vegetation type is the ecozone.  Both acidic and rich coves have 
the same disturbance patterns so are treated together 

2) State classes acronyms represent the following: 
• Early1:All = Young Forest 
• Mid1:CLS = Mid aged closed canopy forest 
• Mid1:OPN = Mid aged open canopy forest 
• Late1:CLS =  Old aged closed canopy forest 
• Late1:OPN =  Old aged open canopy forest 
• Late2:CLS =  Old Growth closed canopy forest 
• Late2:OPN =  Old Growth open canopy forest 
3) The Transition Type is the Disturbance type.  Optional is a catchall for multiple 

disturbances. 
4) Prob is the probability is the likelihood of occurrence for the disturbance.  A probability 

of 0 essentially represents an impossibility while 1 a certainty.  Thus, a probability of 
.002 occurs .2% of the time while .01 is at a 10% frequency. 

5) The Age Reset indicates if the disturbance results in the state class moving to young 
forest.   



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
SpruceFir Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 33
SpruceFir Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0030 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 33
SpruceFir Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
SpruceFir Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 33
SpruceFir Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
SpruceFir Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
HighElevRedOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0100 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Early1:ALL Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 Yes 19
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0670 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
HighElevRedOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
HighElevRedOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
HighElevRedOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
NorthernHardwood Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Early1:ALL Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0015 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 25
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0070 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0015 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 25
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0010 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0070 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0015 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
NorthernHardwood Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0015 1.0000
NorthernHardwood Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 25
NorthernHardwood Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0030 1.0000 No
NorthernHardwood Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0070 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
RichAcidicCove Early1:ALL Early1:ALL MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0040 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0040 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Late2:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0040 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Late2:ALL MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Late2:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Late2:ALL Late2:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0040 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010 1.0000 Yes
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0040 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
RichAcidicCove Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
MesicOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Early1:ALL Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 Yes 20
MesicOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
MesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
MesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
MesicOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
MesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
MesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
MesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
MesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
DryMesicOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Early1:ALL Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 Yes 18
DryMesicOak Early1:ALL Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 25
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 25
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0025 1.0000 Yes
DryMesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 25
DryMesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryMesicOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0050 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
DryOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL MixedFire 0.0400 1.0000 No
DryOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0400 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Early1:ALL Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 Yes 19
DryOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0200 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
DryOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0150 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0200 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0200 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
DryOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0150 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0200 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
DryOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
DryOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0150 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.1000 1.0000 No
DryOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
PineOakHeath Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0330 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Early1:ALL Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 Yes 14
PineOakHeath Early1:ALL Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0500 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0130 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0130 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0130 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0130 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0130 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0200 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Optional1 0.0040 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0033 1.0000 Yes
PineOakHeath Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
PineOakHeath Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0130 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
PineOakHeath Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob Propn Age Reset TST Min
ShortleafPineOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0330 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.3300 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Early1:ALL Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 Yes 9
ShortleafPineOak Early1:ALL Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0500 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.1500 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0150 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.1500 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0067 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0150 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0100 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0030 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.1500 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0330 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Insect/Disease 0.0050 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0020 1.0000 Yes
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000 1.0000 No 20
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0100 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.2000 1.0000 No
ShortleafPineOak Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0100 1.0000 No



From Vegetation Type From Class To Class Transition Type Prob
FloodForest Early1:ALL Early1:ALL MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Early1:ALL Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Early1:ALL Early1:ALL Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Early1:ALL Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Early1:ALL Early1:ALL SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Late1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Late1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040
FloodForest Late1:CLS Late1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Late1:CLS Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Late1:CLS Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067
FloodForest Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Late1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Late1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040
FloodForest Late1:OPN Late1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000
FloodForest Late1:OPN Late1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Late1:OPN Late1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Late1:OPN Late1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067
FloodForest Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Late2:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Late2:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040
FloodForest Late2:CLS Late2:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Late2:CLS Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Late2:CLS Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067
FloodForest Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Late2:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Late2:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040
FloodForest Late2:OPN Late2:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000
FloodForest Late2:OPN Late2:OPN MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Late2:OPN Late2:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Late2:OPN Late2:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Mid1:CLS SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Mid1:CLS Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Optional1 0.0030
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL ReplacementFire 0.0010
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Early1:ALL Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0040
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Mid1:CLS AltSuccession 1.0000



FloodForest Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN MixedFire 0.0020
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Optional2 0.0100
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN SurfaceFire 0.0050
FloodForest Mid1:OPN Mid1:OPN Wind/Weather/Stress 0.0067



Propn Age Reset TST Min
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No 20
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No 20
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 Yes
1.0000 No 20



1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
1.0000 No
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Spectrum Coefficients for YoungGap creation 
 
The output YoungGaps was created to model background levels of disturbance on unmanaged lands, 
and young forest created by burning prescriptions designed to create young forest. 
 
YoungGap production on unmanaged lands 
The assumptions modelled are that within any unmanaged forest type, across the forest, there will be a 
constant proportion of those lands that have been disturbed by insects, disease, blowdown or other 
disturbance, and are in a young-forest state.  At a finer scale, a patch that has been disturbed will 
eventually grow back into a closed state, but elsewhere within that forest type, new disturbance will 
create new young-forest openings. 
 
The table below shows the per-acre coefficients, by forest type, used to calculate the amount of 
YoungGap created on each acre of unmanaged land.  The best way to think of these coefficients is to 
imagine a large block of a given forest type: for type 08, dry oak, the coefficient of 0.005 means that for 
every 1000 acres of unmanaged dry oak, you will find a total of 5 acres of those lands in a disturbed, 
young-forest state. Over time, those acres will become closed and be replaced by other disturbed acres. 

Forest types Acres of YoungGap / acre of forest 
04, 07 0.0075 
03 0.0075 
01, 05 0.005 
08 0.005 
11, 12 0.006 
06 0.006 
10 0.006 
09 0.007 
02 0.001 

 
Source:  The Gap Analysis (posted on the website) was used as the basis of information for these 
coefficients.  This information was considered the most relevant and current information about the 
current state and likely future state of the forest. There is great uncertainty about the likely future 
forest because the state of this forest has been largely disturbed by human intervention over most of 
the area within the past 100 years.   Since NRV is based on only natural disturbances, with no human 
intervention, and over 1000 year period, the direct assumptions used in NRV would need to be 
examined carefully before applying it to future forest conditions.  While Spectrum used a 200 year 
planning horizon, the Ecological Sustainability Evaluation of ecosystem used a 50 year planning 
horizon because the uncertainty of likely futures increases greatly with time. 
 
YoungGap production by management 
The prescription ‘Burning for Young Forest creation’ models prescribed burning intended to maintain 
forest composition and create some openings.  This prescription can be applied on seven forest types.  
When applied, lands will be burned every decade. The prescription can be initiated in the first, second or 
third decade.  When first applied, the number of openings created is slightly lower than in subsequent 
periods. 
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Forest Types Acres of YoungGap/acre treated – first 
treatment 

Acres of YoungGap/acre treated – 
subsequent treatments 

04, 07 0.06 0.1 
03, 06 0.03 0.05 
05, 09 0.01 0.01 
08 0.03 0.05 

 
 
Minimum Level allocations and Regen Acres by Alternative 
Source : Spectrum summary tables 
The amount of natural disturbance was calculated on the minimum level acres.  These are the acreages 
that have no active management scheduled in the Spectrum model.  Tier 1 has about ¾ of the forest with 

no active management, whereas, Tier 2 has less than ½  forest with no active management.  But, active 
management includes all possible activities, including prescribed fire, intermediate treatments, and not 

Ave
Alt D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 - D20
AltDT2 RegenAcre 35,000 31,000 30,999 31,000 31,000 31,049
AltDT1 RegenAcre 11,641 12,000 11,999 12,000 12,000 12,000
AltCT2 RegenAcre 35,007 31,004 30,997 30,998 30,999 31,267
AltCT1 RegenAcre 12,002 12,001 12,001 11,999 11,999 12,001
AltBT2 RegenAcre 34,999 30,996 31,001 30,996 31,000 31,000
AltBT1 RegenAcre 11,593 11,999 12,001 11,999 11,999 11,999
AltA RegenAcre 6,498 6,497 6,497 7,000 6,999 6,999

Ave
Alt D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 - D20
AltDT2 Minimum Level 414,437 414,506 414,556 414,845 415,327 415,689
AltDT1 Minimum Level 793,909 792,988 793,118 793,805 795,252 796,960
AltCT2 Minimum Level 500,694 500,096 500,198 500,676 501,591 502,707
AltCT1 Minimum Level 791,516 790,312 790,413 791,075 792,495 794,560
AltBT2 Minimum Level 408,051 407,952 408,032 408,337 408,728 409,251
AltBT1 Minimum Level 793,071 792,070 792,218 792,925 794,322 796,100
AltA Minimum Level 842,079 842,096 842,097 842,097 842,097 842,097

Ave
Alt D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 - D20
AltDT2 YoungGaps 2,670 3,065 3,080 3,087 3,089 3,089
AltDT1 YoungGaps 5,630 6,746 7,370 7,688 7,688 7,688
AltCT2 YoungGaps 3,248 3,710 3,725 3,726 3,726 3,726
AltCT1 YoungGaps 5,510 6,876 7,436 7,575 7,575 7,575
AltBT2 YoungGaps 2,722 3,181 3,211 3,229 3,232 3,232
AltBT1 YoungGaps 5,649 6,971 7,509 7,685 7,685 7,685
AltA YoungGaps 4,500 4,517 4,518 4,518 4,518 4,518

Decade

Decade

Decade
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just regeneration.   The amount of Regeneration Acres are shown for the alternatives because these 
activities are used to create young forest.  
 
Constraints on Tier 2  
Refer to Appendix D: Table 15: Tier 2 Objectives for Alternatives B, C, D 
 
Young Forest + Young Gaps must be at least 60000 in periods 2 to 20       
 
Young Forest + Young Gaps must be at least 57000 in periods 1 to 1 
 
 
Acres receiving regeneration cuts cannot be more than 35,000 acres in periods 1 to 20 
                            Upper Limit Alt B,C,D: Period 1 
 
This constraint is binding in the first planning period for the action alternatives.  Since the starting point 
of young forest is fairly low, there is enough capacity to handle regen increases in the first planning 
period 
 
Acres receiving regeneration cuts must be at least 31,000 in periods 1 to 20 
  Lower limits Alt B,C : Period 2 to 20 
                             Lower limit Alt D: Periods 1-14; 16-20 
This constraint is binding.  The model was bounded to meet the regeneration harvests of 32,000 acres by 
within bounds of  31,000 to 35,000 acres.  This constraint hits to lower limit—wants to go lower in 
periods 2-20 ---most likely due to the next constraint, as follows.  
 
Young Forest + Young Gaps cannot be more than 90000 acres in periods 1 to 20:   
                         Upper Limit Alt B: Period 2-20 
            Upper Limit Alt C: Period 3-20 
                          Upper Limit Alt D: Period 3- 20 
 
This constraint is binding. If young gaps were increased in periods 2 and beyond in Alt B and periods 3 
and beyond in Alts C and D, then the constraints would need to be raised above 90,000 acres of young 
forest+ young gaps to achieve plan objectives.  
 
Or, if the constraints were frozen at 90,000 acres of young forest + young gaps, and the amount of young 
gaps were increased in periods 2 and beyond, then fewer regen acreages would go into solution. That 
would involve changing the other constraints above for the minimum amount of regeneration of 31,000 
ac.   
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Abstract Old-growth forests are assumed to be potential
reservoirs of genetic diversity for the dominant tree spe-
cies, yet there is little empirical evidence for this as-
sumption. Our aim was to characterize the relationship
of stand traits, such as age, height and stem diameter,
with the genetic and reproductive status of old-growth
and older second-growth stands of red spruce (Picea 
rubens Sarg.) in eastern Canada. We found strong rela-
tionships between height growth (a fitness trait) and
measures of genetic diversity based on allozyme analys-
es in red spruce. The negative relationship between
height and the proportion of rare alleles suggests that
high proportions of these rare alleles may be deleterious
to growth performance. Latent genetic potential, howev-
er, showed a significant and positive relationship with
height. Stand age was not correlated to height, but was
correlated to seedling progeny height. In late-succession-
al species such as red spruce, age and size (e.g., height
and stem diameter) relationships may be strongly influ-
enced by local stand disturbance dynamics that deter-
mine availability of light, growing space, moisture and
nutrients. In larger and older stands, age appeared to pro-
vide a good surrogate measure or indicator for genetic
diversity and progeny height growth. However, in small-
er and more isolated populations, these age and fitness
relationships may be strongly influenced by the effects
of inbreeding and genetic drift. Therefore, older popula-
tions or old-growth forests may represent superior seed
sources, but only if they are also of sufficient size and
structure (e.g., stem density and spatial family structure)

to avoid the effects of inbreeding and genetic drift. Thus,
larger and older forests appear to have an important evo-
lutionary role as reservoirs of both genetic diversity and
reproductive fitness. Given the rapid environmental
changes anticipated (as a result of climate change, in-
creasing population isolation through fragmentation, or
following the introduction of exotic pests and diseases)
these older populations of trees may have a valuable
function in maintaining the adaptive potential of tree
species.

Keywords Conservation · Genetic diversity · 
Inbreeding · Old-growth forests · Reproductive fitness

Introduction

Genetic diversity provides the evolutionary potential for
sustaining forest health in the face of environmental
change. Therefore, conserving the genetic diversity of
native trees, as the dominant life forms of forested eco-
systems, has special significance. Old-growth forests are
considered to have great value for species conservation
(Anonymous 2000) by providing a special habitat for an
array of forest-dependent wildlife. These older popula-
tions may also serve as reservoirs of genetic diversity
and reproductive fitness, important for maintaining pop-
ulations of native trees under pressure from environmen-
tal changes. However, there is very little empirical evi-
dence supporting the assumption that old-growth forests
serve as reservoirs of genetic diversity or fitness.

The Acadian Forest Region (AFR) covers most of the
Maritime provinces (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island) of Canada (Rowe 1972). Except
for a small area of boreal forest, the forest cover is typi-
cal of much of the Temperate Zone of northeastern North
America, where natural forest succession, in the absence
of stand-replacing disturbances such as fire, tends to-
wards the development of late-successional forest types
composed of long-lived, relatively shade-tolerant trees,
such as eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), red spruce
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(Picea rubens), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), American
beech (Fagus grandifolia) and yellow birch (Betula all-
eghaniensis). One of the most important distinguishing
features of the AFR is the high proportion of red spruce
(Loucks 1962; Rowe 1972), a species adapted to the high
atmospheric moisture that prevails in the AFR. Red
spruce is commonly associated with the red spruce-
eastern hemlock-eastern white pine (Pinus strobus) spe-
cies complex, which comprises a mostly shade-tolerant
coniferous tree species association, with eastern white
pine as a legacy from an earlier successional stage. Red
spruce also occurs within mixedwood forests, together
with shade-tolerant hardwood trees. These climatic cli-
max associations are most commonly found on xeric to
mesic lowland sites and, to a lesser extent, in upland 
areas of Atlantic Canada.

Several hundred years of land clearing for agriculture
and timber harvesting has eliminated most of the old-
growth forest in the AFR and throughout the northeast-
ern temperate forests of North America (Korstian 1937;
Gordon 1994; Davis 1996). In this older forest, the aver-
age age of the dominant trees exceeds 150 years and the
oldest trees are approaching their maximum longevity of
300–400 years (Cogbill 1996; Mosseler et al. 2000).
What little old-growth forest remains is largely restricted
to small isolated stands, often found in steep gorges that
were inaccessible to harvesting and agriculture, or areas
that either were protected or escaped harvesting. Late-
successional, old-growth forest types, dominated by
shade-tolerant conifers such as red spruce, are becoming
increasingly rare. These forest types have great commer-
cial value and, because of their ecophysiological adapta-
tions, present the forest industry with important silvicul-
tural alternatives to clearcutting, and the intensive forest
management regimes that normally follow complete for-
est clearing. The conservation of these declining red
spruce-dominated forest types has become an important
issue in temperate forests such as the AFR and further
west into the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence Forest Region
of Ontario. The reproductive and genetic status of the
red spruce component of these late-successional forests
has been characterized across the Canadian range, from
Nova Scotia to the geographically disjunct populations
of Ontario in the northwestern portion of the species’
range (Mosseler et al. 2000; Rajora et al. 2000).

From a genetic perspective, very little attention has
been given to the implications of the loss of late-succes-
sional tree species and forest types and, in particular, the
oldest stages of forest development. Most forest genetics
literature has focused on genetic aspects related to tree
improvement and selective breeding activities.

High levels of genetic diversity are generally accept-
ed as essential for facilitating the adaptive responses re-
quired to adjust to anticipated climate and other environ-
mental changes. The objective of this study was to exam-
ine relationships between stand traits, such as tree age,
stem height and stem diameter, in ten natural populations
of red spruce with: (1) genetic diversity parameters, (2)
reproductive fitness traits, and (3) progeny growth.

These relationships help us to understand what these old-
er populations represent in terms of genetic resources
and as potential reservoirs of genetic diversity and repro-
ductive fitness.

Materials and methods

Red spruce populations and sampling

Ten red spruce populations, five from New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, and five from Ontario (Table 1), were studied as described
in Mosseler et al. (2000) and Rajora et al. (2000). The sampled
populations were all located within a similar range of latitude and
elevation. Maritime populations consisted of large, extensive
stands that normally contained several thousand mature trees con-
tributing to the reproductive gene pool. Ontario red spruce popula-
tions, however, generally consisted of much smaller stands occur-
ring as remnant patches, often with fewer than 50 mature trees that
were sometimes isolated from adjacent stands by distances that
would be expected to restrict pollination or seed dispersal among
stands. As most of the Ontario stands had only 15 to 20 red spruce
trees bearing a cone crop, we limited our sampling to about 15
trees per population in order to keep relatively uniform sample
sizes. This sample size represented an almost complete (80–90%)
female reproductive census and 35–65% of the total red spruce in-
dividuals from the Ontario populations. The Nova Scotia red
spruce populations at Abraham Lake and Rossignol Lake repres-
ent relatively undisturbed, old-growth forest stands dominated by
red spruce of all ages, including trees presumed to be well over
300 years of age, as determined from wood increment corings. 
Data on height, diameter and age of individual sampled trees were
recorded (Mosseler et al. 2000).

Seed processing, germination and seedling growth

Cones were collected from individual sampled trees and the seeds
were processed as described in Mosseler et al. (2000). Various
cone and seed traits, including the total number of seeds, the num-
ber and proportion of empty and filled seeds per cone, and the pro-
portion of filled to developed seeds, were measured and calculat-
ed, as were population means for these traits. Seed was germinat-
ed from individual open-pollinated families under glasshouse con-
ditions and seedling height was measured to the nearest 5 mm 169
days after sowing.

Genetic diversity analysis

Genetic diversity parameters of the populations were determined
by assaying 37 allozyme loci, coding for 15 enzymes in haploid
megagametophytes as described in Rajora et al. (2000). Of the 37
loci studied, eight were invariant (monomorphic) in all ten red
spruce populations and 29 were polymorphic. The traits examined
include: (1) the percentage of monomorphic loci, (2) the percent-
age of polymorphic loci, (3) the mean number of alleles per locus,
(4) the latent genetic potential, (5) the proportion of rare alleles,
and (6) the mean observed heterozygosity.

Statistical analyses

The regional (Ontario versus Maritime) effect was tested in a co-
variance analysis to examine tree height growth in relation to vari-
ous genetic diversity traits in a way analogous to the analysis of
covariance of female effects presented by Major and Johnsen
(1996), using the model Yij = B0 + B0i + B1Xij + B1iXij + eij, where
Yij is tree height of the jth population of the ith region, B0 and B1
are average regression coefficients, B0i and B1i are region coeffi-
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cients, Xij is the independent variable (e.g., genetic diversity 
traits such as the percentage of poly- and mono-morphic loci, 
the mean number of alleles per locus, the latent genetic potential,
the proportion of rare alleles, and heterozygosity), and eji is the 
error term. In this analysis, three sources of variation are identi-
fied: (1) genetic diversity trait (covariate), (2) region, and (3) 
region × covariate. Significant region effects indicate differences
in region means (i.e., differences in B0i coefficients, if B1i coeffi-
cients are similar) and significant region × covariate effects indi-
cate differences in the slopes (B1i coefficients) between regions.

The relationships (r-value) and significance (p-value) of stand
age, tree height, tree diameter and height of the open-pollinated
progeny with genetic diversity parameters were determined by
correlation analysis based on the population means for these traits.
Two-dimensional plots with p- and r-values were constructed to
portray these relationships for the stands identified in Table 1.

Results

Correlations between stand averages for traits such as tree
height, diameter and age resulted in no significant rela-
tionships among these traits (data not shown). For in-
stance, average stand height showed no relationship to av-
erage stand age (p = 0.685). However, average stand
height was significantly correlated with a number of ge-
netic diversity traits. The region effect (e.g., Ontario vs
Maritimes) was not significant for any of the genetic di-
versity traits examined. Mean stand height was negatively
correlated to percent monomorphic loci (r = –0.585)
(Fig. 1). The Gloucester Township (Ontario) population
was monomorphic for eight of the allozyme loci that were
normally polymorphic in most of the other populations.
The Centennial Ridges (Ontario) population was mono-
morphic for 19 loci that were normally polymorphic in
most of the other populations. Rossignol Lake (Nova Sco-
tia) appears to be an outlier in this relationship between
percent monomorphism and average stand height growth.

Average stand height was strongly (p = 0.001) and
positively (r = 0.863) correlated with the percent poly-
morphic loci (Fig. 2), when a locus was considered
polymorphic if the frequency of the most common allele

did not exceed 0.95 (95% criterion). There was also a
significant positive correlation (p = 0.02, r = 0.725) be-
tween mean stand height and percent polymorphic loci,
when a locus was considered polymorphic if the fre-
quency of the most common allele did not exceed 0.99
(99% criterion) (data not shown). The populations at
Gloucester Township, Rossignol Lake and Abraham
Lake (Nova Scotia) were among the most polymorphic.
The ranking of the ten different populations was rela-
tively consistent regardless of whether the percentage of
polymorphic loci was calculated based on the 95% or
99% criteria.

Average stand height was also strongly and positively
correlated to the mean number of alleles per locus
(Fig. 3A) (r = 0.750, p = 0.012) and latent genetic poten-
tial (Fig. 3B) (r = 0.718, p = 0.019). However, the rela-
tionship between the average tree height within a stand
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Table 1 Geographic coordinates, elevation, and population abbre-
viations for sampled red spruce populations

Location of populations Latitude Longitude Elevation 
(population abbreviation) (m)

Maritimes:
1. Rossignol Lake, NS (RL) 45°08′ 65°14′ 100
2. Abraham Lake, NS (AL) 45°10′ 62°38′ 185
3. Quiddy River, NB (QR) 45°31′ 65°12′ 100
4. Hurlett Road, NB (HR) 46°07′ 66°39′ 185
5. Blowdown Brook, NB (BB) 46°41′ 67°36′ 380

Ontario:
6. Gloucester Township (GT) 45°21′ 75°32′ 80
7. Haliburton Forest (HF) 45°13′ 78°35′ 185
8. Bruton Clyde Reserve (BCR) 45°17′ 78°17′ 460
9. Centennial Ridges (CR) 45°34′ 78°25′ 510

10. Blythe Township (BT) 46°32′ 79°32′ 380
Fig. 1 Relationship between tree height (mean and SE) and per-
centage of monomorphic loci by population (see Table 1 for popu-
lation abbreviations)

Fig. 2 Relationship between tree height (mean and SE) and per-
centage of polymorphic loci (genetic diversity) at the 95% criteri-
on by population (see Table 1 for population abbreviations). *A
locus was considered polymorphic if the frequency of the most
common allele did not exceed 0.95



and the percentage of rare alleles (Fig. 4A and B)
showed a strong decline in height growth with increasing
proportions of rare alleles. The ranking of individual
populations was somewhat different when comparing the
1% and 5% criteria as the frequency threshold for rare
alleles (Fig. 4A and B).

A strong positive relationship was detected between
stand tree height and mean observed heterozygosity
(Fig. 5) (r = 0.698, p = 0.025). Populations from
Gloucester Township, Rossignol Lake and Abraham
Lake once again showed some of the highest genetic 
diversity in terms of observed heterozygosity.

There was a strong negative relationship between the
proportion of empty seeds, which is a measure of repro-
ductive fitness, and average stand age (r = –0.731, 
p = 0.016) (Fig. 6A). Covariate analysis indicated no sig-
nificant regional effect (p = 0.764) or region × age inter-
action (p = 0.362). There was a strong positive correla-
tion between average seedling progeny height, which is a
measure of genetic fitness, and the average stand age of
their parents (r = 0.568) (Fig. 6B). Covariate analysis in-
dicated no significant regional effect (p = 0.528) or re-
gion × age interaction (p = 0.255).
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Fig. 3 Relationship between tree height (mean and SE) and (A)
mean number of alleles per locus, and (B) latent genetic potential
by population (see Table 1 for population abbreviations)

Fig. 4 Relationship between tree height (mean and SE) and rare
alleles at (A) 5% criterion, and (B) 1% criterion, by population
(see Table 1 for population abbreviations)

Fig. 5 Relationship between tree height (mean and SE) and mean
observed heterozygosity by population (see Table 1 for population
abbreviations)

Correlations between average parental population di-
versity traits and average seedling progeny height result-
ed in no significant relationships (p > 0.300, data not
shown).



Discussion

Old-growth forest is a stage of forest development that
represents a unique physical environment in terms of
light availability, atmospheric moisture, nutrient regime,
biomass structure and temporal stability of biomass
structure. The declining representation of the old-growth
stage of forest development has become a conservation
issue because of the perceived ecological value and role
of old-growth forests in biodiversity conservation 
(Cogbill 1996; Meier et al. 1996; Selva 1996). However,
the role of these forests as important gene pools and seed
sources has received much less attention. Our study indi-
cates that old-growth red spruce populations may also
serve as important reservoirs of genetic diversity and re-
productive fitness.

The negative relationship between average stand
height and percent monomorphic loci (Fig. 1), the strong
positive correlations between average stand height and
the percentage of polymorphic loci (Fig. 2), measures of
allelic richness (Fig. 3A and B) and observed heterozy-
gosity (Fig. 5), support the relationship between growth

and genetic diversity in red spruce. In pitch pine (Pinus
rigida), the positive relationship between tree diameter
and heterozygosity also increased with stand age (Ledig
et al. 1983). Increased genetic diversity (e.g., individual
heterozygosity) may confer some inherent superiority in
individual fitness and the capacity to buffer against envi-
ronmental changes (Lerner 1954; Ledig et al. 1983; 
Mitton and Grant 1984; Allendorf and Leary 1986).
Allozyme heterozygosity was found to be associated
with stem diameter in trembling aspen, Populus tremulo-
ides (Mitton et al. 1981), whereas no such relationship
was observed in Ponderosa pine, Pinus ponderosa, and
Lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta (Mitton et al. 1981).
Most allozyme variation is thought to be largely neutral
with respect to fitness (Kimura 1979). However, its 
selective value has not been adequately determined in
forest trees. Nevertheless, we assumed that allozyme
variation corresponded with variation at adaptively sig-
nificant genes, and that its relationship with growth and
other measures of fitness may be particularly important
in a species with such low genetic diversity as red spruce
(Morgenstern et al. 1981; Fowler et al. 1988; Eckert
1989; Bobola et al. 1992; Hawley and DeHayes 1994;
Perron et al. 1995; Rajora et al. 2000) in comparison
with most other trees for which allozyme-based esti-
mates of genetic diversity are available (Hamrick and
Godt 1990). The relatively low genetic diversity found in
red spruce has been implicated in its decline (DeHayes
and Hawley 1988, 1992).

The negative relationship between height growth and
the proportion of rare alleles (Fig. 4A and B) suggests
that high proportions of these rare alleles may be delete-
rious to height growth, as was observed in pitch pine
(Bush and Smouse 1992). Although showing a negative
effect, under an adaptive gene action hypothesis, the rare
alleles in a population may also represent much of the
genetic potential required for population adaptation to
environmental changes. Latent genetic potential (LGP),
which is the difference between the total number of al-
leles and the effective number of alleles summed over all
loci (Bergmann et al. 1990), is a measure of allelic rich-
ness that emphasizes richness in terms of low frequency
or rare alleles.

In most short-lived, early successional tree species,
growing in open (fully exposed) environments, tree 
diameter growth is normally correlated with height
growth. Intuitively, height and diameter growth could be
considered as potential surrogate measures for age, but
we detected no correlation between height and age.
There are several reasons why this relationship between
height and age might not hold in long-lived, late-succes-
sional trees such as red spruce. In long-lived, shade-
tolerant trees, adapted to natural regeneration and
growth under an established forest canopy, diameter
growth fluctuates dramatically in relation to light levels
created by the presence or absence of their nearest
neighbors within a stand. In the case of red spruce, this
phenomenon was quite evident when aging individual
trees was based on stem increment cores (Mosseler et al.
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Fig. 6  Relationship between (A) empty seeds production per cone,
and (B) seedling progeny height growth, to stand age by population
(see Table 1 for population abbreviations)



2000). Growth (stem diameter) profiles varied dramati-
cally over the lifespan of an individual, with alternating
random episodes of suppression and release based on
the effects of highly localized canopy gap disturbance
events, such as the death of neighboring trees or small
groups of trees.

Although the Gloucester Township population from
Ontario was one of the tallest and most genetically di-
verse of the sampled populations, it was also the smallest
and most isolated population with only 36 reproductively
mature individuals. There was strong evidence from a
previous study that this stand had experienced genetic
drift based on the unusually high frequency of chloro-
phyll-deficient seedlings (Mosseler et al. 2000). This
population produced seedling progeny with the lowest
vigor in terms of height growth (Fig. 6B), suggesting in-
creased inbreeding and inbreeding depression due to the
effects of small population size and isolation. These 
differences between the genetic status of the parental
population and its seedling progeny indicate that the de-
cline of red spruce in Ontario may be a relatively recent
phenomenon, having occurred within the past several
generations following a period of intensive logging ac-
tivity in Ontario coinciding with European settlement.
Thus, the extant Gloucester Township population may
represent a small remnant of a much larger population
that existed before the extensive logging that accompa-
nied European settlement.

The mixed mating and breeding system of conifers
(Sorensen 1982) and the existence of close family struc-
ture in natural populations, may increase levels of self-
fertilization and consanguineous mating, respectively
(Rajora et al. 2000). Inbreeding affects all traits by in-
creasing homozygosity within individuals and popula-
tions. In natural populations of red spruce, both repro-
ductive and vegetative fitness traits are affected simulta-
neously by inbreeding and inbreeding depression 
(Mosseler et al. 2000). The largest and oldest stands of
old-growth red spruce, located at Rossignol Lake and
Abraham Lake in Nova Scotia, had among the highest
genetic diversity, and also had among the tallest and old-
est trees. These populations also produced the fastest
growing (tallest) seedling progeny. Thus, age in these
large, old-growth stands may be a good surrogate mea-
sure for genetic diversity and progeny growth perfor-
mance; whereas in the smaller, isolated populations of
Ontario (such as Gloucester Township) and elsewhere in
the Maritimes, these age and fitness relationships may be
obscured by the effects of inbreeding (e.g., Gloucester
Township). We hypothesize that the better performing
progeny have greater genetic diversity (e.g., heterozy-
gosity and allelic richness). This has been demonstrated
in eastern white pine, where fixation rates in the filial
seed population increased in smaller, isolated and more
widely spaced (lower density) populations (Rajora et al.
2002). The high proportion of empty seeds in the
Gloucester Township population demonstrates the effects
of inbreeding on reproductive fitness (e.g., filled seed
production) and in the poor growth performance of the

resulting seedling population, whereas the extant paren-
tal population appears to have maintained its genetic 
integrity. Therefore, old-growth forests can represent su-
perior seed sources, but only if they are also of a suffi-
cient size and density to avoid the effects of inbreeding
and genetic drift.

The loss of genetic diversity can play a decisive role
in species persistence over the longer term because such
diversity allows species to remain fit and adapt to chang-
ing environments (Lande 1996). The Fundamental Theo-
rem of Natural Selection (Fisher 1930) states that the
rate of increase in fitness of any organism at any time is
equal to its genetic variance in fitness. Thus, the conser-
vation and maintenance of genetic diversity in natural
populations is critical to their adaptation and survival,
particularly in rapidly changing environments. Earlier
studies have shown that both old growth and older sec-
ond-growth red spruce populations had lower genetic di-
versity than other conifers with similar life history traits
(Hamrick and Godt 1990; Rajora et al. 2000).

Our results on the reproductive and genetic status of
red spruce demonstrate significant positive relationships
between average population age and genetic fitness in
traits related to reproductive success (Fig. 6A) and seed-
ling progeny height growth (Fig. 6B). Older trees pro-
duced not only better quality seed in terms of height
growth in the resulting progeny but also produced less
empty seed. Therefore, a direct relationship may exist
between the age of the parent tree and its reproductive
and genetic fitness. These results suggest that older pop-
ulations of red spruce may have special genetic charac-
teristics or processes that maintain or promote the genet-
ic potential of their progeny in terms of growth perfor-
mance, and also the reproductive capacity of natural
populations. As populations age, one might expect the
average level of genetic diversity to increase as natural
selection against inbred individuals, due to the effects of
inbreeding depression, reduces the number of inbred
trees (Rajora et al. 2002). We know from earlier work
(Mosseler et al. 2000; Rajora et al. 2000) that high levels
of inbreeding occur in red spruce and that such high lev-
els of inbreeding are tolerated in the viable seed pro-
duced by red spruce trees.

Older forests may have an important role as reservoirs
of genetic diversity and reproductive capacity, by ensur-
ing that populations maintain the genetic potential for
adaptation to rapidly changing climate conditions and
landscape patterns due to human impacts, and following
the introduction of diseases and pests. However, the po-
tential genetic advantages of older populations, as reser-
voirs of genetic diversity, can be undermined by inbreed-
ing and genetic drift in small, isolated populations. The
relationships observed among reproductive, genetic, and
progeny fitness traits in red spruce are important because
reproductive success and growth performance are the
main components of fitness driving species survival and
evolution. These relationships within old-growth red
spruce stands present some of the strongest biological ar-
guments in support of old-growth forest protection. A
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concerted effort should be made to maintain an adequate
proportion of these older populations as reservoirs of ge-
netic diversity and reproductive fitness to ensure the dis-
persal of genetically diverse seed across a landscape of
changing environments.
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Executive Summary 

Objectives of Forest-Wide Transportation System Analysis Process (TAP) 

The objectives of Forest-Wide TAP conducted over the past year were to: 

- identify key issues related to the Pisgah National Forest’s transportation system  

- identify benefits, problems and risks related to the Pisgah National Forest’s 

transportation system; 

- identify management opportunities related to the existing transportation system to 

suggest for future consideration as National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

decisions (examples included items such as road decommissioning within priority 

watersheds and needed aquatic passage improvement projects);   

- create a map to inform the identification of the future Minimum Road System (MRS);  

- indicate the location of unneeded roads and possible new road needs.  

 

 (Note:  Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 212.5(b)(1) require the Forest Service 

to identify the minimum road system needed for safe and efficient travel and for 

administration, utilization, and protection of National Forest System (NFS) lands.)    

Analysis Participants 

 The TAP was conducted by an interdisciplinary team with extensive internal 

participation, and limited participation by partners and the general public.   The primary 

participants were:   

Josh Martin                              Team Lead 
 
Tina Tilley                         District Ranger  
John Crockett                     District Ranger 
Derek Ibarguen                  District Ranger 
 
Lynn Hicks                                Eng. HER  
Brady Dodd          Soil & Water Specialist  
David McFee              Operations Forester 
Ted Oprean                            Silviculturist 
Matt Keyes                                       TMA 
Lorie Stroup               Wildlife & Fisheries             
                                   Specialist  
 

Cleve Fox                                        FMO  
Greg Philipp                                    FMO 
Patrick Scott                                    FMO 
 
Cliff Northrop                   Civil Engineer 
Chris Williams                          Biologist 
Dave Danley                              Botanist 
Scott Ashcraft                     Archeologist 
Amber Vanderwolf                          GIS 
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Overview of the Pisgah National Forest’s Road System 

The Pisgah National Forest’s road system currently comprises some 885 miles, providing 

access to approximately 512,670 net acres of national forest, as well as to interspersed private 

tracts and nearby local communities.  The system supports both recreation and resource 

management.   It is comprised of a combination of old “public” roads, roads constructed to 

access timber sales and subsequent silvicultural activities, roads constructed to access recreation 

areas, and a variety of other routes.  These range from double lane paved roads to single lane 

gravel or native surface roads that may be useable by passenger cars, to high clearance routes, to 

travel ways that are closed for periods of time greater than one year.  Funding for the 

construction or reconstruction of all types was generally provided either by congressional 

appropriations, or authorized as a component of a timber sale.  Maintenance funding is primarily 

by congressional appropriations, although timber sales generally funds any maintenance required 

during the life of a particular sale operation.       

Key Issues, Benefits, Problems and Risks, and Management Opportunities Identified  

- Current appropriations and supplemental revenue sources are not sufficient to 

adequately maintain the Pisgah National Forest’s 885 mile Road System as currently 

configured.  Without changes, the existing road system would require an annual 

expenditure of approximately $3.4 million to maintain the system to Forest Service 

Standards.  Only about $426,300 dollars are currently available, (FY12 road 

maintenance budget), resulting in a shortfall of about $3 million, or 88% of the total 

dollars needed.   

- There is substantial system mileage which primarily serves either as access to private 

inholdings, or as general access to adjacent communities (approximately 240.25 

miles, or 27% of the total).  As opportunities allow, jurisdiction and maintenance 

costs should be considered for transfer to the most appropriate entity in order to allow 

the limited maintenance funding to be applied most effectively to the system roads of 

the Pisgah National Forest. 

- Certain roads, particularly those located relatively low in the watersheds, may be 

causing undue stress to water quality and associated aquatic organisms, especially if 

they cannot be regularly and properly maintained.  This is particularly the case in 

watersheds that are classified as “impaired.”  There are zero miles of forest roads 

located on impaired watersheds on the Pisgah National Forest.   In some cases there 

appear to be opportunities to decrease the total system maintenance costs, while at the 

same time better protecting water quality by decommissioning those roads with the 

highest risk and least benefit.  Approximately 64 miles have been identified by the 

TAP to be considered for decommissioning or long term storage.   

- There are a number of roads that will most likely be needed at some time in the 

future, but which do not appear to be needed for actions currently being proposed.   

Storage of these roads (closure for at least a year, with only custodial maintenance 
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provided) should be strongly considered.   The TAP analysis suggests that about 

90.32 miles should be considered for conversion to storage and custodial maintenance 

only until needed.   

- In order to meet budgetary limitations some roads currently opened year round will 

need to be identified to be considered for seasonal closure (50.24 miles); and some 

roads currently maintained for passenger car use will need to be identified to be 

considered for conversion to high clearance use only (29.28 miles).   

- Relatively high road densities may be impacting some sensitive wildlife species in a 

few specific areas of the forest.  Overall, however, road densities do not exceed those 

allowed by the forest plan.  As configured the overall road density, exclusive of non-

FS jurisdiction roads, is 1.11 miles/square mile, and the open road density is .53 miles 

per square mile.    

- Several roads or portions of roads may have to be closed due to insufficient bridge 

replacement funding.   There are 86  bridges and major culverts on the Forest, of 

which 53 appear to be load restricted or otherwise deficient 

- Opportunities should be sought to increase road maintenance revenues where possible 

through the use of stewardship contracts and partnerships, including volunteer groups, 

such as hunters, equestrian organizations, ATV user groups and others.   

Comparison of Existing System to Minimum Road System as Proposed by the TAP 

Refer to Appendix F for a summary of proposed changes to the existing road system 

suggested by the TAP, as information available to frame future NEPA analysis and decisions.   

Next Steps 

- TAP recommendations will be used to inform NEPA decisions, many of which will 

eventually be implemented in conjunction with various restoration projects on the 

Forest. 

- Prior to implementing these recommendations, NEPA determinations will be 

conducted at the appropriate scale, using the TAP to inform issues, particularly 

cumulative effects and affordability.   

- The road system should be revisited with an updated forest-wide TAP, probably on 

about a 10 year cycle, with the next one due by perhaps the year 2025.   
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Context 

Alignment with National and Regional Objectives 

Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis is required by the 2005 Travel Management Rule (36 CFR 

212.5).  Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook 7709.55-Chapter 20 provide 

specific direction, including the requirement to use a six step interdisciplinary, science-based 

process to ensure that future decisions are based on an adequate consideration of environmental, 

social and economic impacts of roads. A letter from the Chief of the Forest Service dated March 

29, 2012 was issued to replace a November 10, 2010 letter previously issued on the same topic.  

It reaffirms agency commitment to completing travel analysis reports for Subpart A of the travel 

management rule by 2015, and also provides additional national direction related to this work, 

addressing process, timing and leadership expectations.   The letter requires documentation of 

the analysis by a travel analysis report, which includes a map displaying the existing road system 

and possible unneeded roads.  It is intended to inform future proposed actions related to 

identifying the minimum road system.  The TAP process is designed to work in conjunction with 

other frameworks and processes, the results of which collectively inform and frame future 

decisions executed under NEPA.  This letter, including a diagram which further illustrates the 

relationship between NEPA and TAP is included in Appendix G.   

The document entitled “Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis (TAP), Southern Region 

Expectations, Revised to align with 2012 Chief’s Letter” and attached in Appendix G, 

supplements the national direction for Forest Scale TAPs developed for the Southern Region. 

Coordination with Forest Plan 

The current Forest Plan for the Pisgah National Forest’s was adopted in 1994.  It provides 

specific direction for overall management of the Pisgah National Forest.  The Forest-wide TAP 

tiers to the Pisgah National Forest s Forest Plan by informing future NEPA actions that 

implement the Forest Plan and have transportation components.  The TAP has been informed by 

the Watershed Condition Framework, and likewise, the TAP is intended to inform future forest 

restoration activities, including watershed restoration.   

Budget and Political Realities 

The roads located on the Pisgah National Forest are a combination of historic trails that 

have undergone improvement over the years, roads that were built in the decades of the sixties, 

seventies and eighties to access timber sales, roads constructed for access to communities, either 

internal or adjacent to the Forest, roads constructed by recreational users, and roads constructed 

or otherwise acquired through a variety of means to comprise the current system.  As is the case 

for much of the rest of the infrastructure on the Forest, funding has been inadequate to properly 

maintain all of the Forest’s roads and bridges.  In some cases these roads and bridges have 

become superfluous to our administrative needs, and many no longer meet public needs either.  
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Changes are becoming inevitable, being driven both by the budget as well as by the need to have 

the most efficient and effective transportation system on the ground as possible, and no more.   

The TAP process is an attempt to begin to identify a proposed “minimum road system” (MRS) 

which will only come into place as NEPA decisions are made and then actual on-the-ground 

decisions are implemented.  The MRS will probably change over time as well, as public needs 

and financial resources change.  Therefore it is expected that new Forest-wide TAP analyses will 

continue to be needed, probably on about a 10 year cycle. 

Anticipated 2012 Transportation Bill Effects (to be supplied later) 

Alignment with Watershed Condition Framework (WCF) 

 Along with the other national forests across the country, Pisgah National Forest recently 

conducted an analysis of its watersheds, categorized them as to their condition and prioritized 

them for future efforts at improvement.  Three categories were identified:  Class 1 – Functioning 

Properly, Class 2 – Functioning at Risk, and Class 3 – Impaired Function.   These classifications 

were performed on watersheds at the 6th order hydrologic unit classification (HUC) according to 

standard procedures described in the “Watershed Condition Framework” technical guide, found 

at http://www.fs.fed.us/publications/watershed/Watershed_Condition_Framework.pdf.   It was 

determined that 2 watersheds on the Pisgah National Forest are Class 1, 28 are Class 2 and zero 

are Class 3.  A map showing the location of these can be found in the Appendices.   Armstrong 

Creek watershed was selected as a priority watershed for focus work in the next five to ten years.   

The priority watershed may also be found on the map in Appendix I.      

 The forest-wide TAP analysis was heavily informed by the WCF.  For example, roads 

located near streams within impaired watersheds, and especially priority impaired watersheds, 

were particularly considered as possible decommissioning candidates.   Similarly, continuing 

watershed improvement work is intended to be informed in the future by the TAP.       

Overview of the Pisgah National Forest and the supporting Transportation 

System 

General Description of the Pisgah National Forest Land Ownership Patterns, Land Use and 

Historic Travel Routes 

The Pisgah National Forest is comprised of 512,670 acres, occupying almost 48% of the 

proclamation boundary.  Almost all is forested, with about 152,580 acres (or 30 %) being 

Wilderness or otherwise classified as Roadless, and 360,090 acres (or 70 %) being available for 

active forest management.   Interspersed within the proclamation boundary, and adjacent to the 

National Forest are several large tracts managed as TIMOs (Timber Investment Management 

Organizations) or REITs (Real Estate Investment Trusts) as well as some scattered large forest 

industry tracts, some small farms and a variety of other ownership types.  There are a few small 

communities within the proclamation boundary as well, the larger ones being Hot Springs, 
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Bakersville, Elk Park and Roseboro.  When the land came under the ownership of the Pisgah 

National Forest it was riddled with a legacy of historic travel routes that were primarily located 

low in the watersheds, alongside stream channels, presumably as these were the simplest 

locations on which to construct primitive travel ways.  Over the past few decades the Pisgah 

National Forest has been slowly working towards relocating many of these roads up the slopes 

and away from the streams.     

The lands of the Pisgah National Forest are administered by three ranger districts, 

Appalachian, Grandfather, and Pisgah Ranger Districts.   

Table 1:  Acres Administered by District   

District Acres Portion that is Roadless 

Appalachian 161,511 28,635 

Grandfather 192,540 50,066 

Pisgah 158,619 20,654 

Totals 512,670 83,628 

 

Table 2: Developed recreation areas on the Forest 

Appalachian Ranger District Grandfather Ranger District Pisgah Ranger District 

Black Mountain Campground Boone Fork Campground Davidson River Recreation 
Area 

Carolina Hemlocks 
Campground 

Curtis Creek Campground Lake Powhatan Recreation 
Area 

Harmon Den Horse Camp Mortimer Campground North Mills River 

Rocky Bluff Campground  Sunburst Campground 

Briar Bottom Group Camp  Cove Creek Campground 

Silvermine Group Camp  Kuykendall Campground 

Roan Mountain Recreation 
Area 

 Wash Creek 

Murray Branch Picnic Area  White Pines 

  Cradle of Forestry 

  Sliding Rock 

 

Dispersed recreation is allowed throughout the Pisgah National Forest with only limited 

exceptions.  Also there are 944 miles of trails (APP 264, GRF 300, PIS 380), supporting a 

variety of uses, including OHVs, equestrian, biking, pedestrian, and mixed use.  Motor vehicles 

are restricted to those roads shown on the official Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) included in 

Section H, Appendix C.        
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Description of the Pisgah National Forest’s Transportation System 

Interstate Highways 40 and 26, several Federal and State highways, including the Blue 

Ridge Parkway, State Highways 267, 64, 19E, 19W, 321, and 25/70, and quite a number of roads 

under state jurisdiction traverse various parts of the Pisgah National Forest.  Some of these roads 

comprise a portion of the 247.26 miles of Forest Highway, which provides access to relatively 

large tracts of the Forest.  Forest Highways are roads maintained under another agency’s 

jurisdiction, which on occasion receive reconstruction project funding through the Highway 

Trust Fund.     

There are 885 total miles of National Forest system road under the jurisdiction of the 

Pisgah National Forest.  This mileage is comprised of 345 miles suitable for passenger car use, 

215 miles are open to the public all year and 76 miles are seasonally open, and 54 miles are 

closed to public use.  519 miles of road are only suitable for high clearance vehicular traffic, of 

which 19 miles are opened to the public all year and 23 miles are seasonally closed with 477 

miles closed to public use.  There are 64 miles on the system inventory that are closed for 

periods of time greater than one year, being in “storage” for future use when needed. 

The Forest Service catalogs its roads in the official inventory, I-Web, by Maintenance 

Levels, loosely defined as follows: 

- Maintenance Level 5 – Single or Double Lane Paved Roads w/ high degree of user  

          comfort 

- Maintenance Level 4 – Moderate User Comfort; primarily double lane aggregate      

           roads with ditches 

- Maintenance Level 3 – Lowest level maintained to accommodate passenger car traffic  

- Maintenance Level 2 – Maintained primarily only to accommodate use by high  

           clearance vehicles 

- Maintenance Level 1 – Closed to all traffic for periods greater than one year. 

Table 3 below shows the current break down of the Pisgah National Forest’s road system by 

maintenance level:    

Table 3.   Pisgah National Forest’s road system mileage by Objective Maintenance Level.   

 ML 5 ML 4 ML 3 ML 2 ML 1 

Appalachian 6.9 8.3 8.1 181.6 7.4 

Grandfather 19.4 8.9 92.9 171.0 9.2 

Pisgah 21.0 25.1 62.8 168.6 3.8 

Forest Totals 47.3 42.3 253.8 521.2 20.4 
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Private and Coop Roads 

Certain roads located on the Pisgah National Forest are needed to provide access to 

private tracts of land, or by municipalities or large private landowners in cooperation with the 

Forest.  The maintenance responsibility for and jurisdiction of these roads are identified in the 

official inventory.  Generally costs for maintaining these roads are pro-rated to the appropriate 

benefitting entity, as specified in the enabling agreements.     

Unauthorized Roads 

At any given time there may be roads found to be in existence on the landscape that are 

not shown in the inventory or on an official map.  These roads are considered to be unauthorized 

roads, unneeded for use by the Pisgah National Forest.  They are subject to decommissioning at 

any time funding becomes available for that purpose.  

Road Maintenance Funding 

The Pisgah National Forest maintains its road system primarily with funding provided 

through the annual Interior and Related Agency’s budget, specifically the CMRD line item.  The 

Pisgah National Forest received $423,000 of this funding in fiscal year 2012.  Roads that support 

forest management operations may be maintained with timber sale or stewardship dollars during 

the life of the operation, but that is not typically a long term solution.  Finally, partners and user 

groups may provide some road maintenance support.  In 2012 the Pisgah National Forest 

received $ 11,300 worth of partner and user support, either in cash or in on-the-ground value, 

related to the road system. 

Cost of Operating and Maintaining the Pisgah National Forest’s Roads and 

Bridges  

Operations Costs 

As indicated in the previous section, there is on an annual basis a total of approximately 

$426,300 available with which to operate and maintain the Pisgah National Forest’s road system.  

Of this, approximately 289,100, or 68% is required in order to cover fixed costs, including 

management salaries, rent, fleet, travel and training and cost pool contributions.   This amount 

also covers items such as data management, contract preparation and administration and upward 

reporting.  Regardless of the size of the road system being managed this base amount is required.  

This leaves only about $137,000 to go on the ground for actual maintenance of the road system, 

and it must cover replacement of deficient bridges as well.   

Road Maintenance Costs 

The primary components of road maintenance on the Pisgah National Forest include (in 

addition to inspections) 1) blading and ditching, 2) surfacing (repaving in the case of ML 5),  3) 
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signs and markings,  4) drainage structures, and 5) mowing and brushing.  Table 4 displays 

typical unit costs for these items on the Pisgah National Forest’s road system by maintenance 

level: 

 

Table  4.  Typical Unit Costs (annual) for Road Maintenance components on the Pisgah National 

Forest. 

  ML 5 ML 4 ML 3 ML 2 ML 1 

Blading $ 436 $ 641 $ 255 $ 24 N/A 

Ditching $ 156 $ 153 $ 137 $ 17 N/A 

Culvert Cleaning $ 1,000 $ 500 $ 446 N/A N/A 

Culvert 
Replacement 

$ 531 $ 531 $ 531 $ 531 N/A 

Gate Repair/Signs $28 $ 4 $ 7 $20 $ 25 

Gate Replacement $ 119 $ 15 $ 30 $ 82 $ 102 

Surfacing $ 8,435 $ 5,000 $ 2,408 $ 55 N/A 

Signs and Markings $ 936 $ 534 $ 330 $ 165 N/A 

Minor Damage 
Repairs 

$ 194 $ 211 $ 276 N/A N/A 

Mowing and 
Brushing 

$ 500 $ 500 $ 451 $ 333 $ 22 

Totals $ 12,500 $ 8,100 $ 4,900 $ 1,200 $ 150 

    

Bridge Maintenance and Reconstruction Costs 

The Pisgah National Forest has 86 bridges and major culverts.  These have to be 

inspected every other year, at an average cost of about $ 500 per Bridge.  At the present time 53 

are either known or suspected to be load limited and need to be replaced because they are on 

roads intended to be left open to traffic.  (Load limited bridges will be rated and posted in the 

interim until funding for replacement can be obtained).  Typical bridge replacement costs for the 

Pisgah National Forest are about $ 6,000 per linear foot for a typical single lane bridge.  These 

costs need to be added to the total road maintenance costs above to get a true picture of the total 

road and bridge maintenance costs for the next 10 years on the Pisgah National Forest. 
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Total Cost of Operating and Maintaining the Pisgah National Forest’s Roads and Bridges to 

Standard 

Combining the information from the previous sections results in the following table 

which shows the total annual cost to maintain the Pisgah National Forest’s roads and bridges to 

standard as the system currently exists 

Table 5:  Cost to Maintain Roads and Bridges 

Item Number Unit Cost Total Cost 

Fixed Cost to Operate 1 LS $ 289,100 $ 289,100 

Maintenance of Level 1 Roads 20.4 mi $ 150 $ 3,000 

Maintenance of Level 2 Roads 521.2 mi $ 1,200 $ 625,500 

Maintenance of Level 3 Roads 253.8 mi $ 4,900 $ 1,243,500 

Maintenance of Level 4 Roads 42.3 mi $ 8,100 $ 342,500 

Maintenance of Level 5 Roads 47.3 mi $ 12,500 $ 591,000 

Inspection of ½ of Bridges each 
Year 

43 ea $ 500 $ 21,500 

Replacement of Deficient Bridges 1 LS $ 223,500 $ 223,500 

Total Annual Cost   $ 3,400,000 

Note:  Compare current available budget of 426,300 to the needed amount of $ 3.4 million.   

Note:  Appendix E in shows the cost of maintaining the “suggested” Optimum Road System” 

which balances costs and revenue.   

Assessment of Issues, Benefits and Risks 

Financial 

The primary financial issues relate to the inability to adequately maintain the existing 

road system with current funding sources.  As indicated previously, there is on an annual basis a 

total of only about $426,300 available with which to operate and maintain the system, whereas 

the needed funding for the system as currently configured is about $3.4 million.   As a result, 

deferred maintenance continually accrues on the system, but more importantly, it is not possible 

to maintain Best Management Practices (BMPs) required to adequately protect water quality and 

associated aquatic life.  Meanwhile, roads and bridges are becoming unsafe and are having to be 

closed, and as a result, the system is failing to meet the needs of both the recreating and 
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travelling public, and to provide for adequate resource access for forest management activities, 

including prescribed fire and fire suppression.   

Environmental and Social  

The primary issues in the environmental arena relate to 1) erosion of the roadbed, cut 

slopes, fill slopes and ditches, with the resulting sediment discharge affecting water quality and 

associated aquatic resources; 2) in some cases, road density effects on certain wildlife species, 

such as bear; and 3) the roads serving as a conduit for invasive species.   In the social arena, the 

effects are primarily the demand for adequate access, sometimes offset by the need for providing 

solitude.  Additionally, law enforcement faces challenges due to the high demand.   Access is 

needed by a wide variety of forest users, including hikers, hunters, fishermen and other 

recreationists, as well as for forest management activities, such as restoration projects and fire 

suppression.   Also, roads require surveillance, as they can easily become sites for crime, illegal 

dumping and similar activities.    

Safety and Function 

The primary issues related to safety and function of the Pisgah National Forest’s road 

system include 1) maintenance of a clear and smooth travel way, 2) access in the proximity of 

the use, 3) steep road grades, 4) functioning of the drainage features, 5) width and stability of the 

road bed, 6) proper signs and markings, 7) and structurally and functionally sufficient bridges.   

Measurement and Rating 

Benefits and Risks of the overall system were tabulated and appear in Appendix D.  The 

standard list of questions in the Forest Service Handbook was used as a guide to further assist in 

identifying the benefits and risks.  The degree of risk was rated subjectively as being high, 

medium or low for the system by appropriate specialists.  Then, after considering the entire 

system, each road was also considered.  Those with particular issues, benefits and/or risks 

different from those of the entire system were identified on the spreadsheet.  As related projects 

become identified at some time in the future, this list may be referenced to inform projects or 

proposed changes in the Minimum Road System.   Risk/Benefit Ratings decision matrix is 

shown below.   

 

 

 

 

Table 6:  Risk/Benefit Matrix 
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Risk / Benefit Ratings Decision Matrix 

R
IS

K
S

  
BENEFITS  

Scores  Low  Medium  High  

High  (HL)  (HM)  (HH)  

Decommission, Mitigate 
4th Priority 

Admin Use Only 
Mitigate 3rd Priority 

Maintain* and Mitigate - 
Highest Priority  

Medium  (ML)  (MM)  (MH)  

Close, Decommission 
Mitigate 7th Priority 

Maintain*  Mitigate 5th 
Priority 

Mitigate and Maintain* - 
2nd Priority  

Low  (LL)  (LM)  (LH)  

Close, Decommission, 
Admin Use Only  

Maintain*  Mitigate 8th 
Priority 

Maintain*  Mitigate 6th 
Priority 

 

Recommendations and Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Rationale Used to Arrive at Proposed Minimum Road System 

The Chief’s March 29, 2012 letter reaffirms that “the Agency expects to maintain an 

appropriately sized and environmentally sustainable road system that is responsive to ecological, 

economic, and social concerns.  The national forest road system of the future must continue to 

provide needed access for recreation and resource management, as well as support watershed 

restoration and resource protection to sustain healthy ecosystems.”  Budget realities being what 

they are, roads which are not really needed cannot be supported in the future.  Roads that 

primarily provide access to the public or to a local community need to be considered for transfer 

of maintenance responsibility, as appropriate.  27.3 Miles were identified that need to be 

considered in this category.  Roads that appear to be unneeded, or which appear to have little 

benefit yet which are high risk to various environmental or social values were flagged for 

consideration as decommissioning or long term storage candidates.  There are 64 miles in this 

category.  Roads that did not appear to be currently needed for project access during the next 

decade, and which appear currently to be receiving extremely low use by the public or which 

appear to not be otherwise needed for management purposes such as fire suppression access were 

flagged to be considered for storage;  there are 22.1 miles in this category.  Some roads which 

are primarily needed only for administrative use, or by hunters and which are currently useable 

by passenger vehicles were recommended to be considered for conversion to the high clearance.  

About 29.28 miles were identified that should be considered in this category.   Roads which are 

receiving the highest amount of use, especially by the motoring public, or which access major 

developed recreation areas, should probably not be downgraded in general.    
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Inclement weather has a particularly costly impact on native and gravel surfaced roads.  

Therefore, to the extent possible, roads should be identified for seasonal closure.  The TAP 

recommends that a minimum of 90.32 miles that are currently opened year-round be identified 

and converted to seasonally closure.      

Miles by ML Proposed as Unneeded, by Watershed Condition Class  

There are no miles in the Armstrong Creek Watershed that are recommended for 

decommissioning. 

Suggested Conversion of Existing Road System to Minimum Road System 

Appendices F lists the existing road system miles by maintenance level, and then 

proposes changes which respond to the rationale above to comprise the future minimum road 

system.  Although some roads have been suggested to comprise these changes, there are others 

which have not yet been identified.   During the next decade the suggested changes in overall 

road system makeup should inform projects, and additional individual road change proposals 

will be identified, with the goal of achieving the proposed minimum road system, and associated 

financial sustainability as quickly as is practical. 

Best Management Practices (BMPs) Applicable to the Pisgah National Forest 

When maintaining the forest roads located on the Pisgah National Forest the following 

Best Management Practices should be adhered to as a minimum: 

- National Best Management Practices for Water Quality Management on Forest System 

Lands 

 - Applicable State Best Management Practices 

 - Best Management Practices listed in the current Forest Plan. 

 - Completed Watershed Action Plans 
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Appendices 

A. Map of Existing Road System 

B. Map of Proposed Unneeded Roads 

C. Motor Vehicle Use Map(s) MVUMs 

D. Tabular Summary of Existing Road System Showing Benefits and Risks 

E. Spreadsheets of Existing Road System and Suggested MRS showing Maintenance Costs 

F. Comparison of Existing and Suggested Minimum Road Systems (miles by ML) 

G. Chief’s Letter of Direction 

H. Southern Region Expectations 

I. 6th Level HUCs Watershed Condition Classifications and Priority Watersheds on the 

Forest 

J. Watershed Action Plan 
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Appendix A – Map of the Existing Road System.  This is an oversized document, therefore only 

the link is provided:   

http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5365160.pdf 

Appendix B – Map of the Unneeded Roads.  This is also an oversized document, therefore only 

the link is provided: 

 Appendix C – Motor Vehicle Use Maps.  This is also an oversized document, therefore only the 

link is provided:   

http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/nfsnc/maps-pubs 

 

 



Appendix D – Existing Road System Benefits and Risks 

Recreation Benefit 

Information on the amount and types of 
recreation uses was developed at meetings 
with district personnel, other public agency 
representatives, members of the public, and 
from LRMP management area designation. 

HIGH (2):  

Road accesses major developed recreation complex and/or a wide variety of high use dispersed recreation 
opportunities.  

MEDIUM (1):  

Road accesses minor developed recreation area(s) and/or a variety of moderately used dispersed recreation 
opportunities.  

LOW (0):  

Road accesses only minor dispersed recreation opportunities and/or non-motorized use is emphasized (MA 3, MA 
4, or other special area MA), or the road’s close proximity to Wilderness or other area with special characteristics is 
producing negative impacts.   

    

Social Benefit 

Information on the amount and types of 
social uses was developed at meetings with 
district personnel, members of the public, 
and Eastern Band of Cherokee. 

HIGH (2):  

There are long-standing traditional uses accessed by the road and/or the road is an important through road for local 
users. 

MEDIUM (1):  

There may be some traditional uses accessed by the road or the road offers some convenience to local travelers.  

LOW (0):  

There are few if any traditional uses accessed by the road and/or non-motorized use is emphasized (MA3, MA4, or 
other special area MA).  

    

Resource Management Benefits 

To assign a value for resource management, 
an analysis was performed to establish how 
much access a road provides to resource 
management areas.  The amount of access is 
not only that directly provided by the open 
road in question, but also from closed 
system roads that adjoin the open road in 
question.  Roads were rated accordingly:  

HIGH (2):  

More than 2.0 miles of road accesses land for resource management 

MEDIUM (1):  

More than 0.5 mile and less than 2.0 miles of road accesses land for resource management 

LOW (0):  

Less than 0.5 mile of road is accesses land for resource management 
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Fire Management Benefit 

The two primary functions affected within Fire Management are Fuels Management and Fire Suppression. Values are assigned based on the topography, fire 
history and the relationship of that particular road or area to the area as a whole. The Fire Management Benefit score is the sum of Fuels Management Benefit and 
Fire Suppression Benefit scores, below, and ranges from 0 to 3. 

    

Fuels Management Benefit 

Fuels Management consists of actively 
mitigating potential fire behavior by 
manipulating the fuels amount and 
arrangement in a given area.  

HIGH (2):  

Due to other constraints the roadbed is the only access to areas planned for future treatment, or for accomplishment 
of treatments currently ongoing in the area. 

MEDIUM (1):  

Roadbed is necessary to provide cost effective access for fuels treatment projects, or provides a necessary addition 
to otherwise occurring human-caused or naturally occurring fuel breaks or barriers in decreasing fuel continuity.  

LOW (0):  

Road is not deemed necessary for the current fuels treatments planned or being considered. Fuel arrangement 
and/or availability are mitigated through other permanent human-caused or natural fuel breaks or barriers. 

    

Fire Suppression Benefit 

Positive need for a road is established by the 
degree to which the road may allow for 
more safe and/or efficient fire suppression 
efforts within the area.  Factors to consider 
include strategic location, navigable terrain, 
and having vistas of the surrounding 
environment.  

HIGH (2):  

The road provides for a significant firebreak in areas requiring a permanent fuel break such as between forested 
areas and residential areas, or the road lessens the risk for firefighters and the public by providing necessary access 
and/or egress to areas having a high fire occurrence risk.  

MEDIUM (1):  

The road, in conjunction with time-of-need improvements or other local topographical features provides for a 
useable fire line or fire break, or provides some degree of usable access to otherwise inaccessible areas.   

LOW (0):  

Fire suppression activities are not directed or affected by the presence of the road.  Equally the roads may or may 
not be used for suppression forces or tactics 
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Traffic Volume Benefit 

Traffic volume brings both value and risk to 
a road.  On the risk side, high traffic 
volumes are associated with more risk to 
public safety and wildlife.  On the value 
side, traffic volume is considered as a 
surrogate for need. A road with high traffic 
volume is a road that serves some purpose in 
the lives of many people. However, even a 
low volume road may provide a critical need 
for certain individuals.  

HIGH (2):  

  

MEDIUM (1):  

  

LOW (0):  

  

    

Other Unique Benefits 

This category considers other unique benefits provided by the road, which are not described by other categories. This score can range from 0 to 2. Most roads 
should have a zero in this category. 

    

    

Aquatic Biota Vulnerability Risk 

Aquatic biota vulnerability is a indicator that 
factors are associated with this road that 
mandate extra care be used when 
considering road-related actions such as 
maintenance, reconstruction, or changing the 
level or type of use. In determining the 
vulnerability rating, the following factors 
were used: percent of road paralleling 
stream; number of stream crossings; 
presence of trout (management indicator 
species); presence of brook trout.  

HIGH (2):  

  

MEDIUM (1):  

  

LOW (0):  
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Risk to Rare Species and Habitats 

A GIS analysis was performed to determine 
roads within 200 feet of any element 
occurrence of a threatened, endangered, or 
sensitive species; within 200 feet of a 
special habitat such as bogs and rock 
outcrops; or within 200 feet of designated 
old growth.   

HIGH (2):  

More than one element occurrence of a T&E species, or one T&E element occurrence and at least one other factor 

MEDIUM (1):  

One element occurrence of a threatened or endangered (T&E) species or one or more other factors are present.  

LOW (0):  

None of the above factors occurs within 200 feet of the road  

    

Risk to Wildlife 

The factors used to assign wildlife-
associated risks to roads included: extremely 
excessive open road density in a 
management area “4;” poaching is known to 
have occurred; proximity to bear sanctuary; 
and high traffic volume.  

HIGH (2):  

More than two of the above risk factors are present.  

MEDIUM (1):  

One or two of the above risk factors is present.  

LOW (0):  

None of the above risk factors is present.  

    

Wildfire Suppression Risk 

The risks are associated with providing a 
road that is an apparent tool, which upon 
further inspection increases the overall 
hazards of the suppression efforts.  A road 
would be valued negatively overall if it 
seemingly provides access only to 
effectively draw a crew into an entrapment 

HIGH (2):  

The roadbed is not maintained to support larger, heavier equipment.  The road dead-ends with limited or no options 
to turn equipment around.  Limited sight distance.  Switchbacks are sharp, steep or routinely rutted/rained out.  The 
roadbed follows along or crosses into the bottom of a drainage. The road ownership patterns make it hard to predict 
obstacles or hazards  
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situation. The current use of crews from out 
of the local area and the availability of 
aircraft for both reconnaissance and 
suppression were factors in determining the 
risk rating of some of the roads.   

MEDIUM (1):  

The road doesn’t enhance the safety of firefighters or the public.  The roadbed and or the surrounding fuels are not 
situated or maintained to provide a safety zone more effectively than naturally occurring openings in the area.  The 
road has limited access/egress opportunities.  

LOW (0):  

The road and turnouts are adequate for controlled moderate to heavy traffic and the roadbed including switchbacks 
are maintained to provide safe passage of larger or heavier fire suppression equipment.  Sight distances are 
adequate.  The road has multiple access points.  

    

Heritage Resources Risk 

A GIS analysis was performed to determine 
roads within 200 feet of any known 
archeological sites or areas. In addition, the 
Forest archeologist and Eastern Band of 
Cherokee Indians provided additional 
information 

HIGH (2):  

Four or more sites per mile of road 

MEDIUM (1):  

Two or three sites per mile of road  

LOW (0):  

Less than two known sites per mile of road  

    

Risk to Public Safety 

Public safety is a critical factor in managing 
the transportation system. The following 
factors were considered in assigning a public 
safety risk to each road: presence of 
pedestrian traffic; amount of vehicular 
traffic; amount of year road is open; 
condition of road; excessive speed identified 
as issue; other identified law enforcement 
issue; other identified safety issue. 

 VERY HIGH (3):  

  

HIGH (2):  

  

MEDIUM (1):  

  

LOW (0): 
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Maintenance Cost Risk 

The shortfall in maintenance dollars is one 
reason the Roads Analysis Process 
regulations were passed. Because funding is 
not adequate for identified needs, those 
roads with higher total road maintenance 
needs, including annual and deferred, are a 
higher risk for health and safety and 
resource damage.  A risk factor is assigned 
to each road based on the total cost of 
maintenance per mile. Table V-12 displays a 
summary of the results.   

 VERY HIGH (3):  

> $50,000 per mile 

HIGH (2):  

$25,000 - $49,999 per mile 

MEDIUM (1):  

$7,500 - $24,999 per mile 

LOW (0):  

<$7,500 per mile 
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Appendix E – Spreadsheets of Existing Road System and Suggested MRS showing Maintenance Costs 

Annual Cost of Maintaining the Pisgah National Forest’s Roads and Bridges* 

Item/Objective Maintenance 
Level 

Number/Miles by 
Objective 

Maintenance Level 

Unit Maintenance 
Cost 

Total Annual Road 
Maintenance Cost 

Fixed Cost to Operate 1 LS $ 289,100 $ 289,100 

Maintenance of Level 1 Roads 20.4 mi $ 150 $ 3,000 

Maintenance of Level 2 Roads 521.2 mi $ 1,200 $ 625,500 

Maintenance of Level 3 Roads 253.8 mi $ 4,900 $ 1,243,500 

Maintenance of Level 4 Roads 42.3 mi $ 8,100 $ 342,500 

Maintenance of Level 5 Roads 47.3 mi $ 12,500 $ 591,000 

Inspection of ½ of Bridges each 
Year 

43 ea $ 500 $ 21,500 

Replacement of Deficient Bridges 1 LS $ 223,500 $ 223,500 

Total Annual Cost   $ 3,400,000 

*Bridge replacement costs included as annualized amount 
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Annual Cost of Maintaining the Pisgah National Forest’s Roads and Bridges suggested future road system 

Item/Objective Maintenance 
Level 

Number/Miles by 
Objective 

Maintenance Level 

Unit Maintenance 
Cost 

Total Annual Road 
Maintenance Cost 

Fixed Cost to Operate 1 LS $ 289,100 $ 289,100 

Maintenance of Level 1 Roads 20.4 mi $ 150 $ 3,000 

Maintenance of Level 2 Roads 521.2 mi $ 1,200 $ 625,500 

Maintenance of Level 3 Roads 253.8 mi $ 4,900 $ 1,243,500 

Maintenance of Level 4 Roads 42.3 mi $ 8,100 $ 342,500 

Maintenance of Level 5 Roads 26 mi $ 12,500 $ 591,000 

Inspection of ½ of Bridges each 
Year 

43 ea $ 500 $ 21,500 

Replacement of Deficient Bridges 1 LS $ 223,500 $ 223,500 

Total Annual Cost   $ 3,400,000 

 

 



Appendix F – Comparison of Existing and Suggested Optimal Road System Miles 

by Maintenance Level 

 

 

Maintenance Level Current Optimal 

Maintenance Level 1 20.40 51.15 
Maintenance Level 2 

521.20 534.70 
Maintenance Level 3 

253.80 214.16 
Maintenance Level 4 

42.30 28.96 
Maintenance Level 5 

47.30 36.50 

885.00 865.47 
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Appendix G – Chief’s Letter of Direction 

File Code: 2300/2500/7700 Date: March 29, 2012 
Route To:   

  
Subject: Travel Management, Implementation of 36 CFR, Part 202, Subpart A (36 CFR 

212.5(b))    
  

To: Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director, Deputy Chiefs 
and WO Directors    

  
  

This letter is to reaffirm agency commitment to completing a travel analysis report for Subpart A of the 

travel management rule by 2015 and update and clarify Agency guidance.  This letter replaces the 

November 10, 2010, letter on the same topic.    

The Agency expects to maintain an appropriately sized and environmentally sustainable road system that 

is responsive to ecological, economic, and social concerns.  The national forest road system of the future 

must continue to provide needed access for recreation and resource management, as well as support 

watershed restoration and resource protection to sustain healthy ecosystems.   

Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 212.5(b)(1) require the Forest Service to identify the minimum road 

system needed for safe and efficient travel and for administration, utilization, and protection of National 

Forest System (NFS) lands.  In determining the minimum road system, the responsible official must 

incorporate a science-based roads analysis at the appropriate scale.  Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 

212.5(b)(2) require the Forest Service to identify NFS roads that are no longer needed to meet forest 

resource management objectives. 

Process 

Travel analysis requires a process that is dynamic, interdisciplinary, and integrated with all resource 

areas.  With this letter, I am directing the use of the travel analysis process (TAP) described in Forest 

Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook (FSH) 7709.55, Chapter 20.  The TAP is a science-

based process that will inform future travel management decisions.  Travel analysis serves as the basis for 

developing proposed actions, but does not result in decisions.  Therefore, travel analysis does not trigger 

the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).   The completion of the TAP is an important first step 

towards the development of the future minimum road system (MRS).  All NFS roads, maintenance levels 

1-5, must be included in the analysis. 

For units that have previously conducted their travel or roads analysis process (RAP), the appropriate line 

officer should review the prior report to assess the adequacy and the relevance of their analysis as it 

complies with Subpart A.  This analysis will help determine the appropriate scope and scale for any new 

analysis and can build on previous work.  A RAP completed in accordance with publication FS-643, 

“Roads Analysis:  Informing Decisions about Managing the National Forest Transportation System,” will 

also satisfy the roads analysis requirement of Subpart A. 

Results from the TAP must be documented in a travel analysis report, which shall include: 
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• A map displaying the roads that can be used to inform the proposed action for identifying 

the MRS and unneeded roads. 

• Information about the analysis as it relates to the criteria found in 36 CFR 212.5(b)(1). 

Units should seek to integrate the steps contained in the Watershed Condition Framework (WCF) with the 

six TAP steps contained in FSH 7709.55, Chapter 20, to eliminate redundancy and ensure an iterative and 

adaptive approach for both processes. We expect the WCF process and the TAP will complement each 

other.  The intent is for each process to inform the other so that they can be integrated and updated with 

new information or where conditions change.  The travel analysis report described above must be 

completed by the end of FY 2015. 

The next step in identification of the MRS is to use the travel analysis report to develop proposed actions 

to identify the MRS.  These proposed actions generally should be developed at the scale of a 6th code sub 

watershed or larger.  Proposed actions and alternatives are subject to environmental analysis under NEPA.  

Travel analysis should be used to inform the environmental analysis.   

The administrative unit must analyze the proposed action and alternatives in terms of whether, per 36 

CFR 212.5(b)(1), the resulting road system is needed to: 

• Meet resource and other management objectives adopted in the relevant land and 
resource management plan; 

• Meet applicable statutory and regulatory requirements;  

• Reflect long-term funding expectations;  

• Ensure that the identified system minimizes adverse environmental impacts 
associated with road construction, reconstruction, decommissioning, and 
maintenance. 

The resulting decision identifies the MRS and unneeded roads for each sub watershed or larger scale.  The 

NEPA analysis for each sub watershed must consider adjacent sub watersheds for connected actions and 

cumulative effects.  The MRS for the administrative unit is complete when the MRS for each sub 

watershed has been identified, thus satisfying Subpart A.  To the extent that the sub watershed NEPA 

analysis covers specific road decisions, no further NEPA analysis will be needed.  To the extent that 

further smaller-scale, project-specific decisions are needed, more NEPA analysis may be required.  

A flowchart displaying the process for identification of the MRS is enclosed with this letter.  

Timing 

The travel analysis report must be completed by the end of FY 2015.  Beyond FY 2015, no Capital 

Improvement and Maintenance (CMCM) funds may be expended on NFS roads (maintenance levels 1-5) 

that have not been included in a TAP or RAP.  

Leadership 

The Washington Office lead for Subpart A is Anne Zimmermann, Director of Watershed, Fish, Wildlife, 

Air and Rare Plants.  Working with her on the Washington Office Steering Team are Jim Bedwell, 

Director of Recreation, Heritage, and Volunteer Resources, and Emilee Blount, Director of Engineering.  

I expect the Regions to continue with the similar leadership structures which have been established.   
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Your leadership and commitment to this component of the travel management rule is important.  

Together, we will move towards an ecologic, economic, and socially sustainable and responsible national 

road system of the future. 

 
 
 
/s/ James M. Pena (for): 
LESLIE A. C. WELDON 

Deputy Chief, National Forest System 
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Appendix H:  Southern Region Expectations 

 

Southern Region Expectations 
Revised to align with 2012 Chief’s Letter 

 
A. Background. During the period 2005 - 2010 the National Forests of the Southern Region 
successfully completed Sub-Part “B” (Designation of Roads, Trails and Areas for Motor Vehicle 
Use) Travel Analysis. The result was a set of Motor Vehicle Use Maps (MVUMs) which 
prescribe the Forest Service roads that allow traffic; and in doing so it also prohibited cross-
country travel by off-highway vehicles (OHVs). Forests are now beginning work on Sub-Part 
“A” (Administration of the Forest Transportation System) Travel Analysis to identify the 
minimum road system needed for safe and efficient travel and for the protection, management 
and use of NFS lands; and also to identify roads no longer needed to meet forest resource 
management objectives.  
 
TAP analysis identifies risks and benefits of individual roads in the system, but especially 
cumulative effects and affordability of the entire system. Consideration is given to the access 
needed to support existing Forest Plans, and for informing future Forest Plans and resulting 
projects. TAP is intended to identify opportunities to assist managers in addressing the unique 
ecological, economic and social conditions on the national forests and grasslands.  
B. Agency Direction. Sub-Part “A” Travel Analysis is required by the 2005 Travel Management 
Rule (36 CFR 212.5). Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook 7709.55 
Chapter 20 provides specific direction, including the requirement to use a six step 
interdisciplinary, science-based process to ensure that future decisions are based on an adequate 
consideration of environmental, social and economic impacts of roads. A letter from the Chief of 
the Forest Service dated March 29, 2012 was issued to replace a November 10, 2010 letter 
previously issued on the same topic. It reaffirms agency commitment to completing travel 
analysis reports for Subpart A of the travel management rule by 2015, and also provides 
additional national direction related to this work, addressing process, timing and leadership 
expectations. The letter requires documentation of the analysis by a travel analysis report, which 
includes a map displaying the existing road system and possible unneeded roads. It is intended to 
inform future proposed actions related to identifying the minimum road system. The TAP 
process is designed to work in conjunction with other frameworks and processes, the results of 
which collectively inform and frame future decisions executed under NEPA. These other 
analyses and procedures include Watershed Analysis Framework and mapping; Recreational 
Framework planning and analyses; and forest-wide planning under the new Planning Rule. This 
document (Southern Region Expectations) supplements the national direction for Sub-Part “A” 
TAPs developed for the Southern Region.  
 
C. Geographic Scale. Like smaller scale road analyses (RAPS) that have been underway at the 
project level, TAPs consider economic, environmental and social effects of roads. Analysis at the 
smaller project scale, however, does not adequately address cumulative effects and affordability. 
The Chief’s letter requires that proposed NEPA actions be informed by work at the 6th order 
HUC watershed as a minimum. Southern Region Expectations are for a Unit TAP at the District 
level or equivalent; and since budgets are generally allocated to the Forest level, District analyses 
are not considered complete until all other Districts on the same Forest are also complete and 
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have been integrated to create a Forest Scale TAP. As projects which involve travel (road) 
decisions are subsequently proposed on a unit, additional project level analysis will be required 
in advance of associated NEPA decisions only if the proposal varies substantially from the Unit 
Scale TAP covered by it. The purpose would be to show any additional impact on cumulative 
effects and affordability.  
 
D. Process, Review and Approval. Forests Interdisciplinary Teams (IDTs) are expected to 
conduct analyses, with guidance and review by the Regional Office TAP Review Team 
(members listed below). Standard boilerplate, spreadsheets and Executive Summary format will 
be developed by the Review team for incorporation into the TAP reports. Final review will be by 
the Forest Supervisor, indicating that the analyses comply with national and regional direction. 
Upon completion of the last District TAP on a Forest, the Forest Supervisor needs to submit a 
forest-wide Executive Summary and verify that the cumulative results meet the expectations 
defined in this guidance.  
 
The Regional TAP Review Team consists of Team Leader Paul Morgan (Engineering), Emanuel 
Hudson (Biological and Physical Resources), Mary Hughes Frye (Recreation), Paul Arndt 
(Planning) and various other ad hoc members as needed. They will submit their review 
comments to the TAP Steering Team prior to officially conveying them to the Forest. The 
Steering Team will be responsible for overall direction and oversight of the process. This team 
consists of Randy Warbington, TAP Steering Team Lead and Director of Engineering, Dave 
Schmid, Director of Biological and Physical Resources, Chris Liggett, Director of Planning, and 
Ann Christensen, Director of Recreation as well as George Bain, Forest Supervisor on the 
Chattahoochee Oconee NF’s and Steve Bekkerus, Regional Legislative Affairs Specialist.  
E. Information Systems. Analysis will be based upon field-verified spatial data (GIS, or 
Geographic Information System road and trail layers), and official tabular data (from I-Web, the 
corporate Forest Service data base) as applicable. ARC Map products will be included as a part 
of all completed Unit Scale TAPs, and will be provided to the Regional Office TAP review team 
as a part of the final TAP report.  
 
F. Access. As prescribed by 16USC532 the Forest Roads and Trails Act TAPs should identify an 
adequate system of roads and trails to provide for intensive use, protection, development, and 
management of National Forest System lands. As such, they should address user safety and 
environmental impacts, and provide for an optimum balance of access needs and cost. Roads, 
trails and bridges that are unsafe and where unacceptable risks cannot be eliminated or mitigated 
due to a lack of funding should be identified for closure or possible decommissioning. Unneeded, 
temporary and unauthorized routes should be identified for possible decommissioning. TAPs 
should support current Forest Plan direction and anticipate future Forest Plan analysis needs, as 
well as Recreational Framework planning and analyses. As unit scale TAPs are completed, 
associated MVUMs must be reviewed. After appropriate NEPA decisions are made to implement 
TAP recommendations, future MVUM revisions need to be revised to assure that they are in 
agreement with those decisions.  
 
G. Environmental. One major analysis component of the TAPs is impact of the road system on 
water quality. In those cases where high road densities on National Forest lands are a major 
factor in causing watersheds to be at risk or impaired, some roads should be identified for 
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decommissioning in order to reduce the impacts and change the classification. Also, it should be 
recognized that some existing roads are poorly located and should be eliminated, while some 
new roads might be needed to replace them and provide essentially equivalent access in better 
locations, generally farther away from live streams or wetlands. The Watershed Condition 
Framework should inform each unit’s travel analysis. An overriding objective for all roads 
should be compliance with provisions cited in National Best Management Practices for Water 
Quality Management on National Forest System Lands, April 2012. While a reduction in 
maintenance levels may be a desired option for cost reduction, it is not an appropriate strategy 
when it results in more environmental impacts. Similarly, changes in recreational use should be 
considered, especially for roads that cannot be maintained to standard and which may begin to 
attract challenge-oriented four-wheelers that create even further impacts on the environment and 
on the road.  
 
H. Financial. Units should consider all expected sources of funding available to maintain the 
road system to appropriate standards (based upon 3 year history and current trends), and include 
all costs that are required to comply with applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs) for their 
maintenance. Include associated bridge maintenance as well, and replacement costs for those 
routes which include bridges that are deficient or expected to need major work in the next ten 
year period. Identify and account for fixed costs (program management, fleet, etc.) when 
analyzing financial feasibility. Ultimately units must balance the costs of maintaining the 
identified system such that the recommendation will not result in accrual of deferred 
maintenance on roads and bridges once the TAP is implemented (i.e. there should be a zero 
balance between anticipated maintenance revenue and anticipated maintenance cost on an annual 
basis).  
 
The focus of this analysis should not be primarily on disinvestment, i.e. just reducing passenger 
car roads to high clearance roads in order to meet funding constraints. Roads receiving minimal 
maintenance have the high likelihood, at least those roads located relatively low in the 
watershed, of creating additional siltation impacts. They can also have unintended consequences 
for recreation management. Therefore a better strategy might be to identify roads not required for 
current operations but which might be needed at some time in the future for seasonal or 
intermittent closure, or “storage”. Other strategies might include scheduling maintenance over a 
two to three year cycle on less used roads, adding seasonal restrictions, identifying roads to 
transfer to state or local jurisdiction, and identifying unneeded roads for possible 
decommissioning. Total mileage of high clearance roads should not generally increase over the 
amount in the current system unless it is determined that there has been substantial maintenance 
level “creep” over the years and therefore a substantial increase in high clearance roads is 
warranted. However it is expected that the number of roads identified to be placed in storage will 
generally increase from the current level. Finally it should be noted that similar to the road 
system, the trail system is also over-committed to be managed within its maintenance budget. 
Therefore, unless maintenance funding is verified to be available over the long-term, it is not 
acceptable to identify roads for conversion to trails; the more appropriate options would be 
storage or decommissioning, depending upon future need.  
 
I. Public Involvement and NEPA (National Environmental Protection Act) Requirements. Unit 
scale TAPs are not NEPA decisions; they are analyses intended to inform future projects 
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regarding affordability and cumulative effects. These projects, depending upon the specific 
impacts, will generally require NEPA decisions prior to implementation. The public will need to 
be provided opportunities for comment on TAP recommendations near to the time that those 
actual projects are being proposed. This would be expected to include a broad spectrum of 
participation by citizens, other agencies, and tribal governments as appropriate.  
 
J. Products. All final products to be posted on an internal website or on the “O” drive available 
for access by other Forests and the Regional Office. The final product should consist of the 
following items:  
 
1) A Travel Analysis Report summarizing the process the results of all analyses conducted.  

2) A map showing the entire Road System, ML 1-5, and delineating potential unneeded roads.  

3) A list of roads that are proposed for transfer to another jurisdiction and whether acceptance by 
that jurisdiction is likely within the next three years.  

4) A tabular summary of issues, benefits and risks for each road in the system. (Although not 
included in this write-up an example format is available and will be provided to each unit as they 
begin work on their TAP.)  

5) A spreadsheet identifying available maintenance funding and expected costs for applying 
affordable operational maintenance levels and associated BMPs (best management practices) to 
the road system to result in a financial strategy that balances funding and costs such that no 
deferred maintenance will accrue if fully implemented.  

6) Signature sheets with dates, indicating preparation and review officials, and Review by the 
Forest Supervisor.  
 
K. Schedule and Completion Date.  
The chief’s letter directs that all units be covered by a TAP by the end of FY 2015. The proposed 
schedule is as follows:  
Croatan NF, NFs in North Carolina – FY11 
Pisgah NF in NC – FY12 
Nantahala NF in NC – FY13 
Uwharrie RD, NFs in NC – FY14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix I:  6th Level HUCs Watershed Condition Classification and Priority Watersheds on the Forest 
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Appendix J:  Watershed Action Plan 

 

USDA Forest Service Watershed Condition Framework  

FY2011 TRANSITION WATERSHED RESTORATION ACTION PLAN 

National Forests in North Carolina 

1. Summary 

a. Watershed Name and HUC: Armstrong Creek (030501010201) 
b. General Location:  The Armstrong Creek Watershed is located on the Grandfather Ranger 

District, Pisgah National Forest of McDowell County, North Carolina. 
c. Total Watershed Area: 18,303 acres;       NFS area within watershed: 46%.   
d. Watershed Characterization:   

• General Physiography: The Armstrong Creek Watershed is within the Blue Ridge Mountain 
Physiographic Province draining in an easterly direction on the Atlantic Slope in the Catawba 
River Basin.  The topography of the area is mountainous with strongly sloping to very steep 
uplands and narrow floodplains along the streams in FS ownership.  Soils are dominated by 
the Chestnut-Ashe complex (CaF) and Edneyville-Chestnut complex (EcF), both steep with 
slopes ranging from 25 to 80 percent and stony.  These soil types both have “severe” erosion 
concerns for management because of steep slopes.  Average annual precipitation can be as 
high as 74.5 inches (data from nearby Mt. Mitchell), but more likely slightly lower due to a 
lower elevation.  Stream channels are predominantly stable with an abundance of large rock 
substrate and banks.  

• Land Use:  The predominant land use in the Armstrong Creek Watershed is forested with 
low-volume roads accessing only about half of the area.  Forest Plan management areas 
include MA 4C (emphasis – scenery) and 4D (emphasis – wildlife habitat) in the northwest, 
MA 3B (emphasis – timber supply) and small areas of 2C (emphasis – timber & scenery) in 
the northeast, and MA 5 (emphasis – backcountry area) in the southern portion of the 
watershed.  Private lands in the watershed are managed for forestry in the steeper mountains 
and agriculture, grazing, industry, and homes in the flatter areas. 

• General Overview of Concerns:  The Armstrong Creek Watershed ranked in a condition class 
of “Fair” or “Functioning at Risk”.  Several indicators ranked “Poor” or “Not Properly 
Functioning” including; Aquatic Habitat – Large Woody Debris (LWD), Aquatic Biota – 
Native Species, Roads and Trails- Open Road Density, - Road Maintenance, - Proximity to 
Water, and  - Mass Wasting, Soil Contamination, and Fire Condition Class. 

• Important Ecological Values:  These include State designated High Quality Waters, aquatic 
habitat for native species, terrestrial wildlife species, and Hudsonia montana on southern 
ridge tops. 

• Current Condition Class:  Fair (1.8)   Target Condition Class: Good 
 

e. Key Watershed Issues  
1) Attributes/Indicators  within FS control to affect 

ATTRIBUTES 
/INDICATOR 

REASON FOR RATING 
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3.1 Aquatic Habitat 
Fragmentation 

 Although rated as Properly Functioning (score of 1.33), the culvert on FSR 
469 of Caney Creek is a barrier to aquatic passage.  

3.2 Aquatic - Large 
Woody Debris 

 Rated as Not Properly Functioning (score of 3.00) due to the lack of LWD 
incorporated into the stream ecosystem. 

5.1 Riparian/Wetland 
Vegetation Condition 

Rated as Properly Functioning (score of 1.00), however with the high 
hemlock mortality in the streamside areas and the overabundance of a single 
species (Rhododendron) there is a need to restore these areas to a more 
diverse vegetative composition. 

6.2 Road/Trail 
Maintenance 

 Rated as Not Properly Functioning (score of 3.00), the proposed trail work 
would reduce the need for maintenance on the trail system.  

6.3 Road/Trail 
Proximity to Water 

Rated as Not Properly Functioning (score of 3.00), the proposed trail work 
would reduce the length of trail system in close proximity to the stream 
course. 

7.1 Soil Productivity Although rated as Properly Functioning (score of 1.00), little is known 
about soil productivity in the watershed.  The proposed inventory would 
affirm the need for restoration of base cation losses. 

8.1 Fire Condition 
Class 

Rated as Not Properly Functioning (score of 3.00), prescribed fire is needed 
on the landscape to restore fire dependent vegetative communities, and one 
federally listed fire dependent species, Hudsonia montana.  

9.1 Loss Forest Cover Although rated as Properly Functioning (score of 1.00), Forest Cover would 
be restored in stream side areas where hemlock mortality is high and the 
dominance of a single shrub species (Rhododendron) would not allow for a 
more diverse vegetative composition and may inhibit tree regeneration. 

11.1 Terrestrial 
Invasives 

Although rated as Properly Functioning (score of 1.00), there is a need to 
treat non-native and invasive plant species along the FSR 469 road network 
prior to vegetation management. 

12.1 Forest Health – 
Insects & Disease 

Although rated as Properly Functioning (score of 1.00), there is a need to 
restore American Chestnut and restore Rich Cove Forest diversity. 

 

2) Attributes/Indicators that require other parties to address 
ATTRIBUTES 
/INDICATOR 

REASON FOR RATING 

None identified at this 
time 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Watershed Characteristics and Conditions 
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a. General Context/Overview of the Watershed 

The Armstrong Creek Watershed is 18,303 acres in size on the Atlantic Slope of the Blue Ridge 

Mountains in North Carolina.  There are 8,462 acres of land managed by the National Forests in 

North Carolina located largely in the headwaters.  Elevations range from 4,078 feet on the Blue 

Ridge Parkway to approximately 1,300 feet at the mouth into the North Fork Catawba River.  The 

predominant land use in the Armstrong Creek Watershed is forested with low-volume roads 

accessing mostly the southern portion of the area.  Forest Plan management areas emphasize 

scenery, wildlife habitat, timber supply, and backcountry area in the watershed.  Private lands in the 

watershed are managed for forestry in the steeper mountains and agriculture, grazing, industry, and 

homes in the flatter areas. 

b. Watershed Conditions  

The watershed ranked “Fair” in the Watershed Condition Class analysis, but water quality is high 

with Armstrong Creek and many tributaries are designated by the state of North Carolina as High 

Quality Waters, supporting trout.  These waters provide an important refuge for the propagation of 

aquatic organisms in the Catawba River Basin.   

3.  Restoration Goals, Objectives, and Opportunities  

a. Goal Identification and Desired Condition  
There is a need to treat non-native invasive plant species, improve aquatic passage at road 

crossings, improve terrestrial plant and wildlife habitats, and restore vegetation diversity in coves 

and streamside zones, large woody debris amounts to stream channels, and the fire regime.  

Implementation of these projects in the Armstrong Creek Watershed would shift the Watershed 

Condition Rating from “Fair” to “Good”. 

b. Objectives 
i. Alignment with National, Regional, or Forest Priorities 

This watershed condition work would be consistent with the Chiefs declaration of the 

general purpose of the Forest Service:  

 

“to make sure that America’s forests and grasslands are in the healthiest condition they 

can be; and to see to it that you have lots of opportunities to use, enjoy, and care for the 

lands and waters that sustain us all.” 

 

The proposed work would meet several aspects of the Regional Strategic Framework 

including: Aquatic organism passage improved (A.1.1); Watershed condition class is 

improved (A.1.2); Non-native invasive species controlled (A.2.1); Acres of restored 

native vegetation (A.2.2); Habitats of rare species are improved (A.3.3); Improve fire 

condition class strategically (B.1.1); Acres under Stewardship Authority (B.1.2); and 

Trails are maintained to standard or decommissioned (C.2.1). 

 Also, the proposed work would meet 2011 Forest Priority number seven - “Ecological 

Restoration in the Mountains” by increasing treatment of Non-Native Invasive Plant 
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species and increasing wildlife habitat restoration, and 2012 Forest Priority number two – 

“Collaboration/Integration/Stewardship” by developing and implementing a consistent 

process for Integrated Assessments.  Direction in the Land and Resource Management 

Plan would be met as well. 

ii. Alignment with State or local goals  

The proposed work is in alignment with the state of North Carolina’s goal to maintain the 

aquatic habitat and water quality that supports the designations of “Trout” and ”High 

Quality Water” for Armstrong Creek and its tributaries.  

c. Opportunities 
i. Partnership Involvement 

Discuss the roles partners are expected to have within the priority watershed (overall 

planning, funding, etc.) Stewardship opportunities are present within the Armstrong 

Creek Watershed. Potential partners include the National Park Service - Blue Ridge 

Parkway, The Nature Conservancy, American Chestnut Foundation, Southern 

Appalachian Forest Coalition, Western North Carolina Alliance, Southern Research 

Station, US Fish and Wildlife Service, NC Wildlife Resources Commission, the Ruffed 

Grouse Society, and the National Wild Turkey Federation. Groups such as these are 

likely to be involved in the planning process through proposal development and 

implementation by serving as primary and sub-contractors. 

ii. Outcomes/Output 
a) Performance Measure Accomplishment 

 The following performance measures are likely to be accomplished if the Essential 

Projects listed in Section d. are implemented: 

1. Acres of hazardous fuels treated outside the wildland/urban interface (WUI) to 
reduce the risk of catastrophic wildland fire (FP-FUELS-NON-WUI) 

2. Acres of forest vegetation improved (FOR-VEG-IMP) 
3. Acres of Forest vegetation establishment (FOR-VEG-EST) 
4. Miles of stream habitat restored or enhanced (HBT-ENH-STRM) 
5. Number of stream crossings constructed or reconstructed to provide for aquatic 

organism passage (STRM-CROS-MTG-STD) 
6. Miles of system trail improved to standard (TL-IMP-STD) 
7. Manage noxious weeds and invasive plants (INVPLT-NXWD-FED-AC) 
8. Acres of water or soil resources protected, maintained or improved to achieve 

desired watershed conditions (S&W-RSRC-IMP) 
9. Acres of terrestrial habitat restored or enhanced (HBT-ENH-TERR) 
10. Acres of forestlands treated using timber sales (TMBR-SALES-TRT-AC) 
11. Volume of timber sold (CCF) (TMBR-VOL-SLD) 

 
 

b)  Socioeconomic Considerations 

Implementation of the action plan would create jobs since much of the work would occur 

through contracts and agreements.  The work would reinforce FS relationships within the 

community. 
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d. Specific Project Activities (Essential Projects)  
1. Prescribed Fire 

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 8.1 

• Project Description: Implementation of prescribe burning approximately 1000 acres 
within the Armstrong Creek Watershed.  This will restore and maintain habitat for 
Hudsonia montana, a federally threatened sub shrub that is dependent on periodic fire, in 
addition to abundant table mountain and pitch pine forests and woodlands.  Fuel loads 
will also be reduced with these activities within the watershed.  A moderate to high 
intense fire will be needed to meet the objectives.  A helicopter will be needed to 
accomplish the prescribe burn due to moderate to steep terrain. 

• Partners Involvement: National Park Service - Blue Ridge Parkway and The Nature 
Conservancy. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): CWKV, NFWF, and/or WFHF. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Planning/NEPA $20,000 
Prescribed Burn (@$150 x 1000 ac) $150,000 
Total:  $170,000 

 

2. Riparian Habitat Restoration 

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 3.2, 5.1, 9.1, 11.1 

• Project Description: A combined treatment along stream courses in need of LWD inputs 
where significant high canopy loss resulted from eastern hemlock mortality. Restoration 
will be concentrated in areas with hemlock mortality and dense rhododendron. The 
treatment may include: (1) Directional felling (pushing snags using a track-hoe) of 
hemlock snags into stream channel; (2) Mechanical and chemical treatment of 
rhododendron to reduce its density; and (3) Planting of riparian hardwood species.   

• Partners Involvement: NC Wildlife Resource Commission and NC State Fish Hatchery. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): NFVW, CWKV, NFWF, and/or Stewardship funding. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Directional Pushing $5,000 
Rhododendron Treatment $8,000 
Tree Planting $1,500 
NEPA $8,000 
Monitoring stream LWD function & riparian treatment 
success ($1,000/year for 3 years)   

$3,000 

Supplies $4,000 
Total:  $29,500 

 

3. American Chestnut Restoration 
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• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 12.1 

• Project Description: Plant A. chestnut hybrid stock in small groups located along the Blue 
Ridge Parkway. 

• Partners Involvement: American Chestnut Foundation and National Park Service. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): RTRT, NFVW, and/or Stewardship funding. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Prescription/NEPA $2,000 
Site Prep ($250/ac) $500 
Planting ($500/ac) $1,000 
Interpretation $2,000 
Monitoring $500 
Total:  $6,000 

 

4. Rich Cove Forest Diversity Enhancement 

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 5.1,12.1 (Plus other terrestrial objectives) 

• Project Description: The typical second or third generation rich cove forest is dominated 
by tulip poplars.  Use thinning, regeneration, and planting techniques to increase the 
species diversity in selected cove forests within Armstrong WS.  Desirable species will 
include but not be restricted to basswood, cucumber tree, white ash, beech, ironwood, 
black cherry, sugar maple and yellow buckeye.  

• Monitor: Complete a third year sapling check by species.   

• Partners Involvement: Southern Appalachian Forest Coalition, Western North Carolina 
Alliance, and Southern Research Station. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item (s): NFTM, NFVW, RTRT, CWKV, NFWF and/or 
Stewardship funding. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Prescription/NEPA ($17/ccf and 20ccf/ac over 100 ac) $34,000 
Marking & Layout ($19/ccf) $38,000 
Sell ($0.86/ccf) $1,700 
Monitor ($25/ac Stocking check x 50 ac) $1,250 
Regeneration and TSI ($225/ac x 50 ac) $11,000 
Total:  $85,950 

5. Aquatic Organism Passage (AOP)  

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 3.1 

• Project Description: Replace existing FSR 469 culvert on Caney Creek with a structure 
that would allow passage of aquatic native species, such as Greenhead shiner. 

• Partners Involvement: USFWS, NC Wildlife Resource Commission. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 with NEPA & Design and construct within 5 years. 

• Estimated costs and associated Budget Line Item (s): $60,000 funded by NFWF, HTAP, 
CMLG, and/or other outside source. 
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6. Water Chemistry Data Collection – Base Cation Losses 

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 7.1 

• Project Description: The purpose of this project is to obtain water chemistry data.  The 
assessment will identify which portions of the watersheds are likely to need restoration to 
replace base cation losses.  Adequate supplies of base cations (calcium, magnesium, and 
potassium) in the soils are essential to maintain healthy forests and aquatic ecosystems.  
Additional inventory work will need to be completed after this project and before a base 
cation restoration project can be implemented. 

• Partners Involvement: Unknown at this time. 

• Timeline: Samples will be collected during spring base flow in 2012. Associated Budget 
Line Item: NFVW and/or FERC funding. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Water Samples - $150 Processing Fee for each of 10 samples $1,500 
Forest Watershed Specialist plans & collects samples @ 
$430/day for 5 days 

$2,150 

Enter site locations into NRIS @$430/day for 2 days $860 
Fleet $450 
Supplies $100 
Total:  $5,060 

 

7. Trail Rehabilitation  

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 6.2 & 6.3. 

• Project Description:  Change the FS Trail #223 designation from “Horse and Bike” to 
“Foot Traffic Only”, and relocated sections of the same trail away from the stream and 
improve drainage e.g., by constructing rolling dips. 

• Partners Involvement:  Unknown at this time. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item: CMTL, CMLG, and/or Stewardship funding. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Design/NEPA (complete with Timber Assessment)       $2,500 
Construction $15,000 
Total:  $17,500 

 

8. NNIS Treatments 

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 11.1 

• Project Description: Six non-native species; multiflora rose, princess tree, Chinese 
silvergrass, Japanese honeysuckle, Chinese yam and kudzu, have been documented 
primarily on the roadsides of the area as well as a few interior locations.   In general the 
percent cover was low in these infested locations, less than 5%.   The goal would be to 
control the infestations prior to any vegetative management project such as a prescribed 
burn or timber harvest.  For most infestations species it will take two chemical 
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applications. For some species such as Chinese Yam, it may require at least 3 chemical 
applications.   

• Monitoring: Revisit twenty 100 meter transects previously (2003) established along the 
road corridors recording percent cover of invasive plant species within three established 
zones (road edge, forest edge, and forest interior).  Prior to implementing control 
establish an additional 20 transects within infestations on firelines, trails, stream courses, 
etc.   

•  Partners Involvement: National Park Service - Blue Ridge Parkway. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item: NFVW, CWKV, and/or Stewardship funding. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Inventory  ($20/ac across at-risk acres)                $  5,000 
Herbicide/Adjuvants  $     500 
Control ($300/ac) for 100 acres $30,000 
2nd and 3rd control ($150/ac) for 50 acres                                                     $15,000 
Monitor ($2500/year for 3 years) $  7,500 
Total:  $58,000 

9. Rehab Drug Growing Site  

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: 9.1 

• Project Description: Ensure disturbed site is reforested with native species.  Use 
appropriate shrub species, such as sweet pepperbush, and a grass species, such as 
Virginia wild rye or deer tongue grass that will reduce erosion impacts while still 
allowing nearby native species to reinvade the disturbed area.   

• Monitor: Establish photo points across the acreage prior to planting, ensure at least 50-
75% bare ground is covered with vegetation 1 year after planting and assess for any non-
native invasive plant species.    

• Partners Involvement: Unknown at this time. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): NFVW, RTRT, and/or CWK2. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Prescription/NEPA $5,000 
Plant ($500/ac for 1 acres) $500 
Herb/Grass ($250/ ac for 1 acres) $250 
Monitor photo points  $2,000 
Total:  $7,750 

10. Wildlife Opening Habitat Enhancement   

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: NA 

• Project Description: Using silvicultural techniques to enhance habitat condition near 
wildlife openings through creating non-permanent openings, brushy interface, and 
savannah/woodland conditions. 

• Partners Involvement: NC Wildlife Resource Commission. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): NFVW, NFTM, NFWF, and/or Stewardship. 
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• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Prescription/NEPA ($17/ccf and 12ccf/ac (22 ac perm 
openings) 

$4,500 

Marking & Layout ($19/ccf) $5,000 
Sell ($0.86/ccf) $2,300 
Monitor ($25/ac Stocking check x 50 ac) $1,250 
Regeneration and TSI ($225/ac x 22 ac) $5,000 
Total:  $18,050 

 

11. Cerulean Warbler Habitat Enhancement 

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: NA (until terrestrial portion shows up) (12.1 maybe) 

• Project Description: Combinations of variable density thinning and regeneration 
techniques will be used to enhance vertical and horizontal stand diversity within selected 
stands to enhance late structural conditions and Cerulean Warbler habitat. The resulting 
habitat will have a diverse woody structure component in both the horizontal and vertical 
dimensions and contain more vigorous and a more resilient forest system.  

• Partners Involvement: Bent Creek (SRS), Partners in Flight, NC Wildlife Resource 
Commission. 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): NFVW, NFTM, NFWF, Stewardship, and CWKV 
(Assuming 12ccf/ac for a thinning/swd treatment average under a WL objective. Possible 
area of treatment = 150 acres of AMFC thin, 150 acres of RUMFC regen = 3,600 ccf ). 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Prescription/NEPA ($17/ccf) $61,000 
Marking & Layout ($19/ccf) $68,000 
Sell ($0.86/ccf) $3,100 
Monitor ($25/ac Stocking check x 50 ac) $1,250 
Regeneration and TSI ($225/ac x 75 ac) $17,000 
Total:  $150,350 

12. udsonia montana Habitat Enhancement  

• Attribute/Indicator Addressed: NA 

• Project Description: Use non-commercial thinning techniques to reduce overstory density 
and treat competing shrub and herbaceous species to enhance habitat condition for HM.  
Post signs to reduce visitor impacts to Hudsonia montana, educating visitors to stay on 
the mountain-to-sea trail. 

• Monitoring: Complete Hudsonia montana census within 4 separate size classes 

• Partners Involvement: USFWS 

• Timeline: Starting in 2012 and continuing for 5 years. 

• Associated Budget Line Item(s): NFVW, RTRT, NFWF, and/or Stewardship. 

• Estimated costs: 
Work Type Cost 

Prescription/NEPA (federal consultation) $ 7,250 
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Slash Treatment ($250/ac over 25 acres) $ 6,250 
Signage  $ 3,500 
Monitor twice every third year $ 3,000 
Total:  $20,000 

 

e. Costs: 
 Planning Design Implementation Project 

Monitoring 

FS Contribution $169,310 $127,000 $312,100 $19,750 

Partner Contribution 
(both in kind and $) 

Unknown at 
this time 

Unknown at 
this time 

Unknown at this 
time 

Unknown at 
this time 

Total $169,310 $127,000 $312,100 $19,750 

 

Timelines and Project Scheduling  

FY* Task FS Cost 

 

Partner cost 

2011 Prescribed 
Fire 

Planning/NEPA $20,000 Unknown 

2012-

2013 

  Prescribed Burn   $150,000 Unknown 

2012 Riparian 
Habitat 
Restoration 

NEPA $8,000 Unknown 

2013  Directional Pushing $5,000 Unknown 

2013  Rhododendron Treatment $8,000 Unknown 

2014  Tree Planting $1,500 Unknown 

2012 
- 
2014 

 Monitoring stream LWD function & 
riparian treatment success  

$3,000 Unknown 

2013   Supplies $4,000 Unknown 

2012 American 
Chestnut 
Restoration 

Prescription/NEPA $2,000 Unknown 

2013  Site Preparation $500 Unknown 

2013  Planting  $1,000 Unknown 

2013  Interpretation $2,000 Unknown 

2013+   Monitoring $500 Unknown 

2012 Rich Cove 
Forest 
Diversity 
Enhancement 

Prescription/NEPA  $34,000 Unknown 

2013  Marking & Layout  $38,000 Unknown 
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2013+  Sell  $1,700 Unknown 

2013+  Monitor  $1,250 Unknown 

2014+  Regeneration and TSI  $11,000 Unknown 

2013 Aquatic 
Organism 
Passage 
(AOP) 

Design $3,000 Unknown 

2012  NEPA $7,000 Unknown 

2013+   Construction $50,000 Unknown 

2012 Water 
Chemistry 
Data 
Collection – 
Base Cation 
Losses 

Water Samples - $150 Processing 
Fee for each of 10 samples 

$1,500 Unknown 

2012  Sample Collection $2,150 Unknown 

2012  Data entry into NRIS  $860 Unknown 

2012  Fleet $450 Unknown 

2012   Supplies $100 Unknown 

2012 Trail 
Rehabilitation 

Design/NEPA  $2,500 Unknown 

2013+   Construction $15,000 Unknown 

2013+ NNIS 
Treatments 

Inventory   $5,000 Unknown 

2013+  Herbicide/Adjuvants $500 Unknown 

2013+  Control - 100 acres $30,000 Unknown 

2013+  2nd and 3rd control for 50 acres                                                    $15,000 Unknown 

2013+   Monitor for 3 years $7,500 Unknown 

2012 Rehab Drug 
Growing Site 

Prescription/NEPA $5,000 Unknown 

2012+  Plant  $500 Unknown 

2012+  Herb/Grass  $250 Unknown 

2012+   Monitor photo points  $2,000 Unknown 

2012 Wildlife 
Opening 
Habitat 
Enhancement   

Prescription/NEPA  $4,500 Unknown 

2013+  Marking & Layout  $5,000 Unknown 

2013+  Sell  $2,300 Unknown 

2013+  Monitor  $1,250 Unknown 

2013+   Regeneration and TSI  $5,000 Unknown 

2012 Cerulean 
Warbler 

Prescription/NEPA  $61,000 Unknown 
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Habitat 
Enhancement 

2013+  Marking & Layout  $68,000 Unknown 

2013+  Sell  $3,100 Unknown 

2013+  Monitor  $1,250 Unknown 

2013+   Regeneration and TSI  $17,000 Unknown 

2012 Hudsonia 
montana 
Habitat 
Enhancement  

Prescription/NEPA (federal 
consultation 

$7,250 Unknown 

2013+  Slash Treatment over 25 acres $6,250 Unknown 

2013+  Signage $3,500 Unknown 

2013+   Monitor twice every third year $3,000 Unknown 

*FY of work depends on funding and workforce availability. 

 

f. Other Partners: We anticipate the proposed work in this document to involve partnerships with 

the following: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, NC Wildlife Resources Commission, NC State 

Fish Hatchery, National Park Service, The Nature Conservancy, American Chestnut Foundation, 

Southern Appalachian Forest Coalition, Western North Carolina Alliance, U.S. Southern 

Research Station (SRS), Bent Creek Experiment Station (SRS), and Partners in Flight. 

4.  Restoration Project Monitoring and Evaluation 

a. The forest will monitor: 

Project Monitoring 

Riparian Habitat Restoration Effectiveness monitoring - stream LWD function & 

riparian treatment success directly following completion of 

work. 

American Chestnut 

Restoration 

Effectiveness monitoring of plantings - complete a 3rd year 

sapling check. 

Rich & Acidic Cove Diversity 

Enhancement 

Effectiveness monitoring – complete a 3rd year sapling 

check by species. 

Aquatic Organism Passage Assess crossing for passage potential following 

construction to document passage improvement. 

NNIS Treatment Monitoring: Revisit twenty 100 meter transects previously 

(2003) established along the road corridors recording 

percent cover of invasive plant species within three 

established zones (road edge, forest edge, and forest 

interior).  Prior to implementing control establish an 

additional 20 transects within infestations on firelines, 

trails, stream courses, etc. 

Rehab Drug Growing Sites Establish photo points across the acreage prior to planting, 
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ensure at least 50-75% bare ground is covered with 

vegetation 1 year after planting and assess for any non-

native invasive plant species.    

Hudsonia montana Habitat 

Enhancement 

Complete Hudsonia montana census within 4 separate size 

classes. 

 

b. Monitoring will be done in cooperation with: Unknown at this time. 

 

5. Contributors to this document 
Bill Jackson (Regional Air Quality Specialist)  
Brady Dodd (Forest Hydrologist) 
Chad Keyser (Forester, Forest Management Service Center) 
Chris Williams (Grandfather RD Wildlife Biologist) 
David Danley (Pisgah NF Zone Botanist/Ecologist) 
Diane Bolt (Fire Management Planner) 
Gary Kauffman (Forest Botanist & Ecologist) 
Greg Philipp (Grandfather RD Fire Management Officer) 
Heather Luczak (Forest Planner) 
Holly Hixson (Forest GIS Specialist) 
Jason Rodrigue (Forest Silviculturist) 
John Crocket (Grandfather RD District Ranger) 
Karl Buchholz (Civil Engineer) 
Leigh Marston (Grandfather RD Recreation Staff) 
Ruth Burner (Forest Planner) 
Sheryl Bryan (Forest Aquatic & Terrestrial Biologist) 
Ted Oprean (Pisgah Zone Timber) 
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Executive Summary 

Objectives of Forest-Wide Transportation System Analysis Process (TAP) 
The objectives of the Forest-Wide TAP were to: 

identify key issues related to the Nantahala National Forest's transportation system, in 
particular affordability and cumulative effects; 
identify benefits, problems and risks related to the Nantahala National Forest's 
transportation system; 
identify management opportunities related to the existing transportation system to 
suggest for future consideration as National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
decisions (examples included items such as road decommissioning within priority 
watersheds and needed aquatic passage improvement projects); 
create a map to inform identification of the future Minimum Road System (MRS); 
indicate the location of unneeded roads and possible new road needs. 

(Note: Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 212.S(b)(l ) require the Forest Service to 
identify the minimum road system nee4ed for safe and efficient travel and for 
administration, utilization, and protection of National Forest System~ (NFS) lands.) 

Analysis Participants 

The TAP was conducted by an interdisciplinary team with extensive internal participation, and 
limited participation by partners and the general public. The primary participants were: 

Lynn Hicks, Team Lead, Forest Engineer, National Forests in North Carolina 
Angela Gee, District Ranger, Cheoah and Tusquitee Ranger Districts 
Mike Wilkins, District Ranger, Nantahala Ranger District 
Lee Thornhill, Forest Staff Officer, National Forests in North Carolina 
Steverson Moffat, NEPA Team Leader, Nantahala National Forest 
Bill Champion, Recreation Specialist, Tusquitee Ranger District 
Terry Eller, Forestry Technician, Cheoah Ranger District 
Bryan Killian, Timber Management Assistant, Nantahala Ranger District 
Jason Farmer, Fisheries Specialist, Nantahala National Forest 
Greg Brooks, Fire Management Officer, Nantahala Ranger District 
Chad Cook, Fire Management Officer, Tusquitee Ranger District 
Tim Solesbee, Fire Management Officer, Cheoah Ranger District 
Eric Pullium, GIS Editor, Nantahala National Forest 
Karl Buchholz, Forest Engineer, National Forests in North Carolina 
Cliff Northrop, Forest Engineer, National Forests in North Carolina 
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Overview of the Nantahala National Forest's Road System 

The Nantahala National Forest' s road system currently comprises some 1,392 miles, providing 
access to approximately 526,637 acres of national forest, as well as to interspersed private tracts 
and nearby local communities. The system supports both recreation and resource management. 
It is comprised of a combination of old "public" roads, roads constructed to access timber sales 
and subsequent silvicultural activities, roads constructed to access recreation areas, and a variety 
of other routes. These range from double lane paved roads to single lane gravel or native surface 
roads that may be useable by passenger cars, to high clearance routes, to travel ways that are 
closed for periods of time greater than one year. Funding for the construction or reconstruction 
of all types was generally provided either by Congressional appropriations or authorized as a 
component of a timber sale. Maintenance funding is primarily by Congressional appropriations, 
although timber sales generally fund any maintenance required during the life of a particular sale 
operation. 

Issues, Benefits, Problems and Risks, and Management Opportunities 
Identified 

Current appropriations and supplemental revenue sources are not sufficient to adequately 
maintain the Nantahala National Forest's 1,392 mile road system as currently configured. 
Without changes, the existing road system requires an annual expenditure of 
approximately $2.12 million to maintain the road system in accordance with published 
standards. Only $263,400 are currently available, (Fiscal Year 2014 road maintenance 
budget), resulting in a shortfall of $1,855,090 or approximately 88%. 

There are 98 miles of system roads which primarily serve either as access to private 
inholdings, or as general access to adjacent communities. This figure represents 7% of 
total NFS system roads on the Nantahala National Forest. As opportunities allow, 
jurisdiction and maintenance should be considered for transfer to the most appropriate 
entity in order to allow the limited maintenance funding to be applied most effectively to 
the roads of the Nantahala National Forest. 

Certain roads, particularly those located relatively low in the watersheds, may be causing 
undue stress to water quality and associated aquatic organisms, especially if they cannot 
be regularly and properly maintained. This is particularly the case in watersheds that are 
classified as "impaired." The Upper Chattooga River is the only impaired watershed on 
the Nantahala National Forest. This watershed contains 4.04 miles of forest roads. Forest 
Service Roads are not a concern in this watershed. 

There app·ear to be opportunities to decrease the total system maintenance costs by 
decommissioning roads with highest risk and least benefit. One road segment was 
identified as low benefit, high risk, nine roads were identified as low benefit, medium 
risk, and 21 roads were identified for decommissioning by internal review, for a total of 
26.09 miles. 
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Twelve roads comprising 21 road segments totaling 34 miles are in areas where extra 
care should be used when considering road-related actions such as maintenance, 
reconstruction, or changing the road management level based on aquatic biota 
vulnerability risk. 

There are a number of roads that will most likely be needed at some time in the future, 
but which do not appear to be needed for actions currently being proposed. Storage of 
these roads (closure for at least a year, with only custodial maintenance provided) should 
be strongly considered. TAP analysis suggests that 39 miles should be considered for 
conversion to storage and custodial maintenance only until needed. 

To meet budgetary limitations some roads currently opened year round will need to be 
identified to be considered for seasonal closure (65.34 miles) ; and some roads currently 
maintained for passenger car use (currently in Maintenance Levels 3, 4, or 5) will need to 
be identified to be considered for conversion to high clearance use only (29.3 miles). 

Relatively high road densities may be impacting some sensitive wildlife species in a few 
specific areas of the forest. Overall, however, road densities do not exceed those allowed 
by the forest plan. As configured the overall road density, exclusive of non-FS roads, is 
1. 77 miles/square mile, and open road density is .63 miles/square mile. 

Several roads or portions of roads may have to be closed due to insufficient bridge 
replacement funding. There are 42 bridges on the Nantahala National Forest located on 
open roads, and 21 are load restricted or otherwise deficient. 

Opportunities should be sought to increase road maintenance revenues where possible 
through the use of stewardship contracts and partnerships, including volunteer groups, 
such as hunters, anglers, hikers, equestrian organizations, and others. 

Comparison of Existing System to Minimum Road System as Proposed by 
TAP 

Refer to Appendix F for a summary of proposed changes to the existing road system suggested 
by the TAP, as information available to frame future NEPA analysis and decisions. 

Next Steps 

TAP recommendations will be used to inform NEPA decisions, many of which will 
eventually be implemented in conjunction with various restoration projects on the 
Forest. 
Prior to implementing these recommendations, NEPA determinations will be 
conducted at appropriate scales, using the TAP to inform issues, particularly effects 
and affordability. 
The road system should be revisited with an updated forest-wide TAP, probably on 
about a 10 year cycle, with the next one due by perhaps the year 2025. 
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Context 

Alignment with National and Regional Objectives 

Sub-Part "A" Travel Analysis is required by the 2005 Travel Management Rule (36 CFR 212.5). 
Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook 7709.55-Chapter 20 provide specific 
direction, including the requirement to use a six step interdisciplinary, science-based process to 
ensure that future decisions are based on an adequate consideration of environmental, social and 
economic impacts ofroads. A letter from the Chief of the Forest Service dated March 29, 2012 
was issued to replace a November 10, 2010 letter previously issued on the same topic. It 
reaffirms agency commitment to completing travel analysis reports for Subpart A of the travel 
management rule by 2015, and also provides additional national direction related to this work, 
addressing process, timing and leadership expectations. The letter requires documentation of the 
analysis by a travel analysis report, which includes a map displaying the existing road system 
and possible unneeded roads. It is intended to inform future proposed actions related to 
identifying the minimum road system. The TAP process is designed to work in conjunction with 
other frameworks and processes, the results of which collectively inform and frame future 
decisions executed under NEPA. This letter is included in Appendix G. 

The document entitled "Sub-Part "A" Travel Analysis (TAP), Southern Region Expectations, 
Revised to align with 2012 Chiefs Letter" and attached in Appendix H, supplements the national 
direction for Forest Scale TAPs developed for the Southern Region. 

Coordination with Forest Plan 

The current Forest Plan for the Nantahala National Forest' s was adopted in 1994. It provides 
specific direction for overall management of the Nantahala National Forest. The forest-wide 
TAP tiers to the Nantahala National Forest's Forest Plan by informing future NEPA actions that 
implement the Forest Plan and have transportation components. The TAP has been informed by 
the Watershed Condition Framework, and likewise, the TAP is intended to inform future forest 
restoration activities, including watershed restoration. 

Budget and Political Realities 

The roads located on the Nantahala National Forest are a combination of historic trails that have 
undergone improvement over the years, roads that were built to access timber sales, roads 
constructed for access to communities, either internal or adjacent to the forest, roads constructed 
for recreational opportunities, and roads constructed or otherwise acquired through a variety of 
means to comprise the current system. As is the case for much of the rest of the infrastructure on 
the forest, funding has been inadequate to properly maintain all of the forest ' s roads and bridges. 
In some cases these roads and bridges have become superfluous to our administrative needs, and 
many no longer meet public needs either. From 2008 to 2010, the Nantahala National Forest 
decommissioned 29 miles ofroads. Changes are becoming inevitable, being driven both by the 
budget as well as by the need to have the most efficient and effective transportation system on 
the ground as possible, and no more. The TAP process is an attempt to begin to identify a 
proposed "minimum road system" (MRS) which will only come into place as NEPA decisions 
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are made and then actual on-the-ground decisions are implemented. The MRS will probably 
change over time as well, as public needs and financial resources change. Therefore it is 
expected that new forest-wide TAP analyses will continue to be needed, probably on about a 10 
year cycle. 

2012 Transportation Bill Effects (MAP-21) 

MAP-21, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (P.L. 112-141), was signed 
into law by President Obama on July 6, 2012 and authorizes the Federal Lands Transportation 
Program (FLTP) for two years (2013 -2014). Extensions of this bill are expected until a new 
reauthorization is enacted. The FLTP provides dedicated funding to improve access within 
Federal lands owned by the Federal government. Of the $300 million allocated for this program, 
the USDA Forest Service competes with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the US 
Army Corps of Engineers for up to $30 million per year. The central theme of the program is 
performance management. As amended by MAP-21, 23 U.S.C 203(c) requires the USDA Forest 
Service along with the other four core partners eligible for FL TP funding to define the part of its 
transportation system to be included in the FLTP. In addition, a baseline condition for this 
system should be determined and progress on the improvement of this system should be reported 
annually to FHW A. 

The projects to be funded by the FLTP are selected by the Region 8 (Southern Region) Regional 
Forester with input from the Region 8 Director of Engineering. The amount of funding that each 
Forest unit receives varies from year to year depending on the priorities for the region. To date 
the Nantahala National Forest has not received any FLTP funding. 

Under MAP-21, the Forest Highway program was repealed and in its place a new program, the 
Federal Lands Access Program (FLAP), was created. This program differs from the old Forest 
Highways program in that funding is available to improve access to all federal lands and not just 
national forests. Similar to the Forest Highway program, FLAP transportation projects are 
funded for infrastructure that is under State, county or other local government's jurisdiction. No 
road network needs to be designated and, as a result, no projects located on the NFSR system are 
eligible for FLAP funding. 

Alignment with Watershed Condition Framework (WCF) 

Along with the other national forests across the country, Nantahala National Forest recently 
conducted an analysis of its watersheds, categorized them as to their condition and prioritized 
them for future efforts at improvement. Three categories were identified: Class I - Functioning 
Properly, Class 2 - Functioning at Risk, and Class 3 - Impaired Function. These classifications 
were performed on watersheds at the 6th order hydrologic unit classification (HUC) according to 
procedures described in the "Watershed Condition Framework" technical guide, 
http://www.fs.fed.us/publications/watershed/Watershed Condition Framework.pdf. It identified 
10 watersheds on the Nantahala National Forest as Class 1, 88 as Class 2 and one as Class 3. 
Maps showing all 6th order watersheds by ranger district can be found in Appendix I. The Upper 
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Chattooga River watershed was selected as a priority watershed for focus work in the next 
decade. The priority watershed may be found on the maps in Appendix I. 

The forest-wide TAP analysis was heavily informed by the WCF. For example, roads located 
near streams within impaired watersheds, and especially priority impaired watersheds, were 
considered as possible decommissioning candidates. Similarly, continuing watershed 
improvement work is intended to be informed in the future by the TAP. 

Overview of the Nantahala National Forest and supporting 
Transportation System 

General Description of the Nantahala National Forest Land Ownership 
Patterns, Land Use and Historic Travel Routes 

The Nantahala National Forest is comprised of 526,637 acres, occupying almost 40% of the 
proclamation boundary. Almost all is forested, with about 52,369 acres (or 10%) being 
Wilderness or otherwise classified as Roadless, and 474,268 acres (or 90%) being available for 
active forest management. Interspersed within the proclamation boundary, and adjacent to the 
National Forest are several large tracts managed as TIMOs (Timber Investment Management 
Organizations) or REITs (Real Estate Investment Trusts) as well as some scattered large forest 
industry tracts, some small farms and a variety of other ownership types. There are a few small 
communities within the proclamation boundary as well, the larger ones being Murphy, Franklin, 
and Robbinsville. When the land came under the ownership of the Nantahala National Forest it 
was riddled with a legacy of historic travel routes that were primarily located low in the water
sheds, alongside stream channels, presumably as these were the simplest locations on which to 
construct primitive travel ways. Over the past few decades the Nantahala National Forest has 
been working towards relocating many of these roads up the slopes and away from the streams. 

The lands of the Nantahala National Forest are administered by three ranger districts, the 
Cheoah, Nantahala, and Tusquitee. The number of acres administered by each district is: 

District Acres Portion that is Roadless 
Cheoah 122,095 19,466 
Nantahala 244,638 10,858 
Tusquitee 159,904 22,315 
Totals 526,637 52,369 

There are 66 developed recreation areas on the Forest, including the Nantahala River, Standing 
Indian Campground, Jackrabbit Mountain Campground, the Tsali Recreation Area, Joyce Kilmer 
Memorial Forest, Dirty John Shooting Range, Moss Knob Shooting Range, Atoah Shooting 
Range, Panthertop Shooting Range, and Wayahutta Off Highway Vehicle Area. Dispersed 
recreation is allowed throughout the Nantahala National Forest with only limited exceptions. 
Also, there are 763 miles of trails, supporting a variety of uses, including equestrian, biking, 
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pedestrian, and mixed use. Motor vehicles are restricted to roads shown on the Motor Vehicle 
Use Map (MVUM) included in Appendix C. 

Description of the Nantahala National Forest's Transportation System 

Several Federal and State highways, including U.S. Highways 19, 64, 74, 129 and State 
Highways 441, 28, 107, and 281 traverse various parts of the Nantahala National Forest. Some of 
these roads comprise a portion of the 124 miles of Forest Highway, which provides access to 
relatively large tracts of the Forest. Forest Highways are roads maintained under another 
agency's jurisdiction, which on occasion receive reconstruction project funding through the 
Highway Trust Fund. 

There are 1,392 total miles of National Forest system road under the jurisdiction of the Nantahala 
National Forest. This mileage is comprised of 409 miles suitable for passenger car use, almost 
all of which are open to the public on a year round basis, 635 miles only suitable for high 
clearance vehicular traffic, of which 46 miles are open to the public year round and 71 miles 
which are at least seasonally closed. There are 360 miles on the system inventory that are closed 
for periods of time greater than one year, being in "storage" for future use when needed. 
The Forest Service catalogs its roads in the official inventory, I-Web, by Maintenance Levels, 
loosely defined as follows: 

Maintenance Level 5 - Single or double lane paved roads w/ high degree of user comfort 
Maintenance Level 4 - Moderate comfort; primarily double lane aggregate roads w/ ditches 
Maintenance Level 3 - Lowest level maintained to accommodate passenger car traffic 
Maintenance Level 2 - Maintained primarily to accommodate use by high clearance vehicles 
Maintenance Level 1 - Closed to all traffic for periods greater than one year. 

Table 1 shows the current break down of the Nantahala National Forest's road system by 
maintenance level: 

T bl 1 N t h I N f a e . an a aa a 1ona IF t' R d S t M'l ores s oa •vs em 1 eage b M. l1/ amtenance L I eve . 
MLl ML2 ML3 ML4 ML5 

Cheoah 71.18 203.87 56.39 24.2 4.97 
Nantahala 206.65 312.04 114.02 42.52 26.54 
Tusquitee 82.17 109.88 96.77 35.29 5.31 
Forest Totals 360 625.79 267.18 102.01 36.82 

Private and Co-op Roads 

Certain roads located on the Nantahala National Forest are needed to provide access to private 
tracts of land, or by municipalities or large private landowners in cooperation with the Forest. 
The maintenance responsibility for and jurisdiction of these roads are identified'in the official 
inventory. Generally costs for maintaining these roads are pro-rated to the appropriate 
benefitting entity, as further specified in the enabling agreements. 
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Unauthorized Roads 

At any given time there may be roads found to be in existence on the landscape that are not 
shown in the inventory or on an official map. These roads are considered to be unauthorized 
roads, unneeded for use by the Nantahala National Forest. They are subject to decommissioning 
at any time funding becomes available for that purpose. 

Road Maintenance Funding 

The Nantahala National Forest maintains its road system primarily with funding provided 
through the annual Interior and Related Agency's budget, specifically the CMRD line item. The 
Nantahala National Forest received $263,400 of this funding in fiscal year 2014. Another source 
ofrevenue available for certain types of maintenance on the Nantahala National Forest's road 
system is the CMLG line item. A total of $387,500 of the CMLG budget line item was received 
in FY 2014, of which $55,000 was available for road repair. Roads that support management 
operations may be maintained with timber sale or stewardship dollars during the life of the 
operation, but that is not typically a long term solution. Finally, partners and user groups may 
provide road maintenance support. In 2014 the Nantahala National Forest received $30,000 
worth of partner and user support, either in cash or in on-the-ground value related to the road 
system, primarily from the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission mowing 100 miles of 
grassed roads managed as linear wildlife openings. 

Cost of Operating and Maintaining the National Forest's Roads and 
Bridges 

Operations Costs 

As presented in the previous section, there is on an annual basis a total of approximately 
$263,400 available with which to operate and maintain the Nantahala National Forest's road 
system. Of this, approximately $57,000, or 21 %, is required to cover fixed costs, including 
management salaries, rent, fleet, travel and training and cost pool contributions. This amount 
also covers items such as data management, contract preparation and administration and upward 
reporting. Regardless of the size of the road system being managed this base amount is required. 
This leaves only about $207,000 to go on the ground for actual maintenance of the road system, 
and it must cover replacement of deficient b1idges as well. 

Road Maintenance Costs 

Refer to Table 2 for costs associated with the primary components of road maintenance, per 
mile, on the Nantahala National Forest. In addition to inspections, these include: (1 & 2) blading 
and ditching, (3) culvert cleaning (4) culvert replacement, (5) bridge inspections, (6) bridge 
replacement, (7) gate repairs I signage, (8) gate replacement, (9) road signage replacement, (10) 
ABC I asphalt replacement, (11) mowing I brushing, (12) moderate storm damage removal, and 
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(13) slide removal. Table 2 displays typical costs for these maintenance practices on the 
Nantahala National Forest's road system by activity and road maintenance level: 

Table 2. Typical Unit Costs for road maintenance components on the Nantahala National 
F orest. per mile. 
Description MLS ML4 ML3 ML2 MLl 
Blading $436.07 $641.34 $255.16 $23.65 NA 
Ditching $156.24 $153.19 $136.53 Sl6.95 NA 
Culvert Cleaning Sl,000.00 $500.00 $445.64 NA NA 
Culvert Replacement $531.42 $53 1.42 $531.42 $531.42 NA 
Bridge Inspections $105.00 $60.00 $30.00 $8.00 $0.00 
Gate Repairs/SiQ:nage $28.44 $3.59 $7.17 $19.78 $24.54 
Gate Reolacement $1 18.52 $14.97 $29.88 $82.43 $102.23 
Road Signage Replacement $936.00 $534.00 $330.00 $165.00 NA 
ABC/Asphalt Replacement $8,453.39 $5,000.00 $2,408.25 $55.31 NA 
MowinWBrushing $500.00 $500.00 $451.53 $333.33 $21.81 
Moderate Storm Damage 

$128.30 $139.33 $182.43 NA NA 
Removal 
Slide Removal $66.15 $7 1.84 $94.06 NA NA 

Bridge Maintenance and Reconstruction Costs 

The Nantahala National Forest has 42 bridges and nine major culverts. These have to be 
inspected every other year, with costs varying per bridge by maintenance level, and which 

.:. • - (b) (5) 

~ . . " . 
per square foot for a typical two lane bridge. These costs need to be added to the total road 
maintenance costs above to get a true picture of the total road and bridge maintenance costs for 
the next l 0 years on the Nantahala National Forest. 

Total Cost of Operating and Maintaining the Nantahala National Forest's Roads 
and Bridges to Standard 

The combined information from the previous sections is presented in Table 3, page 10, which 
shows the total annual cost to maintain the Nantahala National Forest' s roads and bridges to 
standard as the system currently exists. 
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T bl 3 C t t M . t . R d dB "d a e . OS 0 am am oa s an n lges . 
Item Number Unit Cost Total Cost 
Fixed Cost to Operate 1 $57,000 $57,000 
Maintenance of Level 1 Roads 360 miles Variest $241 
Maintenance of Level 2 Roads 625.79 miles Variest $63,944 
Maintenance of Level 3 Roads 267.18 miles Variest $820,232 
Maintenance of Level 4 Roads 102.01 miles Variest $553,019 
Maintenance of Level 5 Roads 36.82 miles Variest $393,204 
Inspection of Yz of Bridges each 

21 $350 $7,350 
Year 
Replacement of Deficient Bridges 1 per year $223,500 $223,500 
Total Annual Cost $2,118,490 

tCosts can be incurred annually, every other year, or every third year. Dividing total cost by miles ofroad does not 
produce a statistically valid cost-per-mile. 
A number of roads managed as linear wildlife openings are mown through a cooperative agreement with the North 
Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, resulting in substantially reduced management costs for the Nantahala 
National Forest. 
Note: Compare current available budget of $263,400 to the needed amount of $2. 12 million. 
Note: Appendix E in Section H shows the cost of maintaining the "suggested" Minimum Road System" which 
balances costs and revenue. 

Assessment of Issues, Benefits and Risks 

Financial 

The primary financial issues relate to the inability to adequately maintain the existing road 
system with current funding sources. As indicated previously, there is on an annual basis a total 
of approximately $263,400 available with which to operate and maintain the system, whereas the 
needed funding for the system as currently configured is about $2.12 million. By spreading 
maintenance costs and practices over periods as long as three years and through cooperative 
agreements with the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission to mow roads maintained 
as linear wildlife openings, the actual amount needed to maintain the present road system per 
year, less bridge replacement, is approximately $1.85 million. Deferred maintenance continually 
accrues on the system, but more importantly, it is a challenge to maintain Best Management 
Practices (BMPs) required to minimize nonpoint-source water pollution to maintain water 
quality and associated aquatic life. Roads and bridges may develop safety hazards and could 
have to be closed, with the system (1) potentially failing to meet the needs of both the recreating 
and travelling public, and (2) failing to provide adequate access for forest management activities, 
including prescribed fire and fire suppression. 

Environmental and Social 

The primary environmental impacts from the road system are related to (1) erosion of the 
roadbed, cut slopes, fill slopes and ditches, with the resulting sediment discharge affecting water 
quality and associated aquatic resources; (2) in some cases, open road density effects on certain 
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wildlife species, such as black bears; and (3) the roads serving as a conduit for invasive species. 
In the social arena, the effects are primarily the demand for adequate access, sometimes offset by 
the need for providing solitude. Additionally, law enforcement faces challenges due to the high 
demand. Access is needed by a variety of forest users, including hikers, hunters, fishermen and 
other recreationists, as well as for management activities such as restoration projects and fire 
suppression. Also, roads require surveillance, as they can become sites for crime, illegal 
dumping and similar activities. 

Safety and Function 

The primary issues related to safety and function of the Nantahala National Forest's road system 
include (1) maintenance of a clear and smooth travel way, (2) access in the proximity of the use, 
(3) steep road grades, ( 4) functioning of the drainage features, (5) width and stability of the road 
bed, (6) proper signs and markings, (7) and structurally and functionally sufficient bridges. 

Measurement and Rating 

Benefits and Risks of the overall system were tabulated and appear in Appendix D. The standard 
list of questions in the Forest Service Handbook was used as a guide to further assist in 
identifying the benefits and risks. The degree of risk was rated subjectively as being high, 
medium or low for the system by appropriate specialists. Then, after considering the entire 
system, each road was also considered. Those with particular issues, benefits and/or risks 
different from those of the entire system were listed and further described below for further 
consideration. As related projects become identified at some time in the future, this list may be 
referenced to inform projects or proposed changes in the Minimum Road System. 
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Recommendations and Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Rationale Used to Arrive at Proposed Minimum Road System 

The Chief's March 29, 2012 letter reaffinns that "the Agency expects to maintain an 
appropriately sized and environmentally sustainable road system that is responsive to ecological, 
economic, and social concerns. The national forest road system of the future must continue to 
provide needed access for recreation and resource management, as well as support watershed 
restoration and resource protection to sustain healthy ecosystems." Roads which are not needed 
cannot be supported in the future. Roads that primarily provide access to the public or to a local 
community need to be considered for transfer of maintenance responsibility, as appropriate. A 
total of 98 miles in 73 road segments were identified that should be considered in this category. 

Roads which have little benefit yet which have high and medium risks to various environmental 
or social values were flagged for consideration as decommissioning candidates, as were 
additional road se ents that were recommended for decommissionin based on internal review. 

Roads that did not appear to be currently needed for project access during the next decade, and 
which appear currently to be receiving extremely low use by the public or which appear to not be 
otherwise needed for management purposes such as fire suppression access were flagged to be 
considered for storage; 

- Some roads w 1c are pnman y nee e on y or a mimstrat1ve use, or y unters an 
~currently useable by passenger vehicles were recommended to be considered for 
conversion to the high clearance. 
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Miles by Proposed as Unneeded, by Watershed Condition Class 

The Upper Chattooga River is the only impaired watershed on the Nantahala National Forest. 
This watershed contains 4.04 miles of forest roads. 

Suggested Conversion of Existing Road System to Minimum Road System 

Table F in the Appendices presents proposed changes in maintenance level between the existing 
road system and the optimal future road system. Although some roads have been suggested to 
comprise these changes, there are others which have not yet been identified. During the next 
decade the suggested changes in overall road system makeup should inform projects, and 
additional individual road change proposals will be identified, with the goal of achieving the 
proposed minimum road system, and associated financial sustainability as quickly as is practical. 

Best Management Practices (BMPs) Applicable to the Nantahala National 
Forest 

When maintaining the forest roads located on the Nantahala National Forest the following Best 
Management Practices should be adhered to as a minimum: 

- National Best Management Practices for Water Quality Management on NFS Lands 
- Applicable State Best Management Practices 
- Best Management Practices listed in the current Forest Plan. 
- Completed Watershed Action Plans 

Appendices 

A. Map of Existing Road System 
B. Map of Proposed Unneeded Roads 
C. Motor Vehicle Use Map(s) MVUMs 
D. Tabular Summary of Existing Road System Showing Benefits and Risks 
E. Spreadsheets of Existing Road System and Suggested MRS showing Maintenance Costs 
F. Comparison of Existing and Suggested Minimum Road Systems (miles by ML) 
G. Chiefs Letter of Direction 
H. Southern Region Expectations 
I. 61

h Level HUCs Watershed Condition Classifications and Priority Watersheds 
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Appendix A - Map of the Existing Road System. 
Th' . . d d t th fl l th l' k. 'd d • 

(b) (5) 

Appendix B - Map of the Unneeded Roads. 
This is also an oversized document therefore only the link is provided: 

(b) (5) 

Appendix C- Motor Vehicle Use Maps. 
This is also an oversized document, therefore only the link is provided: 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/main/nfsnc/maps-pubs 

(b) (5) 
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A ,ppen d" D E . t" R d S t IX - XIS IDj? oa •YS em B fit ene Is an dR" k IS s 
Recreation Benefit 
Information on the amount and HIGH (2): 
types of recreation uses was Road accesses major developed recreation complex and/or 
developed at meetings with a wide variety of.high use dispersed recreation 
district personnel, other public opportunities. 
agency representatives, members MEDIUM (1): 
of the public, and from LRMP 

Road accesses minor developed recreation area(s) and/or a 
management area designation. 

variety of moderately used dispersed recreation 
opportunities. 
LOW (0): 

Road accesses only minor dispersed recreation 
opportunities and/or non-motorized use is emphasized 
(MA 3, MA 4, or other special area MA), or the road' s 
close proximity to Wilderness or other area with special 
characteristics is producing negative impacts. 

Social Benefit 
Information on the amount and HIGH (2): 
types of social uses was developed There are long-standing traditional uses accessed by the 
at meetings with district road and/or the road is an important through road for local 
personnel, members of the public, users. 
and Eastern Band of Cherokee. MEDIUM (1): 

There may be some traditional uses accessed by the road 
or the road offers some convenience to local travelers. 
LOW (0): 

There are few if any traditional uses accessed by the road 
and/or non-motorized use is emphasized (MA3, MA4, or 
other special area MA). 

Resource Management Benefits 
To assign a value for resource HIGH (2): 
management, an analysis was More than 2.0 miles ofroad accesses land for resource 
performed to establish how much management 
access a road provides to resource MEDIUM (1): 
management areas. The amount 

More than 0.5 mile and less than 2.0 miles of road 
of access is not only that directly 

accesses land for resource management 
provided by the open road in 

LOW (0): question, but also from closed 
system roads that adjoin the open Less than 0.5 mile of road is accesses land for resource 

road in question. Roads were management 

rated accordingly: 
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Fire Management Benefit 
The two primary functions affected within Fire Management are Fuels Management and Fire 
Suppression. Values are assigned based on the topography, fire history and the relationship of 
that particular road or area to the area as a whole. The Fire Management Benefit score is the 
sum of Fuels Management Benefit and Fire Suppression Benefit scores, below, and ranges 
from 0 to 3. 

Fuels Management Benefit 

Fuels Management consists of HIGH (2): 
actively mitigating potential fire Due to other constraints the roadbed is the only access to 
behavior by manipulating the areas planned for future treatment, or for accomplishment 
fuels amount and arrangement in a of treatments currently ongoing in the area. 
given area. MEDIUM (1): 

Roadbed is necessary to provide cost effective access for 
fuels treatment projects, or provides a necessary addition 
to otherwise occurring human-caused or naturally 
occurring fuel breaks or barriers in decreasing fuel 
continuity. 
LOW (0): 

Road is not deemed necessary for the current fuels 
treatments planned or being considered. Fuel arrangement 
and/or availability are mitigated through other permanent 
human-caused or natural fuel breaks or barriers. 

Fire Suppression Benefit 
Positive need for a road is HIGH (2): 
established by the degree to which The road provides for a significant firebreak in areas 
the road may allow for more safe requiring a permanent fuel break such as between forested 
and/or efficient fire suppression areas and residential areas, or the road lessens the risk for 
efforts within the area. Factors to firefighters and the public by providing necessary access 
consider include strategic and/or egress to areas having a high fire occurrence risk. 
location, navigable terrain, and MEDIUM (1): 
having vistas of the surrounding 

The road, in conjunction with time-of-need improvements 
environment. 

or other local topographical features provides for a 
useable fire line or fire break, or provides some degree of 
usable access to otherwise inaccessible areas. 
LOW (0): 

Fire suppression activities are not directed or affected by 
the presence of the road. Equally the roads may or may 
not be used for suppression forces or tactics 
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Other Unique Benefits 

This category considers other unique benefits provided by the road, which are not described by 
other categories. This score can range from 0 to 2. Most roads should have a zero in this 
category. 

Traffic Volume Benefit 
Traffic volume brings both value HIGH (2): 
and risk to a road. On the risk 
side, high traffic volumes are 

MEDIUM (1): 
associated with more risk to 
public safety and wildlife. On the 
value side, traffic volume is LOW (0): 
considered as a surrogate for need. 
A road with high traffic volume is 
a road that serves some 
purpose in the lives of many 
people. However, even a low 
volume road may provide a need 
for certain individuals. 

Aquatic Biota Vulnerability Risk 
Aquatic biota vulnerability is a HIGH (2): 
indicator that factors are 
associated with this road that 

MEDIUM (1): 
mandate extra care be used when 
considering road-related actions 
such as maintenance, LOW (0): 
reconstruction, or changing the 
level or type of use. In 
determining the vulnerability 
rating, the following factors were 
used: % of road paralleling 
stream; number of stream 
crossings; presence of trout 
(management indicator species); 
presence of brook trout. 
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Risk to Rare Species and Habitats 
A GIS analysis was performed to HIGH (2): 
determine roads within 200 feet of More than one element occurrence of a T &E species, or 
any element occurrence of a one T &E element occurrence and at least one other factor 
threatened, endangered, or 

MEDIUM (1): sensitive species; within 200 feet 
of a special habitat such as bogs One element occurrence of a threatened or endangered 

and rock outcrops; or within 200 (T &E) species, or one or more other factors are present. 

feet of designated old growth. LOW (0): 

None of the above factors occurs within 200 feet of the 
road 

Risk to Wildlife 
The factors used to assign HIGH (2): 
wildlife-associated risks to roads More than two of the above risk factors are present. 
included: extremely excessive 

MEDIUM (1): 
open road density in a 

One or two of the above risk factors is present. management area "4;" poaching is 
known to have occurred; LOW (0): 
proximity to bear sanctuary; and 
high traffic volume. 

None of the above risk factors is present. 

Wildfire Suppression Risk 
The risks are associated with HIGH (2): 
providing a road that is an The roadbed is not maintained to support larger, heavier 
apparent tool, which upon further equipment. The road dead-ends with limited or no 
inspection increases the overall options to turn equipment around. Limited sight distance. 
hazards of the suppression efforts. Switchbacks are sharp, steep or routinely rutted/rained 
A road would be valued out. The roadbed follows along or crosses into the 
negatively overall if it seemingly bottom of a drainage. The road ownership patterns make 
provides access only to effectively it hard to predict obstacles or hazards 
draw a crew into an entrapment MEDIUM (1): 
situation. The current use of crews The road doesn't enhance the safety of firefighters or the 
from out of the local area and the public. The roadbed and or the surrounding fuels are not 
availability of aircraft for both situated or maintained to provide a safety zone more 
reconnaissance and suppression effectively than naturally occurring openings in the area. 
were factors in determining the The road has limited access/egress opportunities. 
risk rating of some of the roads. LOW (0): 

The road and turnouts are adequate for controlled 
moderate to heavy traffic and the roadbed including 
switchbacks are maintained to provide safe passage of 
larger or heavier fire suppression equipment. Sight 
distances are adequate. The road has multiple access 
points. 
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Heritage Resources Risk 
A GIS analysis was performed to HIGH (2): 
determine roads within 200 feet of Four or more sites per mile of road 
any known archeological sites or 

MEDIUM (1): 
areas. In addition, the Forest 
archeologist and Eastern Band of Two or three sites per mile of road 

Cherokee Indians provided LOW (0): 
additional information Less than two known sites per mile ofroad 

Risk to Public Safety 
Public safety is a critical factor in VERY HIGH (3): 
managing the transportation 
system. The following factors 

HIGH (2): 
were considered in assigning a 
public safety risk to each road: 
presence of pedestrian traffic; MEDIUM (1): 
amount of vehicular traffic; 
amount of year road is open; LOW (0): 
condition of road; excessive speed 
identified as issue; other identified 
law enforcement issue; other 
identified safety issue. 

Maintenance Cost Risk 
The shortfall in maintenance VERY HIGH (3): 
dollars is one reason the Roads > $50,000 per mile 
Analysis Process regulations were 

HIGH (2): 
passed. Because funding is not 
adequate for identified needs, $25,000 - $49,999 per mile 

those roads with higher total road MEDIUM (1): 
maintenance needs, including $7,500 - $24,999 per mile 
annual and deferred, are a higher LOW (0): 
risk for health and safety and 
resource damage. A risk factor is <$7 ,500 per mile 

assigned to each road based on the 
total cost of maintenance per mile. 
Table V-12 displays a summary. 
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Appendix E -Current and Potential Future Maintenance Costs 

Current annual costs of maintaining the Nantahala National Forest's existing roads and 
b 'd mil fl tges, per e. 
Description MLS ML4 ML3 ML2 MLl 
Blading $436.07 $641.34 $255.16 $23.65 NA 
Ditching $156.24 $153.19 $136.53 $16.95 NA 
Culvert Cleaning $1,000.00 $500.00 $445.64 NA NA 
Culvert Replacement $531.42 $531.42 $531.42 $53 1.42 NA 
Bridge Inspections $105.00 $60.00 $30.00 $8.00 $0.00 
Gate Repairs/Signage $28.44 $3.59 $7.17 $19.78 $24.54 
Gate Replacement $118.52 $14.97 $29.88 $82.43 $102.23 
Road Signage Replacement $936.00 $534.00 $330.00 $165.00 NA 
ABC/ Asphalt Replacement $8,453.39 $5,000.00 $2,408.25 $55.31 NA 
Mowing/Brushing $500.00 $500.00 $451.53 $333.33 $21.81 
Moderate Storm Damage 

$128.30 $139.33 $182.43 NA NA 
Removal 
Slide Removal $66.15 $71.84 $94.06 NA NA 

Potential future annual costs of maintaining the Nantahala National Forest's roads and 
b 'd fl lges. 

Item Number Unit Cost Total Cost 

Fixed Cost to Operate 1 $60,000 $60,000 

Maintenance of Level 1 Roads 84.28 miles $667* $56,214.76 

Maintenance of Level 2 Roads 863.62 miles $1397* $1,206,477.14 

Maintenance of Level 3 Roads 326.19 miles $5,573* $1,817,856.87 

Maintenance of Level 4 Roads 63.19 miles $9,400 $593,986.00 

Maintenance of Level 5 Roads 54.49 miles $13,983 $761,933.67 

Inspection of Yi of Bridges each Year 21 $350 $7,350 

Replacement of Deficient Bridges 1 per year $223,500 $223,500 

Total Annual Cost $4,727,318.44 
*Estimates made without considering cooperative management (state mowing, for example) or potential 
collaborative agreements with partners. 
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Appendix F- Comparison of Existing and Suggested Optimal Road System 
Miles by Maintenance Level 

E . ti xis n~ roa d t 'I b sys em m1 es 1Y ran_ger d' t . t d . t I 1s nc an mam enance eve . 
MLl ML2 ML3 ML4 MLS 

Cheaoh 71.18 203.87 56.39 24.2 4.97 
Nantahala 206.65 312.04 114.02 42.52 26.54 
Tusquitee 82.17 109.88 96.77 35.29 5.31 
Forest Totals 360 625.79 267.18 102.01 36.82 
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Appendix G - Chiefs Letter of Direction 

File Code: 2300/2500/7700 Date: March 29, 2012 

Subject: 

To: 

Travel Management, Implementation of 36 CFR, Part 202, Subpart A (36 CFR 
212.5(b)) 

Regional Foresters, Station Directors, Area Director, IITF Director, Deputy Chiefs 
and WO Directors 

This letter is to reaffirm agency commitment to completing a travel analysis report for Subpart A 
of the travel management rule by 2015 and update and clarify Agency guidance. This letter 
replaces the November 10, 2010, letter on the same topic. 

The Agency expects to maintain an appropriately sized and environmentally sustainable road 
system that is responsive to ecological, economic, and social concerns. The national forest road 
system of the future must continue to provide needed access for recreation and resource 
management, as well as support watershed restoration and resource protection to sustain healthy 
ecosystems. 

Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 212.S(b)(l) require the Forest Service to identify the 
minimum road system needed for safe and efficient travel and for administration, utilization, and 
protection of National Forest System (NFS) lands. In determining the minimum road system, the 
responsible official must incorporate a science-based roads analysis at the appropriate scale. 
Forest Service regulations at 36 CFR 212.5(b)(2) require the Forest Service to identify NFS 
roads that are no longer needed to meet forest resource management objectives. 
Process 

Travel analysis requires a process that is dynamic, interdisciplinary, and integrated with all 
resource areas. With this letter, I am directing the use of the travel analysis process (TAP) 
described in Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook (FSH) 7709.55, Chapter 
20. The TAP is a science-based process that will inform future travel management decisions. 
Travel analysis serves as the basis for developing proposed actions, but does not result in 
decisions. Therefore, travel analysis does not trigger the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA). The completion of the TAP is an important first step towards the development of the 
future minimum road system (MRS). All NFS roads, maintenance levels 1-5, must be included 
in the analysis. 

For units that have previously conducted their travel or roads analysis process (RAP), the 
appropriate line officer should review the prior report to assess the adequacy and the relevance of 
their analysis as it complies with Subpart A. This analysis will help determine the appropriate 
scope and scale for any new analysis and can build on previous work. A RAP completed in 
accordance with publication FS-643, "Roads Analysis: Informing Decisions about Managing the 
National Forest Transportation System," will also satisfy the roads analysis requirement of 
Subpart A. 
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Results from the TAP must be documented in a travel analysis report, which shall include: 

• A map displaying the roads that can be used to inform the proposed action for identifying 
the MRS and unneeded roads. 

• Information about the analysis as it relates to the criteria found in 36 CFR 212.5(b)(l). 

Units should seek to integrate the steps contained in the Watershed Condition Framework (WCF) 
with the six TAP steps contained in FSH 7709.55, Chapter 20, to eliminate redundancy and 
ensure an iterative and adaptive approach for both processes. We expect the WCF process and 
the TAP will complement each other. The intent is for each process to inform the other so that 
they can be integrated and updated with new information or where conditions change. The travel 
analysis report described above must be completed by the end of FY 2015. 

The next step in identification of the MRS is to use the travel analysis report to develop proposed 
actions to identify the MRS. These proposed actions generally should be developed at the scale 
of a 61

h code sub watershed or larger. Proposed actions and alternatives are subject to 
environmental analysis under NEPA. Travel analysis should be used to inform the 
environmental analysis. 

The administrative unit must analyze the proposed action and alternatives in terms of whether, 
per 36 CFR 212.5(b)(l), the resulting road system is needed to: 

• Meet resource and other management objectives adopted in the relevant land and 
resource management plan; 

• Meet applicable statutory and regulatory requirements; 
• Reflect long-term funding expectations; 
• Ensure that the identified system minimizes adverse environmental impacts 

associated with road construction, reconstruction, decommissioning, and 
maintenance. 

The resulting decision identifies the MRS and unneeded roads for each sub watershed or larger 
scale. The NEPA analysis for each sub watershed must consider adjacent sub watersheds for 
connected actions and cumulative effects. The MRS for the administrative unit is complete 
when the MRS for each sub watershed has been identified, thus satisfying Subpart A. To the 
extent that the sub watershed NEPA analysis covers specific road decisions, no further NEPA 
analysis will be needed. To the extent that further smaller-scale, project-specific decisions are 
needed, more analysis may be required. A flowchart displaying the process for identification of 
the MRS is enclosed in this letter. 

Timing 

The travel analysis report must be completed by the end of FY 2015. Beyond FY 2015, no 
Capital Improvement and Maintenance (CMCM) funds may be expended on NFS roads 
(maintenance levels 1-5) that have not been included in a TAP or RAP. 
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Leadership 

The Washington Office lead for Subpart A is Anne Zimmermann, Director of Watershed, Fish, 
Wildlife, Air and Rare Plants. Working with her on the Washington Office Steering Team are 
Jim Bedwell, Director of Recreation, Heritage, and Volunteer Resources, and Emilee Blount, 
Director of Engineering. I expect the Regions to continue with the similar leadership structures 
which have been established. 

Your leadership and commitment to this component of the travel management rule is important. 
Together, we will move towards an ecologic, economic, and socially sustainable and responsible 
national road system of the future. 

/S/ JAMES M. PENA (FOR): 
LESLIE A. C. WELDON 
Deputy Chief, National Forest System 
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Appendix H - Southern Region Expectations 

Southern Region Expectations 
Revised to align with 2012 Chief's Letter 

A. Background. During the period 2005 - 2010 the National Forests of the Southern Region successfully 
completed Sub-Part "B" (Designation of Roads, Trails and Areas for Motor Vehicle Use) Travel 
Analysis. The result was a set of Motor Vehicle Use Maps (MVUMs) which prescribe the Forest Service 
roads that allow traffic; and in doing so it also prohibited cross-country travel by off-highway vehicles 
(OHVs). Forests are now beginning work on Sub-Part "A" (Administration of the Forest Transportation 
System) Travel Analysis to identify the minimum road system needed for safe and efficient travel and for 
the protection, management and use of NFS lands; and also to identify roads no longer needed to meet 
forest resource management objectives. 

TAP analysis identifies risks and benefits of individual roads in the system, but especially cumulative 
effects and affordability of the entire system. Consideration is given to the access needed to support 
existing Forest Plans, and for informing future Forest Plans and resulting projects. TAP is intended to 
identify opportunities to assist managers in addressing the unique ecological, economic and social 
conditions on the national forests and grasslands. 

B. Agency Direction. Sub-Part "A" Travel Analysis is required by the 2005 Travel Management Rule 
(36 CFR 212.5) . Forest Service Manual 7712 and Forest Service Handbook 7709.55 Chapter 20 provides 
specific direction, including the requirement to use a six step interdisciplinary, science-based process to 
ensure that future decisions are based on an adequate consideration of environmental, social and 
economic impacts ofroads. A letter from the Chief of the Forest Service dated March 29, 2012 was issued 
to replace a November 10, 2010 letter previously issued on the same topic. It reaffirms agency 
commitment to completing travel analysis reports for Subpart A of the travel management rule by 2015, 
and also provides additional national direction related to this work, addressing process, timing and 
leadership expectations. The letter requires documentation of the analysis by a travel analysis report, 
which includes a map displaying the existing road system and possible unneeded roads. It is intended to 
inform future proposed actions related to identifying the minimum road system. The TAP process is 
designed to work in conjunction with other frameworks and processes, the results of which collectively 
inform and frame future decisions executed under NEPA. These other analyses and procedures include 
Watershed Analysis Framework and mapping; Recreational Framework planning and analyses; and 
forest-wide planning under the new Planning Rule. This document (Southern Region Expectations) 
supplements the national direction for Sub-Part "A" T APs developed for the Southern Region. 

C. Geographic Scale. Like smaller scale road analyses (RAPS) that have been underway at the project 
level, T APs consider economic, environmental and social effects of roads. Analysis at the smaller project 
scale, however, does not adequately address cumulative effects and affordability. The Chief's Jetter 
requires that proposed NEPA actions be informed by work at the 6th order HUC watershed as a 
minimum. Southern Region Expectations are for a Unit TAP at the District level or equivalent; and since 
budgets are generally allocated to the Forest level, District analyses are not considered complete until all 
other Districts on the same Forest are also complete and have been integrated to create a Forest Scale 
TAP. As projects which involve travel (road) decisions are subsequently proposed on a unit, additional 
project level analysis will be required in advance of associated NEPA decisions only if the proposal varies 
substantially from the Unit Scale TAP covered by it. The purpose would be to show any additional impact 
on cumulative effects and affordability. 

D. Process, Review and Approval. Forests Interdisciplinary Teams (IDTs) are expected to conduct 
analyses, with guidance and review by the Regional Office TAP Review Team (members listed below). 
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Standard boilerplate, spreadsheets and Executive Summary format will be developed by the Review team 
for incorporation into the TAP reports. Final review will be by the Forest Supervisor, indicating that the 
analyses comply with national and regional direction. Upon completion of the last District TAP on a 
Forest, the Forest Supervisor needs to submit a forest-wide Executive Summary and verify that the 
cumulative results meet the expectations defined in this guidance. 

The Regional TAP Review Team consists of Team Leader Paul Morgan (Engineering), Emanuel Hudson 
(Biological and Physical Resources), Mary Hughes Frye (Recreation), Paul Arndt (Planning) and various 
other ad hoc members as needed. They will submit review comments to the TAP Steering Team prior to 
officially conveying them to the Forest. The Steering Team will be responsible for overall direction and 
oversight of the process. This team consists of Randy Warbington, TAP Steering Team Lead and Director 
of Engineering, Dave Schmid, Director of Biological and Physical Resources, Chris Liggett, Director of 
Plarming, and Ann Christensen, Director of Recreation as well as George Bain, Forest Supervisor on the 
Chattahoochee Oconee NF's and Steve Bekkerus, Regional Legislative Affairs Specialist. 

E. Information Systems. Analysis will be based upon field-verified spatial data (GIS, or Geographic 
Information System road and trail layers), and official tabular data (from I-Web, the corporate Forest 
Service data base) as applicable. ARC Map products will be included as a part of all completed Unit Scale 
TAPs, and will be provided to the Regional Office TAP review team as a part of the final TAP report. 

F. Access. As prescribed by 16USC532 the Forest Roads and Trails Act TAPs should identify-an 
adequate system of roads and trails to provide for intensive use, protection, development, and 
management of National Forest System lands. As such, they should address user safety and 
environmental impacts, and provide for an optimum balance of access needs and cost. Roads, trails and 
bridges that are unsafe and where unacceptable risks cannot be eliminated or mitigated due to a lack of 
funding should be identified for closure or possible decommissioning. Unneeded, temporary and 
unauthorized routes should be identified for possible decommissioning. T APs should support current 
Forest Plan direction and anticipate future Forest Plan analysis needs, as well as Recreational Framework 
planning and analyses. As unit scale T APs are completed, associated MVUMs must be reviewed. After 
appropriate NEPA decisions are made to implement TAP recommendations, future MVUM revisions 
need to be revised to assure that they are in agreement with those decisions. 

G. Environmental. One major analysis component of the TAPs is impact of the road system on water 
quality. In those cases where high road densities on National Forest lands are a major factor in causing 
watersheds to be at risk or impaired, some roads should be identified for decommissioning in order to 
reduce the impacts and change the classification. Also, it should be recognized that some existing roads 
are poorly located and should be eliminated, while some new roads might be needed to replace them and 
provide essentially equivalent access in better locations, generally farther away from live streams or 
wetlands. The Watershed Condition Framework should inform each unit's travel analysis. An overriding 
objective for all roads should be compliance with provisions cited in National Best Management Practices 
for Water Quality Management on National Forest System Lands, April 2012. While a reduction in 
maintenance levels may be a desired option for cost reduction, it is not an appropriate strategy when it 
results in more environmental impacts. Similarly, changes in recreational use should be considered, 
especially for roads that cannot be maintained to standard and which may begin to attract challenge
oriented four-wheelers that create even further impacts on the environment and on the road. 

H. Financial. Units should consider all expected sources of funding available to maintain the road system 
to appropriate standards (based upon 3 year history and current trends), and include all costs that are 
required to comply with applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs) for their maintenance. Include 
associated bridge maintenance as well, and replacement costs for those routes which include bridges that 
are deficient or expected to need major work in the next ten year period. Identify and account for fixed 
costs (program management, fleet, etc.) when analyzing financial feasibility. Ultimately units must 
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balance costs of maintaining the identified system such that the recommendation will not result in accrual 
of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges once the TAP is implemented (i.e. there should be a zero 
balance between anticipated maintenance revenue and anticipated maintenance cost on an annual basis). 

The focus of this analysis should not be primarily on disinvestment, i.e. just reducing passenger car roads 
to high clearance roads in order to meet funding constraints. Roads receiving minimal maintenance have 
the high likelihood, at least those roads located relatively low in the watershed, of creating additional 
siltation impacts. They can also have unintended consequences for recreation management. Therefore a 
better strategy might be to identify roads not required for current operations but which might be needed at 
some time in the future for seasonal or intermittent closure, or "storage". Other strategies might include 
scheduling maintenance over a two to three year cycle on less used roads, adding seasonal restrictions, 
identifying roads to transfer to state or local jurisdiction, and identifying unneeded roads for possible 
decommissioning. Total mileage of high clearance roads should not generally increase over the amount in 
the current system unless it is determined that there has been substantial maintenance level "creep" over 
the years and therefore a substantial increase in high clearance roads is warranted. However it is expected 
that the number ofroads identified to be placed in storage will generally increase from the current level. 
Finally it should be noted that similar to the road system, the trail system is also over-committed to be 
managed within its maintenance budget. Therefore, unless maintenance funding is verified to be available 
over the long-term, it is not acceptable to identify roads for conversion to trails; the more appropriate 
options would be storage or decommissioning, depending upon future need. 

I. Public Involvement and NEPA (National Environmental Protection Act) Requirements. Unit scale 
T APs are not NEPA decisions; they are analyses intended to inform future projects regarding affordability 
and cumulative effects. These projects, depending upon specific impacts, will require NEPA decisions 
prior to implementation. The public must be provided opportunities for comment on TAP recommend
dations near to the time that those actual projects are proposed. This would be expected to include a broad 
spectrum of participation by citizens, other agencies, and tribal governments as appropriate. 

J. Products . All final products to be posted on an internal website or on the "O" drive available for access 
by other Forests and the Regional Office. The final product should consist of the following items: 

• A Travel Analysis Report summarizing the process the results of all analyses conducted. 
• A map showing the entire Road System, ML 1-5, and delineating potential unneeded roads. 
• A list of roads that are proposed for transfer to another jurisdiction and whether acceptance by 

that jurisdiction is likely within the next three years. 
• A tabular summary of issues, benefits and risks for each road in the system. (Although not 

included in this write-up an example format is available and will be provided to each unit as they 
begin work.) 

• A spreadsheet identifying available maintenance funding and expected costs for applying 
affordable operational maintenance levels and associated BMPs to the road system to result in a 
financial strategy that balances funding and costs such that no deferred maintenance will accrue if 
fully implemented. 

• Signature sheets with dates, indicating preparation and review officials, and review by Forest 
Supervisor. 
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Attachment 11 

 

Communication from forest silviculturalist Jason Rodrigue 
  



Timber Calculations Q&A – Questions (from SELC) 

 

Received as a PDF on 4/30/2020, converted to word on 4/30/2020 and completed for response on 

5/8/2020. 
 

 
 

(1) On pages B-7 through B-9 of Appendix B of the draft Plan (“Timber Calculations”), there are 

charts displaying the values for Projected Timber Sale Quantity (PTSQ) and Projected Wood Sale 

Quantity (PWSQ) for each alternative. Many of the cells contain two numbers separated by a 

slash, e.g. “2.1 / 3.3.” 

Are these two numbers the projected figures for Tier 1 and Tier 2, respectively?  

USFS Response - Yes, there was an error during publishing. Corrected tables will be added to the 

website and the final plan.  
 

If so, is the Tier 2 number inclusive of the Tier 1 number, or should the two be added together to 

calculate the total quantity under both tiers?  

 

USFS Response - The numbers were generated by separate Spectrum models. They should be 

viewed as independent of each other.  

 

 
(2)Similarly, pages B-10 through B-14 of Appendix B (which show Tables 5-7), list estimated 

acreage of different vegetation treatments, by ecozone and tier. 

To determine the total estimated acreage for an ecozone, is it necessary to add the numbers listed 

for Tier 1 and Tier 2? Or is Tier 2 inclusive of Tier 1?  

USFS Response - Same as second part of Q1, independent. 

If the latter is true, then why are some Tier 2 numbers smaller than Tier 1 numbers? For 

example, “Intermediate treatments” for the dry oak ecozone decrease from Tier 1 to Tier 2 under 

each alternative. 

 

USFS Response - The model tends to be cyclic in its application of treatments. It appeared to 

select a higher level of thinning in the dry oak for tier 1 then tier 2. Probably because some of 

the acres that it would have selected in tier 1 were allocated to regeneration harvest in tier 2.  

 

 
(3)The Timber Resources section of the DEIS, p. 504, and the Timber Calculations webinar both 

state that in the Forest Service’s analysis of suitability for timber production, some ecozones— 

including pine-oak, dry oak, and spruce fir—were determined to be economically not compatible 

with timber production and were therefore eliminated from the suitable base during modeling. 

However, the DEIS also notes that between 1,431 and 1,689 acres of spruce-fir forest, between 

24,235 and 30,056 acres of dry oak forest, and between 44,850 and 57,961 acres of pine-oak 



forest would be allocated to MA Group 1 (Matrix and Interface) (see DEIS, Tables 30, 40, and 

46). 

Furthermore, Tables 5 through 7 of the Plan Timber Calculations (Appendix B) estimate that 

thousands of acres of timber harvests will occur on dry oak and pine-oak forest types under Tier 

2 objectives. This is despite acknowledgements in the DEIS that the trees in these ecozones are 

generally not compatible with commercial timber harvest due to insufficient size and quality.  

 

USFS Response - We want to be able to use timber harvest to manage some of these 

communities. They represent a good option for regenerating oak and would have our best 

success with woodland creation in hardwood communities when using timber harvest and fire. 

As described in the plan the young forest successional class of dry oak likely contains some of 

the largest sized gaps and young forest openings. There is the need to develop markets where 

there has been none before and some of our wood products folks have said that markets for 

low value products are fine in the area surrounding Canton for example. There is also room in 

the plan objectives to implement some treatments in these forest types as non-commercial 

though we would want to reserve those for areas where we want that type of work done and do 

not want to gain road access.  Ultimately it comes down to what we as a collaborative group 

want to do with treatments like that if there is a way to add value to them then they in turn will 

create value in outer aspects of our restoration opportunities.  

 
If these ecozones are not compatible with timber production and with commercial timber harvest 

more generally, then why are such significant portions of them allocated to suitable MAs and 

why is so much timber harvest estimated to occur there?  

 

USFS Response - We have maintained that our timber production suitable MAs include a mix of 

both suitable and unsuitable lands. It is not feasible to segregate by management areas all the 

typically non-productive ecozones, such as dry oak and pine-oak/heath, from other potentially 

more productive ecozones, such as dry-mesic oak and mesic oak, since the ecozone model 

typically occur within the same landscape and they all occur across all management areas. Given 

the departed condition of our forest having these communities near access and areas that can 

have timber harvest will likely provide us more opportunities to succeed at restoration objectives 

especially with the dry community types that will likely require timber harvest and prescribed 

fire both of which are likely to be easier in those timber production suitable management areas.  

 

We disagree with the opinion that this is so much timber harvest. There are several viewpoints 

on this question. First that one cannot view the dry oak forest type group in the Spectrum model 

as equivalent to the dry oak ecozone described in the forest plan. The first contains 73,000 acres 

and the latter contains 49,000 acres. Second, the results go along with the complex and diverse 

nature of our landscape. The draft Forest Plan contains desired conditions that describe more 

balanced NRV successional classes. The NRV model describes up to 22% of dry oak ecozone in 

the young forest successional class. Though Spectrum only provided an estimate of what could 

happen and what would happen would be guided by the revised plan and the implementation of 

district level projects, regeneration harvest within the dry oak forest type group for the action 



alternatives tier 2 vary between 8,000 and 12,000 acres leaving room for prescribed fire to create 

young forest on the acres of the actual dry oak ecozone.  

 

 (4) 
 

The Plan Timber Calculations (Appendix B, Tables 5 through 7) provide estimates for the 

amount of vegetation management practices that will take place in “white pine and white pine 

hardwood forest types.” However, it’s not clear what “forest community type” this refers to. 

Unlike some of the other “forest community types” listed in Tables 5-7, “white pine” forest types 

are not an “ecozone” discussed in the Plan and DEIS. 

Some of the ecozones listed in Tables 5-7 and discussed in the DEIS have white pine “subtypes”: 

dry-mesic oak, dry oak, and acidic cove. 

The DEIS also discusses removal of white pine in some of the ecozones listed in Tables 5 

through 7 of Appendix B: mesic oak forest, dry-mesic oak, dry oak, acidic cove, rich cove, pine- 

oak heath, and shortleaf pine. 

White pine forests are also discussed in the DEIS as a “unique habitat” where they are 

“presumed to be of natural origin.” 

Which of the above occurrences of white pine on the Forests are Tables 5 through 7 referring to 

as “white pine and white pine hardwood forest types”?  

USFS – Response: It appears the main focus of your interest in white pine is the existence of 

the white pine types only where they are considered natural and desirable. Natural white pine 

forest is dominated by white pine and typically on steep slopes in steep gorges such as in 

Linville River or Whitewater River.  The use of the white pine types in the draft plan Spectrum 

modeling represent those ecozones that are in a departed compositional condition. It can 

become ecologically complicated when looking at subtypes with white pine as a component, 

but in general white pine would be reduced in those subtypes where it has become much denser 

than it would naturally occur due to either fire suppression or past land use history. Some oak- 

white pine subtypes, Mike Schafale in his 4th approximation indicates the subtype needs further 

investigation into its distinctiveness.   

Do the estimated harvests listed under “white pine and white pine hardwood forest” overlap with 

the harvests of white pine from other ecozones listed in Tables 5-7?  

USFS Response - It would be presumed that where an ecozone is currently departed 

compositionally due to overly abundant white pine it would be restored and transition to another 

community more closely approximating one of the described ecozones. This acknowledges that 

there isn’t a white pine ecozone and therefore the vast majority of white pine FTGs that contain 

white pine as a dominant overstory species when mature would need a level of restoration. That 

is, if a white pine dominated community was departed because its modeled ecozone was mesic 

oak, then the restoration work employed should help to guide the community towards the mesic 

oak overtime. If the modeled ecozone included a subtype that maintained a white pine component 



the restoration activity would likely include reducing the white pine to more desirable levels and 

maintenance activities would attempt to keep it there. The Spectrum Model did not make an 

attempt to transition a harvest white pine FTG to another ecozone but that is what would happen 

at the district project level. As mentioned during other conversations the draft forest plan is not 

intended to make site specific decisions.  

(5) 

 
Regarding the Backcountry MA, the Plan states at p. 208 that “[f]orest management that 

enhances or restored community composition and structure may occur in this management area 

to accomplish site-specific restoration goals, although the cutting, sale, or removal of timber in 

these areas is expected to be infrequent.” 

 
Yet the Timber Calculations webinar indicated that under Tier 2 objectives, approximately 25% 

of all active management would occur in Backcountry. 

 
How much of this active management is expected to be timber harvest? 

USFS Response - As modeled in the Spectrum the percentage was small (1 to 2 percent of the 

active management).  As mentioned above, the Spectrum model provides an example of what 

could happen. District level implementation would guide what does happen and on any give 

district level project some mix of active management, which includes prescribed fire, and stand 

improvement work could all occur in the backcountry depending on those site specific conditions.   

 

(6) 

 
Plan standards for Ecological Interest Areas allow for timber harvests under certain conditions, 

but in some cases it is unclear how the Forest Service will determine whether those conditions 

have been met. 

 
For example: 

 
Applicable to both EIAs and SIAs, EIA-S-06 states that “Salvaging of dead and dying trees is 

only allowed if compatible with the biological resource for which the area was established or for 

public health and safety.” 

 

Does this mean that salvages harvests could occur if this is compatible with local biological 

resources but not compatible with public health and safety, and vice versa? 

 

USFS Response - This means that salvaging of dead and dying trees is allowed if compatible with 

biological needs in the area. It also means salvaging of dead and dying trees is allowed when 

needed for public health and safety regardless of the biological need. 

 

Where in the administrative record is there listed the “biological resource for which” EIAs are 

established? They are not listed in the Plan. 

 

Similarly, EIA-S-12 states that “In Ecological Interest Areas, wildlife habitat improvements may 

be created, maintained, or enlarged if compatible with species for which the area is recognized.” 



Yet neither individual EIAs nor the “species for which the area is recognized” are listed in the 

plan. How will the Forest Service make this determination? 

 

USFS Response - We agree that each EIA does not have individual biological resources listed; 

these standards developed from having a combined management area for EIA and SIAs. Thank 

you for pointing out that more clarification about this is needed at final.   

 

(7) 

 

The estimated timber harvests for the spruce fir ecozone in Tables 5-7 of Appendix B list only 

“balanced and irregular uneven-aged regeneration harvests.” However, the DEIS (at p. 170) 

notes that treatments in the spruce-fir ecozone would include “[t]hinning and release, various 

uneven-aged and limited even-aged treatments.” 

 

Why is there a discrepancy between the Plan’s estimations and the DEIS’s analysis of vegetation 

management in this ecozone?  

 

USFS Response - The table 5 only shows what was scheduled using Spectrum. It would be our 

intent to include some of the other treatments listed in the DEIS for the benefit of restoring 

conditions in the spruce fir ecozone. The presence or absence of treatments from table 5 -7 does 

not preclude them from being selected as a desired treatment on a site specific project. We used 

Spectrum to generate reasonable estimates of a planned timber sale program, but did not constrain 

the model to produce every possible combination of treatments.  We are actually working 

currently with ATC to plan and implement non-commercial thinning treatments in red spruce.  

 

Tables 5 – 7 are intended to comply with FS Handbook 1909.12Chapter 60 Section 65.1: Display 

of Forest Vegetation Management Activities. This section explains them as a “display of planned 

types of vegetation management activities including the planned timber sale program and the 

proportion of probable methods of timber harvest”. We used an average of the amount of 

management actions for 2 planning periods in Spectrum as a reasonable estimate, but not every 

combination of management actions and vegetation types were constrained in the model These 

estimated practices are not a commitment to take action or a proposal for such action and as such 

presence or absence of an activity from the tables is not an indication of future use or non-use.  

We intend to supplement the introduction to tables 5-7 with the recognition that the practices 

displayed are possible and probable but not every management action and vegetation type 

combination is identified.  

 

(8) 

 

The Forest Service’s determination of “Acres Likely to be Commercially Viable within MAs 

That Allow Timber Harvest,” presented in Table 2 of the timber “operability” analysis, indicates 

that Alternative C has around 235,000 “viable” acres whereas Alternative B and D have 265,000 

and 260,000 acres, respectively. 

 

It is appears that the Forest Service’s calculation of commercially viable acres for Alternative B 

includes 13,200 acres within the old growth patch networks for that alternative, but that acres 

within the old growth patch network are not similarly included for Alternatives C and D. 

 

Is this accurate? If so, is this an error?  



USFS Response - We plan to check on the old growth layers used in the analysis and check to 

make sure the Erase feature in Arc map worked properly. If there is old growth that was selected 

for inclusion in the old growth for that alternative by us in the calculation then it will need to be 

adjusted.  

 

 (9)The Timber Calculations webinar indicates that under Tier 2, only 2% of timber harvests are 

from management areas that are not suitable for timber production. Yet the Plan Timber 

Calculations in Appendix B estimate more than 10,000 acres of timber harvest under Tier 2 

objectives for the dry-oak ecozone, and additional harvested acres on the pine-oak heath 

ecozone—both of which were deemed “unsuitable” for timber production during the agency’s 

suitability analysis. 

 

Not including these two ecozones as suitable makes it difficult to understand how these areas 

will be managed in various alternatives and tiers. They are clearly the focus of substantial timber 

harvest even though they are considered unsuitable ecozones. For other unsuitable categories 

(e.g. riparian and steep slopes, there are Plan components that help the public understand how 

decisions for these areas will be made in the Plan and under different tiers. These ecozones 

considered unsuitable for timber production are actually some of the ones where there is the most 

agreement on doing ecological restoration. However, there seems to be nothing in the DEIS or 

Plan that ties timber management in these ecozones to ecological restoration nor identifies how 

timber harvest would be guided. Is there any information in the Plan and DEIS on how timber 

harvest in these ecozones would be guided? 

 

 

USFS – Response: The intent for management in these areas is to move closer to the desired 

conditions in the ecozones section through management of timber and fire in certain areas while 

leaving other areas to move towards late structural classes. The plan direction is primarily in 

terrestrial ecosystems section of the plan. Timber management would be guided by the 

forestwide plan direction for timber management. The intent was to use the departure from NRV 

successional classes as a guide. There are desired conditions that describe future seral class 

levels. District level projects would assess whether site specific occurrences of the dry oak 

ecozone (for example) are appropriate for restoration treatments (see ECO-DC-10). The dry oak 

ecozones have the greatest amount of woodland within their desired conditions. These 

woodlands could be created across multiple locations across the forest where access is not 

limited.      
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Forest Service Deep Dive Q and A – Timber Calculations 
May 1, 2020 

 
 

Q: Regarding estimated acres of land for timber management (commercially viable currently) - why is 
the range between upper and lower limits so large? Which management areas are included? 

A: Estimated acres of land operable for timber management is described in Appendix B on p. B-3. The 
range represents what could be accessed with the current road system (low #) versus what could be 
accessed with new road construction (high #), based on FSVeg and what is likely to be commercially 
viable in the next 10 to 20 years.  

Management Areas that allow for timber harvest are Matrix, Interface, Backcountry, EIAs, SIAs, 
Administrative Sites, Experimental Forests, AT corridor, National Scenic Byways, Heritage Corridors, Wild 
and Scenic Rivers, Roan Mountain, Cradle of Forestry. In many of these management areas, timber 
harvest is confined to specific purposes as defined in management area direction. 

We updated the operable land calculations for Alternative B in May 2020. The Feb 2020 calculations of 
available acres for this alternative appeared to contain several pieces of designated old growth. These 
were removed and new shapefiles produced. They are published on our website.  

Q: When it comes to implementation, what additional resources does the FS need in order to move 
toward tier 2 timber goals? Without those additional resources ($), what sort of collaborative work 
can be done to aid in reaching those goals. More basically, what help does the FS need to get to tier 2, 
or even tier 1 for that matter? How can industry folks or private citizens help develop harvest plans or 
help put together timber sales on the forest? If industry folks or private citizens can’t help, who can? 
NGOs? How? 
 
A: This is a broader topic than the timber analysis and part of the answer will come through 
conversation with stakeholders and partners. Though having this answer now would aid in comments 
regarding the tiers of the draft plan, this questions also speaks to the implementation phase. Some tools 
for bringing in more capacity include the Good Neighbor Authority through which the NC Forest Service 
can contribute resources, such as inventory of stand conditions in the current Lickstone Project on the 
Pisgah Ranger District. The Nature Conservancy has also helped with inventory work in projects under 
the Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration project on the Grandfather Ranger District. Additionally, 
taking an all lands approach that crosses national forest boundaries could also add efficiencies.  
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Q: How many acres of site index of 80 or more are found in the Matrix management area? And how 
many have been regenerated since the 1960s? How about for the Interface management area? 
 
A: Please see the table (acres are estimates):  

  Alt B     Alt C     Alt C     

  NAN PSG Total NAN PSG Total NAN PSG Total 

Matrix/age<55 61,164 36,049 97,213 51,948 30,512 82,460 62,487 35,627 98,114 

Matrix/SI>80 155,178 102,710 257,888 125,917 78,477 204,394 157,096 100,842 257,938 

Interface/age<55 4,410 5,829 10,239 3,969 5,284 9,253 4,409 5,792 10,201 

Interface/SI>80 14,350 15,505 29,855 11,946 12,415 24,361 14,356 15,416 29,772 

 
  
Q: Why does the species/product mix vary so much with alternatives for forest products? Considering 
the proposed acreages for timber harvest are so similar, where are those differences coming from? 
A: Our interpretation of the variation is that it occurs between Alternative A and the action alternatives 
and then again between Tier 1 and Tier 2 of the action alternatives. We agree that the objectives are 
similar across all alternatives. The differences come from the FVS vegetation model and the Spectrum 
model. For Alterative A we used historical sale information to connect actual product mixes to sale acres 
for different treatments and then used GIS to connect these numbers to management areas and 
geographic areas. This allowed the Alternative A Spectrum model to closely approximate what has been 
done on the forest in recent years. For the action alternatives, there was an increase in the proposed 
harvest levels, these new harvest levels would be implemented under a restoration focused 
management plan that used the Natural Range of Variation to guide early age class creation in a variety 
of ecozones, ones that may not have been prioritized for harvest under the current plan. These 
approximations resulted in an increase in the harvest in the intermediate and dry oak types and a 
decrease in the harvest in the even aged harvest in the cove types. This is all in Tier 1. Under Tier 2 
objectives, with the increase in the harvest acres we anticipate increased harvest in cove ecozones. This 
along with the increase in overall harvest levels drove the species mix proportions back to ratios more 
closely approximating Alternative A, albeit at higher harvest levels overall. There are also some changes 
in management area allocation that occurs across alternatives but given the size of the forest changes in 
management area allocations, this is likely a lower level contributor to the product mixes estimated in 
the DEIS. 
  
Q: Can we have a map of the operable base as well as the commercially viable base? 
A: These layers are now available on the forest plan revision website. Go to 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/nfsnc/home/?cid=FSEPRD709554, scroll down towards bottom for 
spatial data links and the operability and suitability data will be there. An important caveat with this 
dataset is that the operability maps were designed for land management planning analysis only and 
does not take the place of project specific analysis. This dataset is not expected to be directly used for 
project level planning. 
 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/nfsnc/home/?cid=FSEPRD709554
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Q: What is the sustained yield for the operable base? 
A: This was not calculated. Sustained yield was calculated for the potentially suitable base as required by 
the 2012 Planning Rule. This totals 45 million cubic feet based on roughly 700,000 acres and shows the 
high level yield limits and is not meant to be a target or objective. We did not constrain the Spectrum 
model for vegetation treatments only on the operable base, and therefore, have not calculated a long 
term sustained yield on only that portion of the forests. However, the current plan analysis based the 
Allowable Sale Quantity on active management on about 276,000 acres, which approximates the 
amounts in the operable base (Nantahala and Pisgah Forest Plan Amendment Five, E-7).   
 
Q: Could you please clarify whether Tables 5-7 in the Appendix B (Timber Calculations) if Tier 2 
includes acres treated in Tier 1 (cumulative) or if its additional stand-alone acres? 
A: For each alternative and for each tier a separate SPECTRUM model was built and run. The outputs 
that are presented in the tables are the model outputs based on the objectives and management area 
allocations for that alternative and tier. If an alternative and Tier was selected then we would work 
towards those objectives (Tier) and the numbers presented for that tier are estimates of what the 
outputs would be (i.e. you would not add tier 1 to tier 2 for a given alternative).  
  
Q: On the table on p. 80 of the consolidated objectives, the reforestation acres generally match up 
with the acres for regeneration and intermediate harvests. Do those acres account for natural 
reforestation or are those artificially reforested acres or both?  
A: It is combined natural and artificial reforestation, including actions to improve composition in an 
area. A lot of the work on the Nantahala and Pisgah NFs historically is natural reforestation. Depending 
on seed produced by the canopy and other factors, some areas are better suited for natural or artificial 
reforestation, but it is primarily natural reforestation in western NC. But if we're engaging in more 
restoration, and if restoration is looking at changes in composition of what is currently growing to 
community types that are more appropriate for that site ecologically or in the context of climate change, 
there may be an increase in the amount of acres for artificial reforestation and actions to improve 
composition and structure.  
 
For the reforestation, in most cases in western NC, a harvested stand will regenerate to a young forest 
naturally that fully occupies the site at the time of canopy closure. On Nantahala and Pisgah NFs lands, 
most regenerated stands require some level of site preparation to begin the process of guiding species 
composition towards desired conditions. At the early stages of stand development treatments may 
include reducing stump sprouts of undesirable species or removing low shade from non-merchantable 
and undesirable midstory trees that remained after the regeneration harvest. Under the new forest plan 
many of the “undesirable” species removed or reduced would be those that do not fit in with what the 
natural range of variation calls for on the site or those that will have a lower chance of survival in the 
long-term under a changing climate.  A percentage of the sites regenerated might also receive tree 
planting. When tree planting is included in a regeneration sequence, site preparation assumes the 
additional burden of ensuring that planted investment are maintained and survive to contribute to the 
stand composition in the future. Examples of this might include planting shortleaf pine in a recently 
harvested white pine plantation or adding cluster planting of mesic hardwoods to group selection 
harvests in a cove. All of these examples and more would contribute to the acres in table 10. 
  
Q: Objective ECO-O-4: to restore 1,500- 4,000 acres over 10 years under tier 1 seems low compared to 
the desired condition for open woodlands is 360-480,000. While reaching this DC maybe the most 
difficult of all the structural conditions to achieve and will take multiple planning cycles to move 
towards, 1,500-4,000 acres barely puts a dent in that if a dent at all. Especially if you consider using 
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fire and timber harvest as the two main drivers to get there. I think many were hoping for at least that 
number annually as opposed to over the 10-year timeframe. 
A: It is going to take work and time to get woodlands established. Because of this, movement towards 
desired conditions will be a ramping up effect, getting conditions started in that direction but not 
necessarily getting to fully restored woodlands over the planning period. It will likely take multiple burns 
over decades to get to the maintenance phase for woodlands, and the numbers in the objective indicate 
the number of acres anticipated to be in the maintenance phase even while there may be a lot more 
acres moving that direction. Based on experience at Buck Creek serpentine woodlands, it will require 
multiple burns to restore the understory.  In some places it took 15 years to restore the habitat.     
  
Q: Can commercial treatments potentially be included in the stand improvement category or if those 
are considered all non-commercial treatments. Specifically, I’m thinking about uneven-aged harvests 
(single entry thinnings) directed to develop open forest/ woodland structure. Would all those types of 
harvests fall into the regeneration and intermediate thinning categories or could those contribute to 
the stand Improvement acres?  
A: Stand improvement acres are much higher than regeneration or thinning. For the stand 
improvement, those acres were set after internal discussion regarding additional treatments that may 
need to be complete on the landscape in areas that may not have access or be in areas where we would 
not want to build access. Several examples may include release treatments around red spruce, 
noncommercial slash down treatments in the backcountry, or noncommercial thinning to create 
woodland structure in stands of timber with low commercial value. It was assumed that these types of 
treatments would need to occur and be above the normal stand improvement treatments that occur 
within our commercially treated stands. Additionally, it was determined that there may be a need to 
increase the frequency of entry into regenerated stands in order to meet the Plan’s desired conditions 
regarding compositional restoration. This may include additional entries in stands that typically require 
those treatments or adding those treatments to stands that may not have received a stand 
improvement treatment in the past. All of these activities that might not result in a commercial product 
are included in the numbers and could fall into stand improvement. 
 
Generally speaking, stand improvement is a prescription applied to stands that are even-aged or multi-
aged where the size of the trees being cut are not merchantable in size. This would commonly occur in 
the regenerated portions of the stands as they begin to close canopy. For group selection this would 
occur in the young gaps, in two-age treatments it would be in the large open areas, etc. Even with the 
above portions of the answer, there would still be opportunities to expand how we used the stand 
improvement treatment. Some of these expanded treatment options could produce some commercial 
sized products especially since our forests are aging and we are regenerating so few of them. Whether 
they were actually removed as a product is another question. For example, doing stand improvement in 
northern hardwood/spruce fir ecozone ecotone is likely to result in merchantable sized trees, but if we 
were in norther flying squirrel/spruce-fir moss spider habitat it is likely that we would not remove trees. 
If we did a stand improvement in a dry oak community to create a woodland, we might cut 
merchantable trees but they would likely not be desirable for a timber purchaser (other than firewood). 
Other places where we could mix stand improvement and woodland creation includes where we are 
burning. Burning alone does not create a good woodland structure but if we burn several times and then 
apply stand improvement treatments to improve the stand structure, that would likely not result in 
commercial products. Incidentally, the Spectrum model includes a thinning and burn prescription that is 
used across all alternatives, albeit maybe at a lower degree then desired, that was designed to go after 
creating woodland structure. The model also includes a significant number of burning acres that was 
intended to open up the forests where it was applied by itself. In table 10, we inflated the stand 
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improvement numbers above what equates to the sum of the thinning and regeneration harvests to 
account for repeated stand improvement entries on young forest areas  to better manage composition 
as they transition into mid seral classes but also to address those treatments that were in areas that 
would not result in a commercial harvest (due to MA direction, remoteness, or non-merchantability, 
etc). Some of those acres could certainly be used to generate woodland structure.  
 
Q: The FS is predicting an increased volume of low-quality hardwoods and pine to be harvested, how 
do you plan on achieving this when demand for those products is so low? With so much low 
quality/value timber, how will you avoid projects that result in no-sale? How will you take into 
consideration local markets/industry needs when designing projects? 
A: The answer to this question varies regionally. In some places around the Canton Mill, for example, 
there may be a market for low quality hardwoods. It will be important to work together to try to add 
value to those products when possible, and at the district level there could be strategic packaging of 
timber sale units that include both higher and lower quality products. The mix of stands as well as 
expense of road maintenance and other issues are all put together to appraise the sale value. This 
question also gets at the larger understanding that “we” the FS and its partners need to develop 
surrounding a land management plan that includes timber harvest for restoration objectives and wildlife 
benefits.  
 
Q: If we find out through monitoring that we are meeting woodland objectives through fire and we 
are moving towards desired conditions faster than expected, does it become a problem to overshoot 
the woodlands objective? 
A: The objectives generally are a snapshot or tactic to achieve desired conditions, but they are not 
considered caps or constraints on management, which are found in the standards and guidelines. The 
objectives should be seen as a guidepost on the way towards desired conditions. Objectives could be 
exceeded when there is a need to increase the pace and scale toward achieving desired conditions, and 
only if, no other plan components would be compromised with the expansion of those objectives.  
 
Q: I'm a bit confused with the notion that the Forest Service can overshoot the objectives in the Forest 
Plan without a plan amendment. Can you explain why exceeding some objectives might create 
problems for an "integrated" plan? Or for your effects analysis and other legal requirements? 
A. The planning team has been innovative in creating Tier 1 and 2 objectives where Tier 1 are the 
objectives required by the 2012 Planning Rule that are fiscally constrained, but there is no guidance on  
Tier 2 objectives. Typically, objectives can be exceeded as long as other plan components continue to be 
achieved. However, any project or activity on the ground must demonstrate consistency with the plan’s 
desired conditions, standards, and guidelines, and if plan components conflict, a plan amendment could 
be needed. It is the role of the environmental analysis to evaluate how proposed management relates to 
effects on multiple resources areas. See the answer above for more information. 
  
Q: Are there are no numerical caps in the plan? 
A:  The sustained yield limit of 45 MMCF may be viewed as a limit. Other limitations on projects are 
captured in plan standards. Some standards have numerical requirements, such as “within 100 feet of 
perennial springs, bogs and other wetlands” (SZ-S-01). The standards regarding silviculture and timber 
management have specific numerical constraints. Other standards restrict certain project activities from 
occurring. Guidelines may also have numerical requirements on project activities. 
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Q: If the average production has been about 1.7mmcf/yr what has to happen to reach about 3.8 in 
Tier 1 of alternatives B, C, and D? 
A: Reaching Tier 1 requires that we are productive in the use of current resources and bring in more 
resources to our projects, including through collaboration with partners for resources and community 
support. Efficient NEPA will be a part of reaching these goals, as will prepping and advertising sales and 
creating a reasonable market for those sales. The issue is larger for the jump from Tier 1 to Tier 2. Much 
of Tier 2 would require partners to have a collaborative understanding of the program and would 
depend on resources contributed by partners to reach those goals.  
 
Q: Have you taken into account all the sawmills that have gone out of business? How to get work 
done when so many mills are out of business? To stay in business, mills need a steady flow of projects. 
Start/stop is not economical.  
A: The last five or six years have been tough on the wood products industry for many reasons. The 
economic conditions that affect the timber industry are beyond the control of the agency. However, we 
can collaborate with other federal, state, local agencies as well as adjacent landowners to help build the 
markets needed to meet the needs of all our stakeholders. If restoration work can be done consistently 
(the planned district projects flow through the NEPA process smoothly) and with a steady flow of certain 
types of products, there is the possibility for working together and for businesses to adapt or grow. 
Having diverse collaborative groups engaged in project planning will facilitate an understanding of 
restoration opportunities and the outputs that are possible. 

 
Q: Under Table 1 of Appendix B, lands not suited for timber production due to technical or legal 
reasons, there is no entry for alternatives B, C, and D. Rows D and E show totals based on suitability 
because timber production is compatible with desired conditions and objectives - or not compatible. 
But what is compatibility defined as? Are you referring to compatibility only to what's written in the 
plan or is this a consideration of project level factors like steepness of slopes, exclusion for 
archeological sites, etc.  
A: For Table 1, the values for Alternatives B, C, and D are the same as Alternative A for the first three 
rows.   
Compatibility with timber is defined in Chapter 60 of the 2012 Planning Rule and the management 
intent for different areas (FSH 1909.12 Ch. 61.2). Matrix and Interface management areas are 
compatible with timber production as a primary or secondary use of land, and other MAs are not. 
Within Matrix and Interface management areas, there are parts of the landscape that are not suitable 
for timber production including riparian areas, critical habitat, and designated old growth.  
  
Q: What (and where) are the other trade-offs between operable/viable acres and designations across 
alternatives? Does the decreased operable and viable acreage in alternative C directly relate to the 
larger designated old growth network? 
A: The variability in operable acreage across alternatives is largely due to differences in backcountry, 
matrix, and interface management area allocations. The current road system does not change by 
alternative (physically). The distances that equipment can harvest also do not change, leaving the 
management areas as the primary driver of differences. Alternative C has more backcountry, as well as 
EIA acres, so that plays a larger a factor in the operability calculation than the designated old growth 
network. 
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Q: How does the order of entry change across the different alternatives? 
A: Order of entry is a concept that sits more on the implementation side of the forest plan. It is 
anticipated that the forest and each district will need to evaluate the forest plan management area 
assignments for their district, the objectives of the plan, the most pressing needs for restoration and 
habitat, and partner’s interests on the surrounding landscape. They would then need to decide the best 
strategy for implementing the revised plan and how their district projects would look. Implementation 
could take many forms. Examples include larger landscape project areas that address many needs in the 
same area at once (Twelve Mile Project for example) or restoration focused projects like those that have 
developed most recently on the Grandfather Ranger District.  
 
The order of entry concept arose during the forest service era when timber production was a large goal 
within the Forest Service, in many arenas these two concepts have remained paired (unfortunate). The 
order of entry concept is actually very beneficial for restoration and can be utilized to ensure that the 
majority of a district’s lands are examined for needs over the full planning horizon and that certain parts 
of the district are not overlooked or neglected allowing problems worsen.  
 
Q: I am interested in seeing reports referred to in the DEIS, especially Lewis et al, 2017 and the process 
paper for NRV analysis. Is there any process paper specifically on the use of the Spectrum model? 
A: The Lewis et al and process paper for NRV referenced in this question have been posted on our 
website. Appendix D of the DEIS was meant to serve as a process paper for the Spectrum model.  
 
Q: During building the Spectrum Model was there too much acidic cove assigned to the white pine 
forest type groups? 
A: There are several factors involved in answering this question: The crosswalk between USDA Forest 
Types (EV Code) and Ecozones started in 2012 when the Forest set up a meeting with several research 
(Southern Research Station) and state agencies including the NC Natural Heritage Program to discuss 
how to best connect the two community classifications. The most noted result of the meeting was the 
consensus that there was significant overlap and a lack of a one to one relationship between EV code 
and ecozone. The results of this 2012 meeting were the starting point for the 2014 FVS analysis that 
attempted to link FIA forest type groups (FTG) to FSVeg forest types and ecozones. During this effort the 
crosswalk was expanded using the examples and estimates typified from the 2012 meeting results. Each 
FIA plot used was assigned an ecozone value based on the 3rd approximation of the ecozone model. 
Each plot was assigned a forest type group code based on the FIA plot data. Based on the results, out of 
the 211 FIA plots that were identified in the acidic cove ecozone 26 (12%) were assigned a white pine/ 
white pine hardwood FTG which could have included the hemlock FTG based on the crosswalk. It is 
assumed that there would be a subset of the 26 plots that were typed as the hemlock FTG based on the 
plot data. Of those 26 plots: 8 were EWP (103), 2 plots were EWP/EH (104), 3 plots were EH (105), and 
13 plots were EWP/NRO/WA (401). 

When the Spectrum analysis units were built for each alternative, each stand's EV code was assigned to 
a FTG from the FVS work in order to help link an FVS yield profile within the model. Again the same 
crosswalk was used. Based on GIS outputs we estimate that roughly 10% of the white pine and white 
pine hardwood FTGs in the Spectrum dataset were originally a Hemlock (05) or hemlock hardwood (08). 
When the cove hardwood-white pine-hemlock forest type (41) is included the percent increases to 29% 
but the 41 could include a significant amount of white pine and hardwood owing to the fact that 
hemlock trees have been in such a decline over the last decade due to hemlock woolly adelgid. As is the 
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case with all the EV codes in the NFsNC FSVeg dataset, they were likely assigned earlier then the onset 
of Hemlock Woolly Adelgid. As a final discussion point, it was important for the best estimate of the 
current conditions to be the starting point of the Spectrum model for each alternative. This included 
attempting to portray those situations where white pine has become more aggressive on the landscape 
and we felt that in the case of acidic coves given the presence of white pine as a minor component and 
with the legacy of HWA that these sites (along with dry oak types) are the best locations to expect a 
departed compositional condition related to increased white pine presence.  

Q: How was Tier 2 for young forest and mechanical harvest calculated? 
A: The upper end on the Tier 2 for young forest was influenced by the acres in the current forest plan 
EIS. We did not want to exceed what was planned in the current plan, because it has not been able to be 
accomplished, so exceeding the expected mechanical treatment in the current plan wouldn’t be 
realistic. For that upper end for mechanical harvest, there is a typo in a Chapter 2 table that refers to the 
upper end as 3,600 acres, but it’s actually 3,800 acres in the plan and analysis, which equates to 3,200 
acre of regeneration harvest and 600 acres of intermediate thinnings. 
 
Q: I want to understand better how the species and rare habitat analysis is dependent on and built 
around the Spectrum model. It’s fairly clear in the DEIS that species analysis is dependent on 
Spectrum because the ESE model seems to take outputs from Spectrum (e.g. young forest; old 
growth) to gauge effects on different species groups. What are the mechanics of using the Spectrum 
outputs in the ESE model? Is ESE dependent in any way on the NRV model? What are any explicit or 
implicit assumptions around the Spectrum and NRV models relating to species analysis? 
A: The rare habitat analysis did not use Spectrum outputs. Spectrum modeled the objectives in the plan.  
The plan objectives took into account the Natural Range of Variation. Outputs from the Spectrum model 
from each alternative are in an excel file format. They are able to be sorted by the outputs identified in 
Appendix D of the EIS. Successional classes of forest type groups were estimated in Spectrum. However, 
there is not an exact match of forest type groups to Ecozones, especially since we do not have a current 
inventory of ecozones. An estimate of forest type to ecozones was made as a first approximation of the 
successional classes, and these were adjusted in the ESE model based on professional judgement.  
Successional classes that were studied included young forest, woodlands, and old growth. ESE rating 
scores by individual ecozones were based on the NRV model and reflective of balanced successional 
classes for the highest rating. For any individual successional class, if the percentage exceeded or did not 
meet the desired NRV range, ratings were adjusted. For some ecozones that exceeded either old growth 
or young forest, ratings were downgraded.  
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